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With each new year comes changes
in style, trends, and even your life. All
of these changes may leave you in a
state of uncertainty, and that can be
ultimately attributed to the unknown.
On account of this unknown and the
unpredictable future, another unforseen factor may come into play. This
0

factor is the X" factor.
The X factor influences everyone in
some way or another during their lifetime. This could be through labels, such
as

0

Generation X" or the unusual and

unpredictable aspects of everyday life.
This factor is not necessarily a bad
thing. There are thousands of instances
in which the unknown can play a negative or positive role.
This University and the lifestyle surrounding it has it's own unique X f actors. No one really knows what is going
to happen when a student stays up all
night studying for an exam, goes out
with friends to a local nightclub, or taxis
a plane to the runway. Although what
will happen in the future is out of our
hands, we are all here for one common
goal: to make the best of what we have
and are today.
-
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Jessica Ross

EX tending a We/come
ERAU students face new challenges every day. Who knows what's around
the next corner?
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Into Place

Incoming students participated in many activities
to acquaint themselves with the University

ncoming studcncs to the Daytona Beach Campus participated in new and
innovative programming, through the efforcs of the Oricncation T eam and
their staff leadership. T his Fall, new students were orienccd by degree prog ram ,
instead of the " transfer/ freshman A-H " type grouping. Academ ically, studencs
came in with one g roup and will continue with that g roup.
The Oriencation T eam developed several " Social Issues" Skits, fun skies on
roommate appreciation and procrastination, and serious pieces on sexual assualt/ being safe and alcohol/ drug abuse. According to Orientation Director Linda
Bloom, the team received a g reat response from scudencs and parencs.
New programming included " Len ing Go," - a workshop to help parents adjust
to the freshman year. A Job Fair was held at the Early Fall Orientation, in midsummer, resulting in 30 incoming students getting jobs before September.
According ro Bloom, this strengthens the bond fo r these students to the campus. A
Non-Traditional Scudenc Reception Cookout fo r srudencs ages 23 and older,
married or veterans, drew between 70- 100 people. T his Spring, 1996 a Melting
Pot Reception was held fo r African Americans, Caribbeans, H ispanics, and ochers.
This was successful enough chat ic will be concinued.
N ew technology required sessions on academic computing and voice mail.
Those students needing financial aid were g iven multi-media presenca rions on
" Financing Your College Ed ucation" before they signed fo r their fund ing checks.
A new departure for Oriencarion was the Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity - Thera
Phi Alpha Sororricy sponsored Monce Carlo Nig ht. This was rhe firsr rime a
srudenc organization prog rammed and paid for an oriencarion event. O verall, this
was a highly challeng ing and innovative year for student orienrarion.
- jean Snyder

I

M A T T 1111:.'LA NSK!
LEFT, The Orientatio n BBQ may b e rained
our but free food and prizes :tre still abundant.
Dan ~l i liccvic asks a trivia tiucscion to J canRcmy Nnblc as a T-shirt is at stake.
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TOP, Mus ician Ric k Kelly roc ks ch c
Srudcnt Center on i\ug ust 26. as 1\lumna
'.\ lark Hogan gets rhe uowd .ill fiCL·d up.
n iese free auivities hcnific l.tmpus life.

DA I 'I D GASS
H yp n or is r T o m D elu ca h as Car rie
Czcrnikowski under has spell. she tannot
n:member her name' Jun Dca,on and Rob
Prouor cnsurc the ,.;fcC) o t the students
while they .arc undtT

'

.

.
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MATT /Jlt:LANSKI
TOP, J uggler / P hysical Comedian Michael
Rosma n ut ilizes many students such as Noelle
Robinson and these two manly volunteers to
entertain the Orientat ion nuwd cm August 23

0-Tcam member Raffi Paiacian wal ks
a r o u nd the campus showing chc freshman
where their clasSl-S will be held . Orientation
teaches valuable k-ssons to incum ing srndcnts.

1995.
H ow long is th is line? The library is where the
srudl·nts obrnin there parking stickers, Yearbook
phoros and srudcnr JD's.

Orientation
C /IR!S 7JAN SA RNA
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Fraternities and sororities united
in a week-long battle to be the
best on campus

~ft~

6 6 It was a week where you can forge t about school and concentrate on
brotherhood." said Alpha Era Rho"s Brian Wendel. Greek Weck
cook place the week of Ocrober 13-20. The competition is a means ro
bring the University's fraternities and sororities rogcrher fo r a week of

friendly competition.
Different events were held each night ro help involve every member of
the organizations. Among these events were a rug-of-war, chariot race,
volleyball competition, pyramid race, swimming relay race, keg ross, and a
race ro find a poker chip hidden in a m ound of flour. This year's
competition ended up being one of the closest in Greek Week history, with
Sigma Alpha Epsilon named champion after rhe last event.
Will Faruzzi of Sigma Alpha Epsilon summed rhc week up best by
scaring " Ir's good friendly competition between frarerniries, and ir establ ishes inter-Greek friendships.·· This is another outcome of the event.
fraternities and sororities have the chance to get to know the ocher Greeks
on campus, while forming stronger bonds with the newer members of their
own organizations.
Some of rhe more unusual events du ring the week were rhc ones that
drew the biggest crowds. The pyramid race required the reams ro run a
short distance and then srop and pile on each ocher's backs ro form a rcnpcrson pyramid. During the keg ross, members of the organizations were
given an empty keg ro throw . The distances were then marked ro sec which
went the farthest.
All of the Greek organ izations on campus were involved. including
Alpha Phi Omega. The members of chis service fraternity posed as referees
for the events. This week brings out the positive in Greek organ izations, as
shown in Brian Wendel's statement - " I wish it was every semester. ..
- J essica Ross

ADAM YUSUF
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Cl'RT!S l"OL "/ll

lJt.'AT JUND
l·,1r Lcfc: One of rhe more: t rc:auve c:vc:ms of
1
•reek \Xfcc:k ts rhc.: chariot ratc:s. where.: 14roups
11
• IJ .md ratt rhc:1r own thanors T lllS one: was
''""utrcd hr rhc: Thc:r:t Phi Alpha surortr)' .

Above Le fc: On e o f chc most widc:ly warchc:d
evc:ms of G reek \Xlec:k is rhe pyramid w ntest. Team
members rau: across a field and try to build a
pyramid in the quit kest ri me:.

Above: T h e rug·of-war c:vcnr is a rt-st of
c:ndurance for the G rec:ks. Due: w rain . these:
brothers of Alpha Phi Dc:lra ended up barding
rhc:ir opponents in a mud pit.

l..,ft : The brorhe rs and sisct:rs rook ro rhe
~ ·11 t:f ont· SUnn)1 afternoon (or the..· sw11nmmg
' ,., In •n c:fforr ro try and wm rht· c:venr for her
"''"nt)' . a member of Alpha X1 Dc:lra Ji ves in .

Gree!\ Week

ll

Oktober est
tudents, faculty, and staff crowded the lawn between the
swimming pool and racquetball courts on Occober 14 ,
during the third annual Okcoberfest. This Student Government Association sponsored event provided music, games,
beer, and lots of free food.
The festivities got underway at 1:00 pm Saturday, with free
sausages, chips, and sodas served co the long line of waiting
students. Those in attendance aged 2 1 and older were able co
purchase cups of german H acker Pschorr beer fo r a low price.
Throughour the day musical entertainment was provided by
student Shye Gilad, and the local band D ouble Cross. Students
were able to relax and have fun while listening co covers of
popular songs. Those who wanted a more physical time could
cake part in the baseball coss or giant boxing ring. The baseball
booth enabled the thrower to find out just how fast their
fastball really is. A giant, inflatable boxing ring let students put
on oversized gloves and battle for a short period of time.
Althoug h not many accended, chose who were there had a
good rime, as shown by rhe mash pit that formed in front of
the stage lace in the afternoon. Thanks co the SGA, Okcoberfesr has grown from an event co a yearly tradition.
- Jessica Ross

S

Students had the chance to do their best Nolan
Ryan impressions at the " Speed Pitch" booth. Herc
students were able ro throw a baseball at an inOated
booth and have their speeds timed.

A long line of stude nts stretchl'S back from the

food tent. The SG J\ provided free sausagl'S. chips.
and soda ro all who :mended.

C HRIS S:IR.\
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Scude ncs wer e c nccrcained chro ug h m osc of che
afternoon by chc musical group .. Double Cross... Jenn
Score and Karen Recd were among chose who stormed
chc stage cowards che end of the performance.

Fo r ch ose in a tte n dance w ho wanced co cake ouc their
aggressions or just have some fun, they had chc chance co
ger in rhe ring and fight wich o versized boxing gloves.
Compecirors had cwo minutes w d uke ir our while
speccarors cheered chem on .

Oktoberfest
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gbosts

gboals,

arro assor<te r<eatar<es
!u.enJ iqnllom.e.e11, .atub.ent.a tran.afonn IDooltttl.e iqall
into n l1nm1t.eb l7ou.a.e for rommunity rqilbr.en burinu
n nigqt of br.e.a.aing up tq.e boon

n rhe nighr of H allowee. n in Doolirrle H all, rhe dorm was filled wirh
everyrhing from walking cardboard rrees ro Srar Trek crew members. Emerging from rhe darkness were ghosrs, ghouls, and homicidal maniacs being pushed around in shopping carrs. The building of rhe
haunrcd houses in Doolirrle was a huge project in which everyone parriciparcd, wherher in ser-up, clean-up, serving as a guide, or parriciparing in
rhe action. W' irh combined efforr, each hall of rhe dorm was rransformed
inro a separare haunred house. Each corridor had a differenr rheme and a
diffe renr level of gore. Some of rhe rhemes included Srar Wars , rhe Wizard
of Oz, Arrack of rhe Killer Klowns, and jusr scaring rhe lirrle k ids who
happened ro srumblc inro rhe wrong hallway.
There were guides in cosrume on each floo r ro escorr rhe visirors rhrough
rhe dark , cavernous halls rhar conrained somerhing differenr lurking around
every corner. Refreshmenrs were spread our in rhe downsrairs lobby for rhe
kids and rheir parenrs. Even wirh homework ro do and resrs ro srudy for, all
rhe residenrs of Doolirrle pur forrh a grcar deal of combined efforr ro make
rhe H alloween of 1995 one rhat won 't soon be forgocren - for rhe srudenrs,
crearures, and visirors.
- Aaron Cat es

0

AARON CATES

.·L-IRON CATES
Crystal H essl_e r bares her vampire fangs
at a fellow knife-wielding hall member as a
m asked maniac looks on. T his hall was mled
" Insanity" because of it's diverse case of
characters.

AARON CATES
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P utting together a section of a hnuniid
house can be d ifficult work. H owever, d1C
fun pare is working 1t as the spectators pall
through. Joe Berthelot and the "Tin Mi10''
take a break from the acnon.

Students came u p wich many differenc
ways co cncercain and frighcen chose who
enccrcd cheir hall. O ne of che mosc creative
was chis version of" death by shopping care. "

.- r '

I

AAR ON CA TES

~

There were various displays of whac can
happen if you run inco the wrong person at
the wrong time. Carmello Marino lies in a
bloody mess, an om en of whac was in score
for visitors.

AA RON CATES

Halloween
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Several volunteers h e lped out ac
the Halifax Humane Socict)' · Herc,
Jeff Kisby applies a new coat of
paint to a barn that hou ses peering
zoo animals.

Bf:.'.·IT Jl '
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he 3rd Annual INTO
THE STREETS brought
in our best student volunteer numbers to date. Over 180
student worker accomplished 11
projects in the community on the
weekends of November 5 and
18, 1995. Shah Kavandi, the
new chair for the Volunteer Network 's ITS Planning Committee, acted as the student coordinator of this project. As
advisor, and Student Activities
staff member Jean Snyder acted
as staff coordinator.
Over 12 student organization
leaders came together to plan the
event, and sign their group
members up for special projects
for the day. This year's Imo the
Streets focused on children, but

T

Imo the Streets is the buzz word. Sarah
Summerson and Rachel Williams helped
painc the Daytona Beach Humane Society, clean the animal cages, and feed the
residents. Srudenc volunceers like Sarah
and Rachel wotked on 11 projects in the
local area.

BEAT JUND

also maintained other projects so
that all of the volunteers helped
with something they were interested in. Projects included KIDFEST, a special one-day event in
downtown Daytona Beach sponsored by the United Way. At the
Celebration of Old Dayrona 20
students helped give rours. Volunteers filed over 6,000 files at
the Stewart-Marchman Treatment Center (a center for adolescents w ith drug/alcohol
problems). Six students helped
landscape the front and back of
Our House, a residential home
for final stage AIDS patients.
Twenty students scraped and
painted the entire exterior of a
senior citizen's home in only six
hours and I 5 students core down
and rebuilt a fence chat surrounds che Tomoka Scace Park
Museum Building . 17 students
helped the Halifax Humane Society winterize two barns, clean
and paint the interior walls of
the kennels for the dogs, paint
one of the offices, and walk
many of the animals. And others
helped at the S.E. Volusia Humane Society in the peering zoo
area, moving fertilizer, cleaning
pens and washing the animals.
On Nov!'!mber 5th, an event tied
co Imo the Streets took place.
Over 4 500 canned goods were
collected by Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity. The food was donated ro rescock the Council on
Aging's Food Bank.

- Jean Snyder

Members of Alpha Phi Omega ser·
vice fraternity Shawn Glidden ,
Rexford H eivi lin, Michael Gowen
donate their time renovating the jogging trail at the Daytona Beach YMCA. The Third Annual Into the
Streets was a success once again.

Volunteering 16A

EMBRY ,
RIDDLE '":I
LA ·' ES • •.

A.med " Eddie" A.bdellarif smokes in traditional Egyptian style while Nader
A.bdel-Missih sells baklava to International Day attendees while representing
their country. Besides good food, their
booth includes Egyptian statues, artwork, and educational literature.
Wonjoon Lee artractS the attention of
numerous people by com paring Korean
writing with ocher Asian languages.
Open to members of the community as
well as ERA.U students, Inrernational
Day offers a chance to learn about ocher
cultures.

KAREN l. MAGNUSSE/\.
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INTERNATIONAL DAY

ffi]~ [JIJ ~
The C9elebFation of <DiveFsity
n March 2nJ , l 996 the EmbryRi Jdl e Srudenr Cenrer was
filleJ with the sights , sounJs,
and smells from countries around the
wor!J . The build ing was packed with
students anJ local community members. The local newspaper notified the
community in advance of which all arc
welcome co attend. International Day
proved co be a clay when the local
comm u ni ty gained something fro m
ERAU .
With an international population of
I 8~ ER AU offers an al most endless
supply of d iversity. On International
Day sruJcnts prouJ ly show off their
heritage anJ share ir with orhers. Most
people come fo r the food . \Xfherher you
want dinner, dessert or a refreshing
beverage this was rhe place co be. For a
nom inal fee you could sample delicacies from around the world without
leaving Dayrona Beach . Entrees such as

0

Sofc w are Engineering major Tsucy \Xfci
Sc'1h anJ Av Tech-AMT/ Avionics major
i\lohamad Subor prepare Ayam Pcrik. A
traJitional ~ la lays ian dish composed primarilr nf rin·. red meat and cucumber.

hot curried Indian chicken or Singaporian seafood were available.
Dcsserrs proved co be the biggest
sellers, whether one was interested
in Sri-Lank in Pastries or Baklava a
plethora of tasty goodies were available.
Entertainment was provided ro
spectators at no cost. The Tae Kwon
Do club demonstrated self defense
techniques co the sounds of Mortal
Kombat, as well as crowd pleasing
brick breaking . The Chinese KungFu group demonstrated the art of
sword fig hting. The crowd also participated in a Caribbean music and
d ance routine.
Students set up their respective
boorhs which lined rhe walls of rhe
Student Cen rer . National items
such as flags, rradirional outfits, and
ga mes were displayed. Some people
showed videos of their homeland.
This day's events proved ro be multi-cultural for all who attended
- Christia11 Sar11a

T h e firs t m ajor event o f International Day proved co be rhc bigg(-St
crowd plc:1scr. Studcncs from rhc
T ac Kwon D o d u b who have
achieved rhc level of b lack bclr
dcmonsratc rhcir abiliric-s.

International Day
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DORM LIFE

in Doolittle,

Chanute,
& McKay
he dormarorics of Cha nurc,
D ool irrle, a nd McKay are
home ro srudcnrs who live fa r
from home, and/or who a rc rrying
ro gain freedom from rhcir parenrs.
As rhe requests for housing come in ,
rhe housing depamnc:nr arrc:mprs ro
march roommares according co rheir
characrerisrics. Placing srudenrs rogerhcr in rhis way nor only reduces
conflicrs, bur helps srudenrs work
rogerher on assign mcnrs.
Borh Doolirde and Mc Kay arc
on-campus complexes. Room s in
McKay holds rhrec: roommares in
each room whi le Dool irdc holJs
only rwo. Ar rhe beginning of every
semesrer, rcsidenrial advisors reaJ
rhe rules of housing ro rhcir rcsidenrs. Residenrs w ho d o nor have
prior knowledge of rhc:ir room mares
become parr of whar can be: Jescri bed as a socia l c:xperim cnr.
R oommarcs musr lea rn ro adapt ro
each orhcr·s li fcsryle. T his can bring

T

them rogerhcr or tc:ar rhcm apan.
depending on how well they do.
Chanure, an off-campus complex,
brings anorhcr problem ro rhe r<:sidenrs: how ro ger ro school. The
ho using depa rr m<:nr offe rs free
rransporrarion ar various rimes to
rhose who need ir. Residenrs who
ha vc cars need ro worry about insurance. paym enrs and gas. Those who
opr ro walk or ride a bike have to
worry abour rhe wcarher and rraffic.
Beginning of rhe fall scmcsrcr of
199 5. rhe hous ing deparrmcnt
moved all the incoming fres hman
inro on-campus housing. All upperclassmen who hopc:J ro ger oncampus housing again had ro make
a rransirional change ro rhe offcampus housing of Chanure Complex. T he housing depa rrmem
along wirh rhe Universit}' made chis
change ro decrease rhc drop-our rare
of incom ing freshmen .

- Matthew Biela11ski

A new freshmen residenc begins the work
of moving her possessions inco McKay Hall.
The adjustmcncs of moving into a new location can be difficult for some. but the new
found freedom is the reward for these individuals.
Tyrus Young po urs b leach in with his
laundry tO brighten his whites. Living on
your own brings about new responsibilicies
such as laundry. Searching for correct change
t0 operate chc machines can sometimes be an
advencurc in itself.
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Cha nute r e sident M o h amed B oi h y
prepa res a thicken dinner rn Ix: used as
kfrnvcrs d uring the week. The Chanute
(Ompkx has a small kicchm in chc rooms
for residents who wish ro cook their
food . Cooking frn>d is an alternative tu
eating cafeteria food on campus or eating
m orhc.:r n:stauranc s.

I
-

Chanute r esid e nt J oe Mo n dello an<l
rt'Sidemial advisor Roel Goossen <lisrnss
various m:mcrs of residentia l living. Rcsidmtial ad visors art· a gcx>d sourt<: of
informarion not only for housing informat ion bot also abo ut tht area. school.
and life .

1\ IATTl/ t:W Bll:.LIN SKI

Dorm Life
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Recreational Sportsnti JustADo I
~

'

ross Training Pure E~oyme
1

1

re you amon g the masses who think that
college students are couch potacoes? A quick
look aroun d Embry-Riddle's camp us will
prove you dead wrong .
Students here know some energetic ways of
blowing off steam or just keeping in shape. The
Recreational Spores Depa rtmen t supplies the student body with spores equip ment such as tennis
rackets, kickboards, and soccer balls. A popular
diversion is the Fitness Center, located in the
Fieldh ouse, free weigh ts and Nauti lus machines
are available for use. Indoo r volleyball and basketball activities take place in the new air con-

A

ditioned gymnasium .
The Racquetball courts are so highly utilized
there is a daily waiting list. W hether it is swimming in the olym pic sized pool, diving off the
boards or worsh ipping the sun in-between classes
or weekends, the Tine W. Davis Pool is frequented
by students, faculty and staff.
T hose students who do not want co bulk up,
but would rather have a little bit of active fun , ope
for pick-up basketball, soccer, football and volleyball games. Bicycling is a necessity for some.
Roller hockey exploded onto the campus scene this
year with the formation of a team. They often
practice on the converted basketball court behind
McKay Hall. The camp us offers many paths and
open spaces for inline skating.
Some students have required recreational activities. Army and Air Force R.0.T.C. have mandacory group runs, marching and p hysical fitness
cescing.
- Kare n L. Magn ussen
Coolin g off on a hot Florida day while
?ctting exercise is an advantage. Swimming
is regarded as the one best exercises one can
do.
Practic e m akes perfec t. Talcin g advantage of a balmy February afternoon, J on
Kolb, AlcnJu van, and Nick Kosko put their
work aside co kick around a soccer bail.

BEAT JL'\
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KAREN L M ACF.l\l S££.V
Aaron R obb ins cakes advancage o f c::e
new weight room during a rainy d2y. Tie
new and improved weight room in the F iel.:house enables more of the Unive rsity sr~dcncs ro work-our ar rhe same t ime. The new
building offers extended hours, a lc::icker
room, and water fountains insid e of etc
fimcss room.
Duri ng che fall semester, h eavy a:nou~
of rainfall caused the drainage d i tches oocampus co flood . Three srudencs sp las."J
around in an inflatable plastic boat 1n the
small lake chat has formed between M d Kay
and Doolitrle.

Recreation al Spou-ts ::21

Student Employment
Students Working to Further the Universi1y
early a rhird of all underclassmen here arc employed on-ca mpus as
srudenr employees. Over 900 work as rurors, lab m onirors, grounds
workers, life guards, computer rcchn icians, ream leaders, reach and
research assisranrs. According to Srudenr Employ menr Coord inaror Karhy
Parsons, rhe bcnefi rs fo r srudcnrs working here include berrer rerenrion and
rhe opporcuniry ro work around your class schedule.
Parsons scared rhar by working on-campu s srudenrs become m ore
fami liar wi rh rhe Universiry, and get ro mecr orhcr srudcnrs in a non-

N

classroom scrring while being m onerarily assisred.
In addition ro rhe on-campu s posirions , on any given day rhcrc a rc over
l 50 off-campu s jobs posred ar rhc newly designed "J ob Locarion Developer" outside rhc Srudcnr Employm cnr Office, in Spruance H all. The jobs arc
lisrcd like classified ads. Srudenrs may selecr up ro seven ads, and by jusr
g iving locaror numbers arc provided wirh a longer descriptio n of rhe job
rhrough compureri zed dara-scarc h.
This year rhc office cried a "j ob Fair" for brand new srudenrs who had
arrived in mid-su mmer ro pre-registe r and ger an early srarr. O ver 30
srud cnrs were hired in July fo r jobs on-campu s from rhis fa ir.
On February 12- 16, Srudenr Employm enr sponsored a week of acrivirics
ro show apprcciarion ro rhc many srudcnr employee s work ing here.
Giveaway prizes were provided ro many, and each deparrme nr was
encourage d ro show working working srudcnrs rhcir rhanks for rhe jobs
accomplis hed by rhese on-cam pus employees.

- J ean Snyder
One thing a ll stude nt employees
have in common is rhac chey all get paid
every ocher Thursday. Samcer Reharnan
issues a JXl)'clK-ck to gr:tduace studenc
Nasah Donicace ac the Srudcm Employment Office. Students arc allowed ro
work 2 5 hours per week on campus.
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Not all stude nts ope fo r sit-duwn jobs
behind desks. Jongsoo Hong unloads a
shipnwnt of paper from his 1\Jaterials
i\lanagemen r tnl(k in front uf E Building. Although his job is phrsit.dli• exerting. H ong still gers paid the same as
everronc else- S4 .25 an hour.

Cf-IRISTl.-1.\' S.-1R\

Computer Lab assiscanc David Danie l helps Tom W illiams wich one of chc \'(/indows
applications. Computer-sa vvy
assistants like Daniel arc a valuable assec during finals. when srudcncs rush co cum piece chcir final
papers.

BEAT JUND

6299

""
6001

CHRISTIA N SARNA

___
';

...

KAREN L. MAGNUSS EN

l"ucure a ir crafc mec h anic Dav id Coe
helps scudencs complce<: chcir winglec
project in AMT 20 I , Sheet Mccal Fabricarion. The AMT Dcparcrncnr offers scudmrs rhc AMT Fellowship. which pays
for parr of rhei r ruirion in exchange fu r
working in chc numerous A MT labs.

Kris Murc ia, Ma rk Bai ley, and Jusrin
Williams sruff m ail inco scudenc boxes.
Wirh over 4,000 mailboxes co be fi lled,
chc job rakes up muse of chc day. They
a rc also responsible for sorring all of chc
incoming m ail and bringing lccrcrs ro chc
various dcparcrncncs on campus.
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Magic is noc just a card game, ir is an
addicrion! David Gass, J eremy Browner,
Adam Macaulay, and Garrerr T aylor case
spells and b ring our rhcir minions in hand co
card combar. " l\fagic rhc Garhcring" is a
mulci-playcr game d esig ned co scimulace
your imaginarion. This game is played on
campuses across chc Uniccd Scares.

KAIU:.N L. MAGNUSSEN

of Daylona Beach

D

CHRISTIAN SA RNA
Computer Science majo rs Kevin Teu fer
anJ Matchew Bielanski vent chcir academic
fruscracion during a compccicivc game of air
hockey. The arcades locaccd on Daycona's
Boardwalk offer late night cntcrcainmcnt of a
more interaccivc nature. From chc classic
" Pac Man" ro che modern "X-Mcn: Children of che Acom", the arcades have ic all .

aytona Beach has long been known as the
mecca of Spring Break , and during the off
season the universiry students reap the
benefits. The night life in D aytona is just as lively
as a major metropolitan area. There are a plethora of options available to the students.
Clubs such as the Coliseum, Razzles, and
Point Break are available to the dance enthusiast.
New clubs such as The Bank, a blues bar on
Main Street, has proven to be popular among the
student body. Coffee houses such as Cafe Bravo
and J ava Lava are good places to hang our.
Another new addition to the night life of D aytona Beach is Laser Tag Incorporated, located in
Ormond Beach . The Ocean Center offers public
ice skating during hockey season before and after
games.
W ithin walking distance of the dorms is Castle
Adventure Mini Golf and G iant Maze. W ith the
Dollar movie theater nearby and the student
discount which Volusia Square 8 offers, going to
the movies is a weekly rirual for many.
On the ocean the Daytona Boardwalk offers a
carnival atmosphere 365 days a year. Go-kam,
the Skycoaster Bungee Swing, the pier's Skyride,
and arcades are available into the wee hours of
the morni ng. N umerous bars are located on the
beach, including Bernkastel Festhaus, for those
who want to kill brain cells with a variety of
interna tional beers.
For those who are in the driving mode, traveling to O rlando offers a variety of evening entertainment. Pleasure Island and Church Street Station are the two more popular areas of in terest.
Planet H ollywood and the H ard Rock Cafe offer
a unique atmosphere. Entertainment such as
these are located within 90 minu tes of the University, making the options of fun endless.

- Christia11 Sarna

Studying
TO EXPAND THE MIND
f you arc a procrasrinaror, you can
fi nd a million and one things to do
first. If you are a good student, you
do not have ro do it often. If you are a
pilot, there is hundreds of federal regulations awaiting, and if you are an
engineer, you do noching but just to
keep in step. What is it, you ask? It's
studying. Even tho ug h some may
dread the very thought , it must be
done , and there are several ways that it
can be done.
On campus alone there are numerous p laces where students can concentrate on classwork.There are computer
labs in both the C building and the
Lehman Center that are available fo r
student use. These labs offer PC comp uters and Sun Unix workstations that
run a variety of prog rams fro m e-mail
to word p rocessing.
Next, there arc three "specialized"
labs on campus char focus on one general area. T hese labs, rhe math, chemistry / physics, and writing centers, have
tutors and student assistants available

I

ro help S(Lldents wirh work in a specific
course or in wrmng papers.
If you d o nor need a ruror or comp uter help and just want a quiet p lace
to review notes and read , cry rhe library. The library has rliree levels of
S(Lldy carrels and tables for working .
Sruclenrs also find rhe lounges in rhe
Lehman Center and rhe Spruance Hall
Atrium ideal p laces to study.
Many students fall inro rhe pattern
where they rclucrantly give into stud ying ar a lace hour rhe night before an
exam. Depending on coffee is nor rhe
way to gee swdying clone. Most class
instructors, however, recom mend that
students scare preparing ar lease rwo
days before the exam is g iven, in addition to daily review of class notes. In
being well prepared fo r classes, swclents ensure that rhey fully understand
information g iven ro chem. This will ,
in wrn, lead those individuals into a
job they are suited for in rhe fuwre.

- Jessica R oss
.JESSI CA ROSS
To p - Student Shannon Kies waits a.s hi!
pape r pnnrs 111 rh t C Building computer Jab
i\fany srudt nrs u nlizC" the rn mpurcr labs tn

the C Bu ilding and Lehma n Center for wn·
etng papers and rcsnng programs.
\'\/ h e n students need help with wriringa
paper or developing .1 rhes is. the best place to
go is rh L· \X'riring Ctnrtr in A- I 06. \XI ricing
assistanr Rnberr Frost 1s helping studem
1 ud ia Manio n wirh her rtsearrh paper.

.IESSI C-1 ROSS
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Lcfc - J er em y Goodwin searc hes fo r
hdp from Nicole Rigby. Stodrnrs can
help each orher our by explaining how
rheir answers arc derived. Simply showing rhc answers is considered acadcm ic
chearing.

Rig hr - M arc Eads r e laxes a n d srudics
in a srudy room ar Doo lirrlc Hall. Lisrcning ro music and stodying can hd p some
ind ivid uals roger inro rhe mode of srudying.

AARON CATES

Wa lker Ca llaway, N ic hole Rigby,
David Gcm:is, Jeremy Good win, and
Jen H ilron (from back ro from) mccr in
Doolicrle Hall ro parra kc in group stody.
Group scodying rnn help ind ividuals und crsrand diffcrcnr vicwpoinrs of a subjccr.

Studying
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Relieving

Srress ThPough

icture chis - it's Friday afternoon, you're done with c~ass~s
for the week, and it's coo early co go out because nothing is
really happening yet - sound familiar? One way co beat chis
boredom is by attending an ar Attitude Adjustment. These shows,
usually comedians or singers, rake place every-ocher Friday in the
Student Center. T ouch-N-Go Productions provides chis entertainment free co all students as a way to relax and unwind for the
weekend.
T ouch-N -G o work hard, and provide top-notch performers for
these shows. Many of the comed ians have made narional television appearances and several musicians have won awards for
their perfo rmances within college tours. The show chat d rew the
biggest crowd was comedian J ohn Pinette. All chose in attendance
were ready fo r his buffer routine, featu ring the infamous " You
been here fou r hour!" Ocher fall semester aces included Keith
J ohnson with his " real world" comedy, and Renee Hicks on her
" Bald Ambition" tour.
The spring semester brought two comedians and rwo musical
acts co the ERAU Student Center. T ommy Blaze and Frank King
amused students with their witty humor and jokes. Touch-N-Go
also provided the musical talent of Life In G eneral, and saw co rhe
return of the ever-popular Theresa. Performing a mix of her own
songs and covers, Theresa gave the assembled group of fai thful
fans a show char won't soon be fo rgotten.
In past years, T-N-G has broug ht in aces like Mike Rayburn ,
Rick Kelley, and Michael Rosman. As seen from the talent in the
shows from this year and recent years, Attitude Adjustments are
events char keep getting better as classes roll on. Students who
attend the productions are given a chance co listen to and
participate in a live show while releasing the stress from a week of
classes ar the same rime.

P

- J essica Ross

"Take this p icture fo r the yearbook''
exclaims Renee Hicks as she shows che
camera her besc side. She has a unique
blend of humor cliac is shown by cmbarrasing people and using commercials for
che butt of jokes.
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Enfepfainmenf

Keich R obinson uses adult humor co
explain life in New York Cicy. Early on. he
scarred cauncing audience members wirh jokes abou r cheir appearance and personal Jives.

K ·IREN l. MAGNUSSE.\'

Formidabl e comed ia n J ohn P in ette
draws the largest crowd ro his Attitude
Adjustment show. Having been on Comedy
Central and HBO, his routine involving Chinese food and buffet rcscaurant is fami liar co
many in the audience.

Attitude Adjustment 29

T op - A sophomo re is applying his technique to a wing
projea in AMT 201. 111e class is
designed ro reach students aircraft sheer rncral structures fabrication.
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Bo tto m - John Toe mani pu la tes
an aircraft structure in the Structures
Design Lab. Lib rooms arc used by
students not on!)' for cnmpkting assignments but also for relaxation and
socializatio n with other peers.

Rig ht - Dean Arms trong disp lays his physiral prowess before
dropping a landing gc"r strut. Tests
similar co chis om: arl· tonducrcd in .t
strunures <lass in 1he hopes .,f making aircraft safer.
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Academics
Learning through
Classes
Labs
and Computers
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'

hen a student is looking inro wh ich hig herlearning instirution that he or she will atrend ,
what does he or she look for' In most cases, it
is the q ualiry of the academic p rogram s and the percentage of graduates receiving jobs in their field . The
srndents here combine those rwo poinrs along with rheir
interest in aviation to push on rh roug h vigorous flig hr,
eng ineering, and mechanics classes. Why is it char
ERA U students and thousand s of other studcnrs around
the world do rhis1 Ir is fo r one com mon goal - ro
graduare wirh a degree in their field .
Degree p rograms ar Embry-R id d le: arc d esigned ro
g ive srndents rhe best understanding of course m arcrial
possible. Conversely, the programs arc also designed ro
enable professors and instrucro rs ro relay rheir expanse
of knowledge ro rhe srudents as proficiently as possible.
This is done rhrough severa l different ways of p resenring the class marcrial. lnsrrucrors can present rhc
typical classroom class or they may opr ro use mul timedia p resentations. Srudc:nrs are also su b jecr ro raking labs. These different fo rms of presentation g ive
srudenrs an all-around fee l for the su bjccr.
Professors may feel at their b est standing ar the front
of a classroom and relaying information ro students b y
lecrurc. T hese lccrures may b e enhanccd by chalk or
marker boards and overhead p rojecrors. A class can be
made mul timedia when the in strucror uses a com p u ter

W

ro illustrate points, obtain weather sarellire images,
require srudents to rest or work on a compurer, or jusr
word processing during class rim e. Making a class
mulrim edia can help to keep interest in the subject and
add anorhcr dim ension to the learning.
Mosr students, especially rhose in rhc AMT prog ram ,
have labs bu ilr in ro rheir degree program. Labs help
srudents ro berrer undersrand the theory that comes out
of a textbook. These labs enable students to get a
hands-on demonstration of what the instructor is reaching. The labs on-campus have a wide array of subjecrs
from riveting ro physics ro com puter programming.
The things learned in laborarory workshops are an
invaluable pare of a srudent's education .
No ma tter what classes each student rakes or which
one each instrucror teaches, anoth er one of the goals of
every school is that the student m aster what needs ro be
known in order ro stand alone in the " real world."
Accumu lating dozens of credit hours docs nor necessaril y mean that an ind ividual is ready fo r what may
li e ahead in the work force. When a college career
prepares a srudent to apply theories and conduct the
work learned in labs regarding the theories, the srudents
arc m ore able to hand le whatever may challenge them
in the fu t ure.

- by Jessica Ross

James McMillan works o n t h e
mic rocomput er level to complete
an assignment. Assignments like
these can prove interesting, yet frustrating d ue to the lack of a fri endly
interface to the computer. Loss of
power to the com puter can m ean
hours of work down the d rain.

Academics
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r<e lfgf oo
On and Off

Campus

*

W

e can be so focused here, w irh hard
engineering design projecrs, d ifficul r

consrrunio n projects in AMT. Oighr
schedules rhar confu se and frusrrare, o r g roup
projecrs that rake wec.:ks. But focus changc.:s and
shifts to a d iffc.:rcnr place whc.:n StuLlenrs. staff.
a nd fa cu lty spea k of the religio us el<.:mc.:nt of
campus li fe.
Embry- Riddle's com m u nity has been en hanced over the last year and a ha lf with rhe
Chapel, a unique fac ility rhat houses prayer
roo m s fo r Mus li m s, Jews, Pro tesra n ts. and
Catholics. Over this last yc.:ar there.: have bc.:c.:n fou r
weddings, a func.:ra l. a christening. a m eeting of
the J ewish f ederatio n of Volusia and fla g le r
C o unries, and daily prayc.:r o pportun it il·S fo r m:arly 150 ERAU Muslims.
Srudc.:nrs arc.: encouraged ro arrc.:nd area pl;ices
of worship, and the.: chapel st udent assistants as
well as the coordinator, Maryellen Wyn n , assisr
students in find ing a church. synagogue, o r

We wc.:re happy and saddc.:nc:d tl11·s
Year
C hap<:! was offit ia ll y dc.:d icatcd in O ot>
.
ct
I 99 5, and one
. of our Cam pus Ministcr

s, f:,.

K en a n M.oms, rhc.: former d irector of Ca
Min isrry for 16 ye<'.rs'. was rc.:assignccl ro ~
M assachusc.:tts. ar Chnsrmas 1995. We now
rnm e Father Leo H odgc:s, supporting 5 .
needs as rhe C.1rhol il Campus Minister h Pin

. . approach ro c.:ducarion
wholisnl
is seen~·
foca l poinr of rhc chapel ro rhe campus 4
We <1 re not less focused on jusr our cl esin

~n

.

assr~

assign m en rs.
Over rhe years. Dr. Joh n W hcdc.:r and r
Morris have provided on-going spiritual co
ing to hundreds of ERAU srudenrs 0
•

Ut

con tinues in 1996 . A un ique experience was
com bined efforts of leaders of the four
religio ns as rhe}' preparc.:d and presented
s pecial Chapel Dedirnrion service. This is 3
ar Em bry-Riddle for such a collaborarion.

- J ea11 Snyder

m osque.

8£.-tT.ll
Fache r Morris pass"s ch" hos1 11u1 10 C.11hohrs .Ill< '
rhl· 111 l'n1nn.d Sl'rv1u· for rhusl· who lus1 rhl·tr livl'S in cht 1
pl.ml' (.r.tsh .u Nl·w S1n\'rn.t A1q"'ttirr. Thl' ~·n•1u· for .;n
Hyun Sm. Roh«n Sdwuh« .md 11 11:111 lnm11<1or I
l\h( "l.
_ wnL· h l·Il I m cIll" A r11
.
. Il \\ J.~
1 l"fh. ( umpll'X
whn.
w1rh hil·nds. f.111111'. t.1u drv .tn'"l Llrnvasir\' sc.tff.
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coord inaMary Elle n \Xlyn n is the inrerfaich chapd
nr ActiviSrude
from
across
d
lornre
is
office
er
tor. H
r. Thro ughou r
ties in rht· from of the Srude nr Cenre
office as well as
the day Mary Ellen can be seen in the
ever)'thing is
runni ng around camp us m aking sure
going the way it shoul d be.

ers it y srudcnrs
Emb r y-R iddle Ae r o na u cica l Univ
worship. Sevof
places
mpus
off-ca
anent ! nume rous
ic Cenrer which
eral Musli m swde nrs go ro rhe Islam
a rc scudcnrs
is located on Keech Street. Show n here
m osque . ll1c
participatin g in rhe Friday noonr ime
is d irectly over
mosq ue rakes place when rhc sun
.
idday
m
at
,
head

CHR ISTI A N SAR NA

CHR ISTI A N SAR NA
of lnrern aJ udy Assa d is well know n as rhc lm1d
is heavily inrional Srude nr Services, bur she also
is responsible
volved wirh t he camp us ministry. Judy
chapel. She
for gettin g a summ er gram for the
summ er on
he
t
uring
d
s
masse
k
idwee
m
organ ized
Prmesranr
rhc
ines
exam
T hursd ay aftern oons. Judy
l.
pra)' room located in rhe inner- fai th chape
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Did you Ifnow...?
The average age of an
Embry·Riddle student in
Spring 1996 was 22.4 years.

The Sexes
· In Spring 1996, there were
518 female and 3, 132 male
undergraduates.

Spring 1996 Undergraduates
by E+~~icity
Hispanic: 7.2%
Asian: 7.6%
Black: 5.5%
Indian/Alaskan: .4%
White: 73.1%
Not Indicated: 6.2%

36 Underclassmen

In Fall 1995, there were
l ,008 new matriculants
at Embry-Riddle.

Samer Abdel
Av. Computer Science
Antonio Acaron
Av. Maintenance Management

!!!
t

Francisco Acevedo
Engineering Physics

Kiia Adams
Aerospace Studies
Corey Adams
Aeronautical Science
Alex Adams
Aeronautical Science

Brian Adams
Av. Computer Science
Afuaneldo Lugo
Av. Mai ntenance Technology

\,\

\

~

Fahd Al-Nowaiser
Av. Business Administration

Katrina Alb1ight
Aeronautical Science
Joseph Aldridge
Aeronautical Science
Scott Allbright
Aerospace Engineering
' \

Matt Altman
Av. Business Administration
Jonni Ammondt
Aerospace Engineering
Pete Andreotti
Aerospace Engineering

Sandy Andrews
Av. Business Administration

I

George Angelopoulos
Aeronautical Science

-~

Michael Annichiarico
Aerospace Engineering
·'"''1..
.,

.... .......
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Underclassmen 37

Tom Ardito
Aeronautical Science
Andre Arguello
Aerospace Studies
Robert Arnold
Av. Computer Science

Erica Arroyo
Av. Computer Science
Joshua "Pauly" Ash
Av. Maintenance Tech./ Flight

I

Steven AustiJ1
Aerospace Engineering

Tom Baird
Aeronautical Science
Stephen Baker
Av. Maintenance Technology
Robett Baker
Av. Computer Science

James Balistreri
Av. Computer Science
Ryai1 Balz
Aeronautical Science
Michael Bartlett
Aerospace Engineering

Michael Bates
Av. Maintenance Tech./
Avionics
Nedra Baum
Av. Tech. Avionics/Flight
David Bayer
Aerospace Engineeting

Steven Beaumont
Aeronautical Science
Raphen Becker
Aerospace Studies
Mike Beldowizc
Civil Engineering

...

___

Marcus Bell
Aeronautical Science
Chris Bellucci
Aerospace Engineering
James Bennett
Aircraft Engineering

Joseph Berthelot
Aerospace Engineering
Matthew Bielm1ski
Av. Computer Science
Rebecca Billmeier
Engineering Physics

Ben Bishop
Av. Computer Science
Scott Bishop
Engineering
Mike Biskey
Aircraft Maintenance

DanieCfe Kennedy
Freshman Danielle Kennedy, born in New Jersey,
moved to New Smyrna
Beach when she was three
years old. Living in the local area, she had always
heard good things about
Embry-Riddle.
When time came to
choose colleges, Danielle
was about to decide on attending Brevard Community College because they
were going to give her a
volleyba ll scho lars hip.
That was at about the same
time she heard that EmbryRiddle was implementing
their first varsity women's
sport, and wouldn ' t you
know it, it was Women's
Volleyball.
Having been a star player on her New Symrna

Beach High School volleyball and Florida Elite Volleyball Club teams, her
name was frequently in the
newspapers . Somebody
mentioned her name to
ERAU, and Danielle also
contacted Assistant Coach
Nina Turchon about the
team. She sent in a videotape of her games, and ERAU awarded Danielle the
school's first female athletic scholarship.
Danielle says it is too
early for her to decide what
she wants to do after graduation. She is currently an
Aviation Business Administration major and holds a
private pilot's license. She
flies out of New Smyrna
Airport in her spare time.
- Kare11 L. Mag1msse11
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Kris Black
Aeronautical Science
Hampton Black
Aerospace Engineering
Bonnie Blinebury
Aerospace Studies

Victor Blome
Av. Maintenance Technology
Leah Bluestein
Aeronautical Science

I

David Booth
Aeronautical Science

Jason Borghs
Aeronautical Science
Michael Borsellino
Av. Maintenance Tech./Avionics
Scott Braudis
Av. Computer Science

I

<JCf!~'tf/
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Bryan Breen
Engineering Physics
Jeff Britt
Aeronautical Science
Dario Britton
Aeronautical Science

Elizabeth Brix
Aeronautical Science
Justin Brooks
Aeronautical Science
Jeanne Brouillette
Aeronautical Science

Lamar Brown
Aeronautical Science
Joshua Brown
Aeronautical Science
Austin Brownlee
Av. Business Administration
40 U derclassmen
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Roman Brudniak
Aerospace Engineering
Bryan Brndshaw
Aerospace Studies

~

...
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Donald Brnndage
Av. Maintenance Management

Kelly Budd
Engineering Physics
Jason Budinich
Aeronautical Science
William Buel
Engineering Physics

Robert Bugner
Professional Aeronautics
Kurt Bunting
Aeronautical Science
Jason Burgess
Aircraft Engineering
Technology

Jason Burkhartzmeyer
Aerospace Engineering
John Buscemi
Av. Computer Science
Brett Cabeca
Aerospace Studies

Jaclyn Callahan
Aeronautical Science
David Callaway
Enginee1ing Physics
Scott Capehart
Av. Business Administration

Mike Capuano
Aeronautical Science
Greg Carter
Aeronautical Science
Angela Cason
Aerospace Engineering

.-..

~

Underclassmen 4 1

Charles Castor
Aeronautical Science
Rafael Castro
Aeronautical Science
Aaron Cates
Aerospace Engineering

I

Jim Celani
Aeronautical Science
Robert Chalberg
Aerospace Engineeiing
Jason Chamberlain
Professional Aeronautics

~
.. .

• . ..
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Andy Cbenowitb
Av. Maintenance Tecb./Flight
Clint Cheramie
Av. Business Administratio n
Wei-min Chiang
Avionics Engineering Technology

Alan Ching
Av. Maintenance Tech./ Flight
Mathew Christie
Aeronautical Science
Allen Clay
Aeronautical Science

\ \iHVff5ITY
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Ryan Clay
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Brett Clutter
Aeronautical Science
Stephen Clyne
Aeronautical Science

Jesse Coeling
Aeronautical Science
Luis Colon
Av. Computer Science
Btian Cole
Aeronautical Science
42 Underclassmen

Walter Cordiner
Aeronautical Science
Keith Cosmia
Aerospace Studies
Rich<trd Cottes
Aerospace Engineering

Denis CoughJjn
Aerospace Engineering
Matt Couture
Av. Maintenm1ce Technology
David Craig
Aeronautical Science

Jason Cronlund
Aeronautical Science
Wilfredo Cruz
Aeronautical Science
\

\

Chris Czerwinski
Aeronautical Science

\
Matthew Danner
Av. Maintenance
Tech./Flight
Aaron Darley
Civil Engineering
Jason Da vis
Aerospace Engineering

Jolm Davis
Av. Business Administration
Luke Davis
Aeronautical Science
D souza Dax
Aerospace Studies
\

Matthew Dean
Aeronautical Science
Ana DeBonoPaula
Av. Business Admi11ist ration
Brian Dees
Aeronautical Science
Underclassmen 43

Ryan Delane
Engineering Physics
Louis De!Coiro
Engineering Physics
Ryan Delp
Av. Computer Science

Steven Dillard
Av. Business Administration
Chris Dole
Aeronautical Science
Mike Donahue
Aeronautical Science
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Michael Dowd
Av. Computer Science

I

Alfred Downs
Aeronautical Science
Adrian Drumea
Av. Business Administration

Douglas Drysdale
Aeronautical Science
Jeffrey Dujmovic
Aerospace Engineering
Nigel Duhaney
Aeronautical Science

Steven Durand
Engineering Physics
Jennifer Eaker
Av. Business Administration
Greg Edmundson
Av. Tech. Avionics/Flight

Shawn Ellis
Aeronautical Science
Michael Epps
Aeronautical Science
Frank Erickson
Aeronautical Science
44 U derclassmen
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Jorge Espinoza
Aerospace Engineering
Devyn Everett
Aeronautical Science
William Feldman
Aircraft Engineering
Technology

Meachelle Felps
Av. Business Administration
AbieJ Figueroa
Av. Maintenru1ce Technology

,

!
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Andrew Fischer
Av. Business Administration

!IS.II.

William Fischer
Aerospace Engineering
Brad Fischer
Aeronautical Science
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Wendy Fitzgerald
Av. Business Administration

·~
·-

Stephan Fitzpatrick
Aeronautical Sdence
Robi Fordice
Aerospace Engineering

'

Jeremy Fox
Aeronautical Science

Chris Fox
Aeronautical Science
Jered Frahm
Av. Computer Science

\

\~

Edwjn Franco
Professional Aeronautics

John Francolini
Aerospace Engineering
Janice Frey
Aerospace Studies
Jose Fuentes
Aerospace Engineering
Underclassm n 45

Caulene Fuller
Aerospace Engineering
Jodette Gallagher
Aeronautical Science
James Gannon
Av. Computer Science

Kiwy Garcia
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Jason Garcia
Aeronautical Science
B.J. Garms
Av. Computer Science

I

David Garon
Engineering Physics
Scott Garvin
Aeronautical Science
Dave Gass
Aerospace Studies

-Michael Gathman
Aerospace Engineering
David Gemas
Engineering Physics
Tamsyn Gerrish
Av. Maintenance Management

I
Angela Giard
Aerospace Studies
Kimberley Gilbert
Aerospace Engineering
Brian Girsenti
Aeronautical Science

Christopher Glinski
Av. Computer Science
William Godshalk
Av. Computer Science
Kevin Graf
Professional Aeronautics
46 U derclassmen

David Graham
Aeronautical Science
Scott Gray
Av. Maintenance Tech.Avionics/Flight

\

Matthew Greeley
Aeronautical Science

'

Gordon Green
Av. Computer Science
Jeremy Green
Av. Computer Science
J arnes Gregory
Aeronautical Science

Carla Guzzardo
Engineering Physics
Meddal1 Hadjer
Aerospace Engineering
Michael Hagan
Aerospace Studies

Michael Hamilton
Av. Maintenru1ce Technology
Kristen Hammer
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Chris Harlan
Aeronautical Science
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Katherine Harwell
Engineering Physics
William Heber
Aerospace Engineering
Rex Heivilin
Av. Computer Science
I

u
Jonathan Henry
Aerospace Studies
Javier Heredia
Aeronautical Science
Crystal Hessler
Engineering Physics
Underclassmen 4 7

Daniel Hetorilla
Aeronautical Science
Michael Hildebrnndt
Aerospace Engineering
Jennifer Hilton
Av. Business Administratio n

Kerry Hinkley
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Billy Hinson
Aerospace Studies

I

Erica Hoagland
Aerospace Studies

James Holland
Aerospace Engineering

~

Ian Holm
Aeronautical Science
Kim Holmes
Aerospace Engineering

-··--
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Ryan Hoppes
Av. Computer Science

~

John Horton
Aeronautical Science
Mark Houck
Aeronautical Science

Thad Howell
Aeronautical Science
Pamela Huff
Avionics Engineering Technology
James Hulse
Aerospace Studies

Yosup Hwang
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Alex Iliopoulos
Aerospace Engineering
David lwancio
Engineering Physics
48 Underclassmen
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Erik Jacobs
Aeronautical Science
Thomas Jefferys
Aerospace Studies
Kimalyn Jennings
Av. Business Administration

Carlos Jiminez
. Maintenance Management

~

Dan Johnson
Aeronautical Science

M1.111\.1 f

Alan Johnston
Aeronautical Science

11/'f "'" ' "'

Marko Jokien
Aerospace Engineering
Craig Jones
Aeronautical Science
Jason Jongeling
Aerospace Engineering

Beth Joseph
Aerospace Engineering
Beat Jw1d
Aeronautical Science
Michael Kaiehn
Av. Business Administration

Ted Kaipainer
Aircraft Maintenance
Tony Kalka
Aeronautical Science
Klaid Karpuzi
Aerospace Engineering

Tonya Kay
Aeronautical Science
Hokumani Keehu
Aerospace Engineering
Todd Kelch
Avionics Engineering Technology
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Jeff Kennell
Aeronautical Science
Bryan Kenny
Aeronautical Science
Eddie Keskin
Aerospace Engineering

I
Shazad Khan
Av. Compute r Science
Daniel Killion
Engineering Physics
Hyon Kim
Aerospace Engineering

Ede Kimler
Aeronautical Science
Jon King
Av. Maintena nce Tech./Flight
Jason Klinkel
Aeronautical Science

-~
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lance Koberg
Aeronautical Science
Chris Kokai
Aeronaut ical Science
Patdck Kokorian
Aerospace Engineering

Jon Kolb
Av. Compute r Science
Brian Kosko
Aeronautical Science
Nick Kosko
Aeronautical Science

Thomas Kovalak
Av. Compute r Science
Micah Kramer
Av. Compute r Science
Natalie Kreeger
Aerospace Engineering
50 U l1derclassmen
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Troy Kristof
Aerospace Studies
Rahul Kumar
Aeronautical Science
Joseph Kurchock
Av. Computer Science

Basil Kushnir
Aerospace Engineering
Wayne LaFleur
Aerospace Engineering

\

William Laing
Aeronautical Science
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Thomas Lambert
Aeronautical Science
Brru1don Lambert
Av. Maintenance Technology
Christopher Lane
Aeronautical Science

~
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Mary Larson
Aeronautical Science
Luis Lasso
Aerospace Studies
Nicole Lastek
Aerospace Engineering

L
Daniel Lawlor
Aeronautical Science
Stephen Lawson
Engineering Physics
Sean Leaher
Aerospace Engineering

Kenneth Lee
Av. Maintenance Technology
Sean Lee
Aerospace Engineering

I

Sam Lee
Aeronautical Science

I
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Mike Leeper
Aeronautical Science
Brenton Lennon
Aeronautical Science

"""

Darren Leske
Aeronautical Science

\
Juan Lewis
Aviation Buisness Admistration

I

Bill Lindemann
Aeronautical Science
Matt Lindquist
Aeronautical Science
>'NAl'CA

John Link
Av. Computer Science
David Liporto
Aircraft Engineering Technology
Paul Locklear
Av. Business Administration

Barney Loeb
Av. Maintenance Technology
Robby Long
Av. Maintenance Tech./Avionics
James LoPiccolo
Aerospace Engineering

Mario Lotmore
Engineering Physics
Marc Lovelaa
Av. Computer Science
Maria Lulich
Computer Science

Clint Lummus
Aeronautical Science
Guy Lutz
Aeronautical. Science
Andrew Luu
Aeronautical Science
52 U lderclassmen
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David Lynch
Engineering Physics
Alison Macaloon
Aerospace Engineering
Adam Macaulay
Aeronautical Science

Fabrice Malary
Aerospace Engineering
Jessica Mallory
Aeronautical Science

'.L f

I

Shoba Mani
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight

I
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Mr. Kyle Gill, born
in St. George, Barbados, is a junior in the
Aviation Technology
program. He is focusing on Aviation Maintenance Technology/ Avionics and is
currently working on
h is Airframe and
Powerplant licenses.
With two years of
expenence as a computer and printer technician with IBM, Kyle
is a natural in his job
as a student computer
technician with the Information Technology
(LT) Department. LT.
are the people who service all the University's computers. He has
held this position for
two years.
Mr. Gill's interests

range from volleyball
to car racing. He used
to rally race cars at
home, where he raced
for Toyota. On earnpus , he is involved
with the Caribbean
Association.
On being an international student, Kyle
commented, " Is not
hard being an intemational student. Once
you get accustomed it
is not bad." He says
the only thing he had
to get used to was
speaking more slowly
than he did at home.
Kyle hopes to work
with British Airways
and will be p leased
"wherever they station
me."

CHRISTIAN SA RNA

-Kare11 L. Magnusse11
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Christa Marconi
Av. Computer Science
Boris Marendic
Avionics Engineering Technology
David Marino
Aeronautical Science
.I..

Abel Marowitz
Aeronautical Science
Tim Martin
Aeronautical Science
Robert Matt
Aerospace Studies

Randy McCall
Civil Engineering
Benjamin McCall
Aeronautical Science
James McCallum
Aeronautical Science

chJJi§.
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Michael McCarthy
Aerospace Engineering
Brad McCauly
Aeronautical Science
Heather McEachen
Management Tech. Operation

Cm! McGaughey
Aerospace Studies
Courtney McGinley
Engineering Physics
Kristine McGowan
Av. Business Administration

",,_,_
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Valerie McLam
Aeronautical Science
Brandon Miller
Aeronautical Science
Alex Miller
Av. Business Administration
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CoJleen Mitchard
Aeronautical Science
Anthony Mongiovi
Aeronautical Science
Ada'.in Moore
Av. Maintenance Technology

Shannon Moore
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Brian Marbach
Av. Computer Science
Brad Morris
Aeronautical Science

Rick Multeri
Aeronautical Science
Ross Murphy
Aeronautical Science
Luis Nesmith
Av. Business Administration

Barbara Newman
Aeronautical Science
Kevin Nickelson
Av. Computer Science
Jean-Remy Noble
Aerospace Engineering

Chris Norton
Aeronautical Science
Mike O'Donnell
Av. Business Administration
Erik O' Hare
Aeronautical Science

Jaewon Oh
Aerospace Studies
Brady Ohr
Aeronautical Science
David Pace
Aeronautical Science
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Matthew Pad.dock
Aeronautical Science
Brian Page
Aerospace Engineering
Christopher P~esh
Aeronautical Science

Hyuk Park
Aeronautical Science
Jeewon Park
Aeronautical Science
Howard Paul
Enginee1ing Physics

I

Stephen Pe~rson
Aeronautical Science
Kristian Perez
Aerospace Engineering
Jason Perry
Civil Engineering

\~

Jeremy Peters
Av. Business Administration
Allen Pindel
Aeronautical Science
Paul Plesnarski
Aeronautical Science
j

v. . ..f,.
Mark Plumb
Av. Maintenance Tech./Fright
Alan Poris
Aeronautical Science
Eric Pottinoer
Aeronautical Science

Joshua Powell
Engineering Physics
Michael Preston
Scott Prieb
Aerospace Engineering

\
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Tony Provenzano
Aeronautical Science
Charley Pmitt
Aeronautical Science

\~

Khi Pyon
Aerospace Engineering

Javier Quintana
Aerospace Engineering
Alisch Quinusk
Aeronautical Science
Paul Quirion
Aeronautical Science

Rac lima t
Ku1·niawan
Rachmat " Ray" Kurniawan is a freshman majoring in Aerospace Engineering, born on January
19th, 1977 in Bandung,
West Java, Indonesia. He
arrived at Embry-Riddl e in
the Spring of 1996. Adding
to his engineering degree,
Rachmat is earning a minor
in Management of International Air Transportatio n.
As a 19 year old student
from southeast asia he had
no problem adjusting to
American culture. Prior to
coming to America ,
Rachmat took a special
English course at the British
Institute in addition to his
high school classes.

His hobbies include photography, music, drawing
and reading. He plays the
keyboard. Rachmat's musical tastes include R&B and
soul. Rachmat works on
campus at the Hunt Memorial Library. Despite His
busy schedule Rachmat
has time to be a photographer on the Phoenix yearbook staff.
Upon arriving at the campus he liked Embry-Riddl e
because Aerospace Engineering is what he wants to
do and he likes the facilities. When asked what he
would change about the
campus, Rachmat's reply
was " the tuition! "
-Christian Sarna
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Carol Rabadi
Aeronautical Science
Jorge Racines
Av. Business Administration
Colleen Ramsahoye
Aeronautical Science

Sam Ratterree
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Scott Rehn
Aeronautical Science
Tara Ribas
Aerospace Engineering

Jennifer Rice
Aeronautical Science
Lesia Richards
Av. Teclrnology-Avionics/Flight

I

Monica Riera
Aerospace Engineering

-
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Nicole Rigby
Engineering Physics
Steve Rinehart
Aeronautical Science
Mark Rios
Aeronautical Science

Sonia Rivera
Aerospace Engineering
Jason Rivera
Aeronautical Science
Aaron Robbins
Aeronautical Science

,\ \
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Christopher Roben
Professional Aeronautics
Jason Rodencal
Aerospace Engineering
Craig Rodgers
Aeronautical Science
58 U derclassmen
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Anibal Rodriguez
Aerospace Engineering
Brian Rollo
Aeronautical Science

~
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David Roman
Av. Maintenance Tech.

Nathan Rose
Aerospace Engineering
Jessica Ross
Aerospace Engineeling
Scott Rozzo
Engineering Physics

Andrew Russell
Aerospace Engineering
Rick Russo
Aeronautical Science

\

Justin Salamon
Aeronautical Science

Todd Sam
Aeronautical Science
George Sanger
Aeronautical Science
Randall Sarver
Aerospace Studies

Heather Saunders
Aerospace Engineering
Seth Scheibe!
Aeronautical Science
Tom Schoenleben
Aeronautical Science
i__J_

Jen Schroll
Aeronautical Science
Douglas Schultz
Aerospace Studies

St ud e nt's c:11 id c
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Kyle Schuring
Aerona utical Science
Underclassmen 59

William Seary
Av. Business Administration

~

Shannon Sebeck
Aeronautical Science
Larry Sel ters
Aerospace Studies

,.,
David Seuschel
Aerospace Stidies

~

Brian Shad
Aeronautical Science
Stephen Shoda
Aeronautical Science

,

I
Michael Sisco
Av. Business Administration
Stacy Sklarczyk
Aerospace Engineering
Nikki Smith
Engineering Physics

Jfl
-

Steven Smith
Aeronautical Science

C)j)

Gary Snyder
Aeronautical Science
Nathan Soots
Av. Computer Science

Gerald Sorrentino
Av. Maintenance Management
Ryan Spanbauer-Wakefield
Av. Computer Science
Brandon Spangler
Aerospace Engineering

Ray Spees
Aerospace Engineering
Jon Stahlberger
Engineering Physics
Kara Stemberger
Aeronautical Science
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Brian Stevens
Av. Maintenan ce Management
Lisa Stewart
Av. Computer Science
Andy Stewart
Engineering

John Stone
Aeronautical Science
Tom Story
Aeronautical Science

\
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Jason Stovell
Av. Maintenan ce Technology

Joshua Stover
Aeronautical Science
Andrew Strite
Av. Maintnance Tech./Flight
Shana Sutton-Bolling
Aerospace Studies

Dave Swanson
Aerospace Engineering
Patrick Sween
Aerospace Engineering
Scott Sweeney
Engineering Physics

Trisha Sweeny
Aviation Business Administra tion
Robert Tackett
Engineering Physics
Joline Tardiff
Aeronautical Science

Chris Taylor
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Lester Teschner
Aeronautical Science
Alec Therve
Aeronautical Science
61

Sarah Thirlwall-Oswald
Engineering Physics
Jason Thomas
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight
Josh Thome
Aeronautical Science

Andrew Thompso n
Aeronautical Science

I

Jason Thompso n
Aeronautical Science
Mason Thompso n
Aerospace Studies

Trena Thompso n
Aerospace Engineering
Paul Timko
Aerospace Engineering
Binta Tolbert
Aerospace Engineering

Rodney Topp
Engineering Physics
Omar Torres
Aeronautical Science
Jeff Tressner
Aviation Business Administration

Antonio Troncoso
Aeronautical Science
Dennis Trotman
Aeronautical Science
Brandon Tubbs
Av. Maintenance Tech./Flight

Paul Tulloch
Civil Engineering
Jeremy Tummel
Aerospace Engineering
Michael Turner
Aeronautical Science
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Troy Uhlman
Engineering Physics
Bob Ungerman
Engineering Physics
Staci Urbanovitch
Av. Computer Science

Brian Valimont
Aeronautical Science
Jason Van Essendelert
Aerona utical Science
Juan Vargus
Av. Maintenance Managment

Shanno n Moore
Since July 1995 , 19
year old, Chicago born
Shannon Moore is a veteran of many different
experiences at ERAU.
While here on the Summer Visitation Program,
she was recruited at the
Job Fair to work for the
ERAU Volunteer Outreach Office as a team
member. Upon her Fall
arrival, she began studies
in the Aviation Technology degree program ,
on
concentrating
AMT /Flight. Then, according to Moore , "I
tried out and got an Eagles Cheerleader position. I'd never been a
cheerleader before, and

am surprised I am now."
When asked what she
is most proud about this
year, Shannon responded, " I became the secretary of the
Shelanu-Jewish Club ,
and helped make the
club a Hilel (definition:
college level, state-wide
youth group)." Shannon
smiles a lot and she continued, "You know, I
don't know why some
students say they are not
happy here. I love ERAU. It's kind of fun being girl in AMT, a mechanic, a cheerleading
mechanic - yes, I like it
here!"
- Jea11 Snyder
BEAT JUND
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Ferran Verdu
Av. Mainten ance
Tech.IAvionics
Jodi Vezetti
Engineering Physics
Erik Visser
Aeronautical Science

AJlen Voelcker
Aircraft Engineering Tech.
Theodosia Vreco
Aerospace Studies
David Wang
Aerospace Engineering

Shannon Warner
Aeronautical Science

I

Jason Waterbu rg
Aerospace Engineering
Chris Weber
Engineering Physics

J. Ryan West
Aeronautical Science
Greg West
Aeronautical Science
Tom White
Aeronautical Science

Isaac White
Aeronautical Science
Fotini White
Aerospace Engineering
Patrick Whitehe ad
Av. Mainten ance
Management

Jim Whittak er
Aeronautical Science
Marc Williams
Av. Business Adminis tration
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Clint Wilson
Aeronautical Science

Robert Wolfenden
Aerospace Engineer
David Wong
Av. Business Admin.
Lok.son Woo
Aerospace Engineer

Jefferey Wood
Aeronaut ica.l Science
Duncan Woodbury

Tarry Woronowski
Aeronautical Science '

Beth Yager
Engineering Physics
Joseph Yellope
Av. Computer Science
Curtis Y oude
Aeronautical Science

Adam Yusuf
Av. Tech.
Chris Zahn
Av. Tech.
Elliot Zaragoza
Aeroanautical Science

Yi Zhen
Aircraft Engieering Tech.
Bill Zink
Av. Tech.
Trevor Zook
Aircraft Engineering Tech.

David Zucas

Jennifer Zuckermann
Av. Computer Science
Mark Zukowski
Aeronautical Science

Al-Noaimi Abdulla

Howard Abrams
Aerospcae Engineering
A.CM .

David Absher

Renee Adams

Aerospace S tudies
Weightlifting Club

Av. Business Admin.

Noman Aftab

Al-Naimi S. Al-Noubi

Aerospace Engineer

Av. Maint. Tech.

Christina E. Albacete
Aeronautical Science

Amer Ali
Aerospace E ng ineering

Denzil Albert
Aerospace Engineering

Jam es F. Allen
Aeronautical Engineering
Naval Av. Club
A. I. A.A.
E.R .F.S.E. D. S.
D ean's List
H onor Roll
E.R.A.S.

Alexander Allgayer

William J Andreus II

.\eronautical Science

Aeronautical Science

Music Club

Eagles Flight Tea m

Jawaid Atta

Scott Augustus

Professional Aeronautics

Av. Computer Science

i\.A.A.E. - Y .P.

l\llgnt. Club

Avion
Bowling League - Pres.

Al-Naimi Al-Noubi

Ryan Bailey

.\erospace Engineer

Aeronautical Science

Basketball Team - Captain
Christian Ath letes - V.P.

'.Vl uneer A. Bakhsh
Aircraft Engineering Tech.

Tito Banda
Aeronautical Science

Dean ·s List
M.S.A.

'.Vlaher Barahim
Av. Business Ad min.

Honor Roll
Dea n's List

Matthew Barnes
Aeronautical Science

Delta Chi
Dea n's List

Tim Beauregard
Aerospace E ngineer

Brian A. Beckett
Aerospace Engineering

A. I.A.A.

S.A.E. - V.P.
A.I.A.A.

Sean Beirne

Chris Bennett

Aerona utical Science

Aerospace Engineering

Alpha Eta Rho
F.P. P.A.

Dean's List
Sigma Gamma Tau

Cindy Bennett

Allen Berg

Aeronautical Science

Av. Maint. Management

A vion - Production Editor
Ph oen ix - Photo Editor
Naval Av. Club
Scuba Club
Screaming Eagles
Aerospace Society
S.C.J .

Gerhard E. Berz

Hollie R. Bethany

Avionics E ngineering

Av. Business Admin.

Natio nal Dean 's List
Radio Club Scholarsh ip
Engineer Advisory Council
S.G.A. - S.R.B.
S.G.A. - Student Courl
F.P.P.A.

Tamp ico Memorial Fund
Ambassador Career Expo.

C harlene Bisiada
Aerospace Studies

Dean's List
Honor Roll
N.C. W.A.

F.P.P.A.
Riddle Sisters
T hela Phi Alpha

Wilfred A. Bissessar
Av. Civil Engineeri ng Tech.

Robin L. Bjorklund
Aerospace Engineering

E.R.S.E.D.S.
A. I.A.A.
Sigma Gamma Tau

Donald P. Bland
Aerospace Studies

Touch-N-Go
Dean's List
S.A.E.

t\.C.M .

Adel S. Boresli

David S. Boulos

Professional Aeronautics

Aerospace Engineering

Honor Roll
Football Assoc.
Engineer Student Council
Christia n Fellows hip Club

Sarah A. Brierly

Jason M. Buss

Aeronautical Science

Aerospace E ngineering

Sigma Tau Delta
Amelia Peabody Av. Fund
National Dean 's List
Who's Who in Un iversities
E.R .F.S.E.D.S. - Pres.

A.F.R.O.T.C.
Arnold Air Soc iety
Sigma Gamma Tau
Dean's List

Alberto Cabrera

Joseph A. Cabutto

Aeronautical Science
l.S.A.S. I.

Av. Maint. Mgnt.

F.P.P.A.
Dean's List
Riddl e Riders
Motorcycle Club

James M . Campanella
Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.

Justin B. Campbell
Aeronautical Science

Dean's List
Semper Fi Society
Yoshuka i Karate Club
Naval Av. Club
Coll ege Republica ns
Waterski Club

Adam J. Candib
Aerospace Studies
Dean's Li st
Aerospce Society
A. I.A.A.
Scuba Club

Louis Cardoni III
Av. Computer Science
A.C.M. - V.P.
D ea n's List
H o nor Ro ll
Epsilon Alpha Eta

Kenrick Carter

Bryant C. Cervens

Av. Maint. Tech.

Av. Technology
D ea n's List
H o nor Roll
S.C.A.T.

Marc C. Champigny

Kin Suen Chan

Av. Business Admin.
A.A.A.E.
Av iation M a nage m e nt
Hono r Roll

Aerospace Engineer

Glenn D. Clase

Mark Colasurdo

Aerospace Engineering
H o nor Roll
Dea n's Li st
A. I.A.A.
C rew T eam
Rolle r Hockey T eam-Capt.

Aeronautical Science

Teakoe S. Coleman

Michael Connelly

Aviation Business Admin.
De ttman Scholarship
Ebe rle Scho la rs hip
Av. Mgnt. Club
A.A.A.E. - Pres.
Phi Beta Lambda
Omic ron Delta Kappa
Cole man- M cNair Av.
Alph a Ph i Alpha
S.G./\. - S. R.B.

Aeronautical Science
WER U - Ma nager
S.C.J. - Treasure r

Stephen Conway
\.eronautical Science
Eagle Flight Team

Gerry J. Corrigan
Professional Aeronautics

Frances L. Cozza

Gerardo Cruz

\.eros1>ace Studies

Aeronautical Science
D ean's Li st
Hi spanic Society

Dennis E. Currier

Louis A Darners, Jr.

\.eronautical Science

Contact - Editor
Dean's List

Aeronautical Science
De lta Ch i
0-Tea m Leade r
D ean 's Li st

Angel de la Fuente

William A. Deegan

\i:ronautical Advisory Board

Aerospace Engineering
M.A.A.

Papatriantafyllou Demetrio
Aerospace Engineering
Swimm ing Club - V. P.
A.I.A.A.
S.A. E.

Aeronautical Science

Belkys B. Diaz
Aerospace Studies
G -Fo rce
0 -T eam Peer Mentor
D ea n 's List
Senior Class Co uncil

Richard Diaz

Phillip Dibona

Aerospace Engineering
A.I.A.A.
M.A.A.

Av. Computer Science
Newman Club - Pres.
A.C.M. - Y.P.
D ean's List

Daniel J. Di Matteo

Jason Eck

Aeronautical Science

F.P.P.A.
Riddle Riders Club
Soaring Club
Rotary C lub

Aeronautical Science
H onor Roll

F.P.P.A.

William F. Egle

Roark Endlich

Av. Computer Science
Dean's Li st
Honor Roll
A.C.M.

Aerospace Studies
A.F.R.O.T.C.
Arnold Ai r Society

Darryl E ngland

Carlos Enriquez

Aeronautical Science
Volleyball Club

Aeronautical Science

Robert Everly

Sean D. Falkner

Aeronautical S cience
Sen ior C lass Counci l

Av. Tech.

Sabrina Falletta

Nicholas Fanelli

A''· Business Admin.

Aeronautical Studies

Roller Hockey Club - Pres
WERU - Director

Bijan Fazal

David Fehrman

Aerospace Engineering

Av. l\'laint. Mngt.

M.A.A. - Pres.
S.G.A.
Om icron Delta Kappa
Sigma Gamma Tau
Cricket Club
Aerospce Society
Muslim Student Assoc.
Dean's List

Dan

C_l all Senior Class president D an Milicevic
J has been in vo lved in m a ny clubs and

Delta Chi

ilice vic

organizations throughout his college career.
The Naval Aviation C lub, Touch -n- Go,
Student Court, Sound Technician and Student
Assistant for Student Activities are just a few
of the things he was involved with. Da n was
also the lead guitarist in the local band Kindest
Cut, which frequented a rea establishments.
Fund ra isers such as T-shirt sales and
Cowadunga were done to earn money for the
Senior Class Project. Student a nd faculty
placed a wager on where the calf would do her
business.
As Senior Class President, D a n has many
responsibilities including his gradua tion
speech, wh ich was given to thousands of
people in the new Fieldhouse. The fall senior
class decided to donate a n large banner to the
Fieldhouse, which states "Welcom e, Home of
the Eagles".
Dan is graduating with a Bachelor of Science
in Aerospace Engineering. After graduation he
will go to officer candidate school for the navy.
- Christian Sarna
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Dan Milicevic attracts a great deal of attention as
Wendi Baldwin assists him with the cow costume.
Why is this man dressing up in a cow suit? Dan is
dressed up in the cow suit to alert everybody of the
upcoming event, Cowadunga. One of the high
points of this event occurred when the calf escaped
a nd ran around campus.

John S . Fernando
Av. Maint. Mgnt.

S.G.A. - Pres.
S. G.A. - S. F.B.
Volunteer Network
Cri cket Cl ub - Pres.
Spiri t Club
Bad minton Cl ub
Dean's List
C hri sti an Fellowshi p Club
Student Alumni Assoc.

Thomas Flynn
Av. Computer Science

Joseph C. Fiore
Av. Maint. Tech .

Dean's List
Honor Roll
Avionics Tech.
Honor Society
S.C.A.T.

Jason Fong
Aeronautical Science

A.C. M.

Student Ad visory Board
Omicron Delta Kappa
Student Ambassador

Raoul T. Fonseca

Erik French

Av. Business Admin.

Av. Business Admin.

Dean's List

Alexis Fuentes
Aeronautical Science

Sean Fuller
Engineering Ph ysics

Omicro n Delta Kappa
Spruance Schola rship
H unter Scholarship
Dea n's List

Gilberto Furntes

Ricardo 0. Galarza

Aeronautical Science

Aviation Technology

Stu dent Ambassador
Aerospace Society - Pres.
E.R. A. R.A. - V.P.
To uch- N-Go
E.R.F.S. E.D.S.

Shaun M. Garvey

Jack Gaulaer

Aerospace Engineer

Aerospace Engineering
A.I.A.A .
E.R .F.S. E.D .S.
M .A.A. - Pres.
We ight Lifting Club
Jewish Club
F. A.A. Internship
Honor Roll

Jeffery George

Albert Gonzalez

Av. Business Admin.
lnterfraternity Council - Pres.
Lamda Chi Alpha Scholarship
Omicron Delta Kappa
Dean's List
Ranger Challenge T earn
Scabbard and Blade Awa rd

Aerospace Engineering
A.I.A.A.
S.A.E.

Steven K. Goodell

Steven Goodwin

Aeronautical Science

Aeronautical Science
Honor Roll
D ean's List

Sanjeev Gopaul

Brian Grabowski

Av. Maint. Mgnt.
Caribbean Assoc.
S.C.A.T .
Av. Mgnt. Club

Aeronautical Science
WERU

Dwayne Gray

Ayesha Green

Aerospace Studies
A.F.R.O.T.C

Av. Tech.
S.C.A.T.
Caribbean Assoc.
Women Soccer C lub

John Grindle
Av. Tech.
Honor Roll
Lacrosse Club

Donald J. Gritti
Aviation Maint. Mgnt.

Raymond Haagen

Michael Hall

Aircraft E ngineering Tech.

Aerospace Studies
Student Space Awareness

M. Kristine Halverson

Kiyoko Hama

Aeronautical S cience
S.G.A. - S.R.B.
S.G.A. - Public Relations
Gold Team Member

Av. Business Mgnt.
Av. Mgnt. Club
Dean's List

S. Todd Hamblin

Melissa Hancock

Aerospace E ngineering
Dean's Li st
Honor Roll
E.R.F.S.E. D.S.
Volunteer Network

Aerospace Engineering
Youth Motivator
Dean's List
Honor Roll
S.G.A. - Student Court
0-Tea m
Omicron Delta Kappa
Sigma G a mma Tau

Darren Harris

Steven Harrsch

Av. Maint. Tech.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Student Leader Program
Order of Omega
Dean's List

Av. Civil Engineering Tech.

Christopher Hartman

Thomas L. Head

.\\'.Tech.

Aeronautical Science
Eagles Flight T eam
Omicron Delta Kappa
United Airlines Internship
Young Eagles Program
RotarAct Club
Naval Av. Club
Youth Motivator
Dean's List
Honor Roll

Bradley R. Heydt

Christopher Hildebrandt

Aeronautical Science
Dean's List
Sigma Tau Delta
St udent Alumni Assoc.
Senior Class Counci l
Newma n Club

Aeronautical Science
Delta Chi

Chad Trautvetter

c£I
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had T rautvetter graduated from Emb ryRiddle Aeronautical U ni versity on
Saturday December 16th, 1995 with Bachelor
of Science in Aeronautical Science. Chad was
part of history as this was the first graduation
ceremony held in the new Fieldhouse.
While on campus Chad chose to get
invol ved Chad was a member of the Future
Professional Pilots Association. He also joined
the Newspaper as a sta ff writter. Chad worked
his way up through the ranks and became
Editor of the A vion. Because of his leadership
and dedication Chad was asked to join the
Society for Colligate Journalists. SCJ is the
nation's oldest honor society for journalism.
As Editor-In-Chief of the Avian for the
summer and fall of 1995 , Chad had experience
in dealing with a variety of people. Chad and
his wife Heather worked as a team on the
newspaper getting the deadline done while
completing an award winning newspaper.
After graduation, Chad received a job in
Washington D .C. in the field of aviation
journalism.
- Christian Sarna
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Senior
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Graduating Senior Chad Trautvetter Shakes Dr.
Ira Jacobson's hand after receiving his diploma
and free book "Return with Honor" which was
written by E RAU Alumnus Scott O'Grady.

James J. Holefelder

Kerry B. Holmes

Aeronautical Science
F.P.P.A.
Golf Club

Av. Business Admin.
Christian Fellowship Club
Mgnt. Club
A.F.R.O.T.C. Drill Team

Abdul Rasheed lshan

Ansel S. James

Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.
Cricket Club
D ean's List

Av. Civil Engineering Tech.

Paul Johnson

Sheryl P. Johnson

Aeronautica l Science
Sigma Alpha Epsilon - V.P.
Volunteer Network
Rugby C lub
Surf C lub
Into the Streets
Paintball Club

Aeronautica l Science
Carribean Assoc.
African Av. Assoc. - Sec.
Brothe rs of the Wind

Michael L. Jones

Thomas D. Kaminski

Aerospace S tudies
A.S.E.L.
National Dean's List
F.P.P.A.
Bowling League

James Kammerer
Aerospace E ngineer
Dean's List
Honor Roll

Aeronautica l Science

Shah P. Kavandi
Professional Aeronautics
Omicron Delta Kappa
Vetera ns Club - Pres.
Volunteer Leaders
National Dean's List
A.A.A.E.
F.A.M.A. Scholarship
Sigma Tau Delta
Avian

Richard Keller
Aerospace Engineering
Dean's List
Sigma G amma Tau

Shannon Kies
Av. Computer Science
Dean's List
McKay Scholarship
Sigma Tau Delta - Pres.
Yoshukai Club - Pres
A.C.M.
Volunteer Network
Alphi Xi Delta

Sean Kissinger

Mark Koons

Professional Aeronautics
A.A.A.E. - Sec.
Dean's List

Av. Business Admin.

J oshua A. Kovac

Cynthia Kubala

Av. Business Ad min.
Basketball T earn
U.S.M.C. Leaders Class

Av. Computer Science
Dean's List
A.C.M. - Sec.
Youth Motivator
Newman Club
G-Force

A.A.A.E.

Dean's List
Semper Fidelis Society
Senior Class Council

Kevin Kuhn

I van 0. Ledezma

Av. Maint. Mgnt.

Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Av. Mgnt. Club
Bicycle Racing Team

Monty Lee

Todd Levvis

Aeronautical Science

Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.
Lacrosse Team

Jorge Lopez
Av. Maint. Mgmt.
Av. Mgnt. Club
Volunteer Network

John Alex Llano
Aeronautical Science

Andrew J . Luna

Karen L. Magnussen

Aeronautical Science

Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.
Yearbook - Editor
Peer Mentor
S.C.J.
S.C.A.T.
Dean's Li st

Roger Maldonado

Ayad Manaa

Aerospace Studies
A.0.P.A. Internship
D ean's List

Volunteer of Tech. Ops.
Volunteer Network
Av. Mgnt. Club
A.A.A.E.
Scuba Club
A.CM.

Kenneth S. Marshall

Professional Aeronautics

Dean's List
E.R .A.U. Scholarship
Honor Roll
Continental Internship

Mark Mastandrea
Aeronautical Science
F.P.P .A.
Golf Club
D ean's List
H onor Roll

Abdras J. Marte
Aeronautical Science
Eagles Flight Team
National Dean's List

Brent H. Matherly
Av. Maint. Mgnt.
A.F.R.O.T.C. - Commander
Omicron Delta Kappa
Dean's List
A.U.S.A Scholarship

Oarshan Mathurad
.\v. Maint. Mgnt.

James M. May
Av. Maint. Mgnt.
Career Center
Ambasador
Mgnt. Club

John M. Mays

Beth McClish

..\v. Maint. Tech.
S.C.A.T.
Dean's List
Honor Roll

Aerospace Studies
Student Alumni Assoc.
D ean's List
Honor Roll
N.C.W.A.
F.P.W.A.

Fihmi Rossman

(' enior Fihmi Rossman is one of two
c) current students who were selected to
participate in ERAU's part-time flight
instructor internship. Fihmi left his home in
'.Vlanagua, N icaragua and went to Palm Beach
Community College for two years. After
receiving his Associates Degree in Computer
Science he decided to start flying at EmbryRiddle. He arrived here in the Fall of 1994.
Fihmi graduates in the spring of 1996 with a
Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical Science.
While attending the University Fihmi was a
member of the Eagles Baseball Team and
found time to join the Future Professional
Pilots Association. He was a student employee
at Materials Management, the Post Office and
the Flight Tutor Lab.
His short-term goal is to earn a full-time
flight instructor's job here at Embry-Riddle
and learn as much as he can for two years.
After he accumulates flight time and
ex perience he plans to move to south Florida
where he hopes to work as a corporate pilot.
- Christian Sarna

CHRISTIA N SARNA

After a landing lesson in the Aerospatiale Tampico, flight instructor Fihmi Rossman converses
with his student pilot while demonstrating proper
post flight procedures.

Michael McGagh
Aeronautical Science

Cybete McKague
Av. Business Admin.
N.W.A.A.

Mark E. McKeon

Leyla McLendon

Aeronautical Science
Dean's List
Riddle Riders
A.F.R.0.T. C.

Aeronautical Science
Sailing Club - Treasurer
Dean's List

Dan Milicevic
Aerospace Engineering
Naval Av. Club - V.P.
Dean's List
Touch-N-G o
Senior Class Counci l Pres.
WERU
S.R.B.
Sigma Chi
Student Court

David Moon

Professional Aeronautics

0-Team Leader
Student Ambassador
Dean's List
Skydiving Club

Karl Murphy

Mark E. Myers

Av. Maint. Mgnt.
Phi Kappa Tau
D ean's List
Honor Roll

Aeronautical Science
Rotaract Club
Young Eagles Program
Youth Motivator
Dean's List
Honor Roll

Melissa Nagurny

Dave Nessen

Aircraft Engineering Tech.

Aerospace Engineering
Dean's List
Foreign Exchange Program

Christopher Nevins
.\eronautical Science
Sigma Chi
lnterfraternity Council

WERU
.A.F.1.

Sung Nguyen

Lingchean Ng
Aerospace Engineering
S.A.E.
T a ble Tennis Club_ V .P.
Avian
Bowling Club

Brandie Nowicki

.\v. Computer Science
A..C.M.
\it .A.A.
Table Tennis Club - V .P.
Dean's List

Aeronautical Science
Alpha Xi Delta
Cheerleader - Captain

Robert O'Connell II

Chr.istopher A. O'Gwen

.\erospace Engineering
Senior Class Coucil - V. P.
Volunteer Network
Student Court
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Stude nt Leadership P rogra m

Aeronautical Science
F.P.P.A. - Pres.
Golf Club - Pres.
Jack Hunt Scholarship
Student Court

Samuel Odea)

Irelsa Olivero

Professional Aeronautics

Aerospace Studies
Aerospace Society
Caribbean Assoc.
Honor Roll
Dean's List

Lawrence Palkendo

Troy Pananon

.\eronautical Science
Student Alumni Assoc.
Dean's List

Aeronautical Science
A.F.R.0.T.C. Schola rship
Dean 's List
Arnold Air Society

N ick Papayianis
Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Gamma Tau
Omicron D elta Kappa
S.A.E.

Johnathan Pesce
E ngineering Physics
Math Achieve ment Award
D ean 's List

Srinath N. Perera
Av. Tech.
Dean 's List
Cricket Club - Treasurer
Touch-N -Go

Michael A. Peshock
Av. Tech.

James E. Petty III

Lee Pharris

Aeronautica l Science

Aerospace Engineering
S.A.E.
A.I.A.A.
M.A.A.

Scott J . Phelan

Tim Pimental

E ngineering Physics

Av. Business Admin.
WERU
A.A.A.E.

Alain Pinto

Joseph Pisani

Av. Tech.
Avionics Tech.
Honor Society
Dean's Li st

Av. Business Admin.
Ch ristian Fellowship - Y.P.
Youth Motivator

Christopher Hartman
Av. Tech.

Bradley R. Heydt
Aeronautical Science
Dean 's List
Sigma Tau Delta
Student Alumni Assoc.
Senior Class Council
Newman Club

,-..// fter three a nd ha lf years at Embry<:Y'1i Riddle, Ali x Puech graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts in Aviation Business
Admi nistration.
Origi nally born in France and raised in
Panama, Ali x arrived here at the age of 17 in
the fa ll of 1992.
While attending school Alix was heavily
involved on campus. She was the Assistant
Editor and Clubs Coordinator of the
Phoenixyearbook , and a member of the Avion,
the Society for Colligiate Journalists, and
Sigma Tau Delta. Ali x also was an integral
member of the Crew team as well as being
involved with the Wind Surfing/ Sailing club.
In here spare time, Ali x was an avid
photographer. Alix also assisted Nancy Sliwa
with her Blue and Gold project, which
involved re-engineering different departments
in theU ni ve rsity.
After completing two summ er internships
with COPA, Airlines Alix received a job offer
as Senior Market Analyst. Alix participated
inthe Fall graduation ceremony of 1995.
- Christian Sarna

Thomas L. Head
Aeronautical Science
Eagles Flight Team
Omicron Delta Kappa
United Airlines Internship
Young Eagles Program
Rotaract Club
Naval Av. Club
Youth Motivator
Dean's List
Honor Roll

Christopher Hildebrandt
Aeronautical Science
De lta Chi

uec

MATllEW BIELANSKI

Alix Puech proudly display her heritage at International Day as she performs a traditional Panamanian dance. Alix is one of the rare people who
can divide her time amongst studying, friends and
recreation while still focusing on her goals.

Scott M. Porter

David R. Powell

Aeronautical Science
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Naval Av. Club
Student Leadership Award
E.R.A.U. Scholarship
Av. Dispatcher Program

Aeronautical Science

Joseph Priestley

Robert A Proctor, Jr.

Aerospace Engineer
A.I.A.A.
Dean's List
S.A.E.

Aerospace Studies
Alpha Eta Rho
Interfraternity Council
Senior Class Council

David Provan

Michael J. Rauh

Aeronautical Science
F.P.P .A.
Dean's List

Aeronautical Science

Dusty Remmy
Engineering Physics
Dean's List
S.W.E.
S.P.S.

Israel Revivo
Av. Business Admin.

Henry Rendon
Aerospace Engineer
Naval Av. Club - Pres.

Erik Rice
Av. Tech.

Jason Richter
-\vionics Tech.

J. Michae l Risse
Aeronauti cal Science

Continental Internship
Dean 's List
Honor Roll

Christopher Robinso n

Olivia C. Roca

Avionics Engineeri ng

Aerospac e Engineer

Dean's List
Caribbean Assoc .
.\vionics Club

Jeff Romaniuk
-\erospace Engineeri ng

Edison R Ruales
Av. Business Admin .

Dean's List

President's Innovation Award

Dean 's List
Soccer Team - Capt.

Joseph B. Rutledge

Yasser I. Saad

Aeronautical Science

F.P.P.A - Sec.
Golf Club
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Academ ic Scholarsh ip

A. David Salazar
Av. Business Admin.

Aeronauti cal Science

Dean's List
Soccer Team

Xavier Samuels
Aeronauti cal Science

Pablo Sanz-Carmona
Aerospace E ngineering

Zohre Schaghaghi
Av. Business Admin.

Alfredo Sarria
Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.

Sailing Club
Honor Roll
Dean 's Li st

Nadja Schimmel
Av. Business Admin.

Theta Phi Alpha
Orientation Team
Student Ambassador
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Av Bu si ne ss Advison
Board
Who's Who in U n iversi tie~
Big Sister Program

Corey Schwab

Kenneth B. Scoggins, Jr.

Aerospace Engineering

Av. Computer Science

Dean's List
Sigma Gamma Tau
A. I.A.A.
M.A.A.

David L. Seaver

Bradley J . Self

Aeronautical Science

Aeronautical Science

Lamba Chi Alpha

Antonio F. Sevillano
Av. Business Admin.

WERU
S.C.J .

Basel Shammount
Mgnt. of Tech. Ops.

Av. Mgnt. Club
A.A.A.E.
S.C.A.T.

Dean's List
Daytona Beach Co-op

David Sharp

Mario Signoret

Av. Computer Science

Professional Aeronautics

Student Alumni Assoc.
J\.C. M.

Dean's Li st
S.C.A.T.
Hi spanic Society

J ason Simpson

Stephanie Sipila

Aeronautical Science

Engineering Physics

Jeff Romaniuk

eff Romaniuk is serving as an RA for his
second year. Born in Ontario, Jeff began
s college education in Canada. He attended
the University of Waterloo in a pre-med
program in interest of becoming a life guard. It
was at that point that he decided to change
directions. Jeff has always been good at math
and art, and aviation has always interested
him. Because the av iation industry is not as
big in Canada as it is in the States, he looked
here for his future. After seeing Riddle during
a road trip and being swayed by the warm
weather, he decided to transfer and pursue a
degree in Aerospace Engineering .
Jeff has led an active lifestyle. Interests
include "computers , girls, and sports'', and he
participates in intramural sports on the
Housing Team. He has been on the Dean's
List and received the President's Innovation
Award at the Florida R esident Advisor
Symposium. This summer he is looking to coop with McDonnell Douglas. After graduation
he would like to remain in the U.S.A. to work.
Jeff states that he would be content to live on
either coast, as long as it is warm.
- Aaron Cates

I

Aaron Cates

Jeff Romaniuk persistently denies that he studies
for any great periods of time. He stated that it is
true that many hours are spent each week on that
sofa, but usually with a remote control in hand
rather than a book.

'

Alison Small ing
Av. Busines s Admin.
Spi rit Club
Caribb ean Asso c.
Riddle S ister Program
Wom en's Soccer Club

Jennif er N. Smith
Aerona utical Science

Teague Sobin

Michelle Scott

Aerona utical Science

Aerona utical Science
Dean 's Li st
Ho no r Roll
S.F.B.
Crew T eam
Col eman-M cNair Assoc.
Youth Motiva tor
Riddle Sister Program

Solomos Solomou
Av. Busines s Admin.
Nation al D ean's List
Honor Ro ll
A.A.A.E.
Av. Mgnt. Club
Delta Mu Delta
Who's Who in Universities
Business H onor Society

Marti n A. Stastn ey
Mgnt. Tech . Ops.

James W. Stewa rt
Aerona utical Science
Dean's List
Hono r Roll

Alfred Stanley
Av. Civil Engineer Tech.
Cycling Club
Senior Class Rep.
Dean's List

Dave Stello
Aerona utical Science

Kelly Stivers
Profess ional Aeronautics
E. R. A. U. Scholarship
Dean's List
I. S.A.S. I.
Magnu m Cu m Laude

Curt Strickland

Brian Szekeres

Aeronautical Science
Conti nenta l In te rnship
Stud ent Lea d e rship Program
F.P.P.A.

Aeronautical Science
G olf Club - Treasu re r
F.P .P.A. - Treasure r

Mehdi Tajmirrahi

Michelle Taylor

Software Engineering

Av. Business Admin.
Spirit Club - Pres.
Se nior Class Council
Student Alu mni Assoc.
Student Ambassador
St ude nt Leadership P rogram
G -Force

Brian J . Theiss

Ahn-Vu D. Tran

Aerospace Engineering
Dean's List
Honor Roll
Sigma G a mma T a u
Skydi ving T eam - V.P .

Av. Computer Science
Dean 's Li st
T able Tennis Club - Pres.
A .C M.
Yo uth Motivato r

Long Tran

Chad Trautvetter

Av. Computer Science
Dean's List
Honor Roll

A.C.M.

Aeronautical Science
A v ion - Edito r
F .P .P.A.
D ean's List

Ken neth Tallman Scholarship
Table Tennis Club - Sec.

Courtney P. Treasure
Professional Aeronautics
Cricket Club
S.C.A.T.

Charmell Trotmon
Aeronautical Science
Yo uth M oti vato r
Ninety-N ines
H.0. P.E.
F .P .P.A.
Ridd le Sister Program
Coleman Fo undation

Christopher D. Troyer
Aeronautical E ngineeri ng

Ann N. Truong
Aerospa ce Engineering

Sigma Gamma Tau - V.P.
Voluntee r Network
National Dean's List
S.A.E.
A. I.A.A.
Fencing Club
R.O.K. K.M .

Lynda U lrick

Todd Utrup

Aeronau tical Scie nce

Aerona utical Science

Lambda Chi Alpha
Football Assoc. - Pres.
Who's Who in Universities
Student Ambassador
0 -Team

C hristoph er Vermeulen
Aeronautical S cience

Naval Avia tors
Scuba Club
Dean's List

Jeffrey Walter s
Aeronau tical Science

Studen t Alu mni Assoc. - Y.P.

Matthe w Ward
Aerospa ce Enginee ring

Kite Club - Pres.
Sigma Gamma Tau
S.A.E.
Dean's List
Honor Roll

William R. Walker, Jr
Professi onal Aeronautics

A.A.A. E. - Treasurer
Veterans Club - Treasurer
Dean's List

Michelle L. Walthers
Av. Business Ad min.

Student Advisory Board
Omicron Delta Kappa
Phi Beta Lambda
Av. Mgnt. Club
Dean's List
Home Savings Award

Robert J . Ward
Av. Business Admin.

Volleyball Club- Treasurer
Ph i Beta Lambda - Treasurer
Dean's List

Douglas M. West
Aeronautical Science
Watersk i Club - Pres.
F. P.P.A.
Dean's List
A.A.A.E.

Erik W Wichmann
Aeronautical Science
Eagles Flight Team - Pres.
United Airlines Internship
Procter Gamble Internship
Harlow Wood Scholarship
Dean's List
Omicron Delta Ka ppa
E.R.A.U. Schola rship
l\. D.M.A. Scholarship
l\.I.A. Scholarship
F.R.A.S.C.A. Scholarship

Robert B. Whitlock
Aeronautical Science
Dean's Li st
American Air Internship

Marc Williams
Aeronautical Science

Thomas C. Williams

Russell W. Wilson

Av. Maint. Mgnt.

Aerospace Studies
Touch-N-Go
I.S.A.S.I.
Student Leader Program
S.G.A. Member of the Month

Danyale Arlena L Winfield
Av. Business Admin.
Coleman-McNair - Pres.
AIDS Peer Educator
Youth Moti vator
Upward Bound
Caribbean Assoc.
Av. Mgnt. C lub
Honor Roll

W. Scott Woodzell
Aeronautical Science
Dean's List
Honor Roll
United Airl ines Internship

Andrew Y. Wong
Aerospace Engineering
Volunteer Award
Outstanding Leader Award
Student Lead er Program
Dean's Li st
A.I.A.A.
Newman Club
M.A.A.
S.A.E.

Joseph Yezek
Av. Maint. Mgnt.

Paul Ynceva
Aerospace Engineering

Cindy Zagar
Aeronautical Science

Mustafa Zaidi
Av. Maint. Tech.
Honor Society
S.C. A.T.
National Dean's List

Gene Zastera
Av. Tech .

Josu Zautua
Aeronautical Science

Jason Zbick
Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Gamma Tau
S.A.E.

Sharon Zokaim
Aerospace ·Engineer

Table of Abbreviations
Administration - Admin.
Air Force Reserved Officer Training Corps - A.F.R.O.T.C.
American Association of Airport Executives - A.A.A.E.
American Institute of Aerospace and Astronomy - A.I.A.A.
Association - Assoc.
Association of Computing Machinery - A.C.M.
Aviation - Av.
Capt ain - Capt.
Doct or - Dr.
Embry-Riddle Aerospace Society - E.R.A.S.
Embry-Riddle Amateur Radio Association - E.R.A.R.A.
Embry-Riddle Futur e Space Explorers and Developers Society - E.R.F.S.E.D.S.
Exposition - Expo.
Flori da Airport Managers Association - F.A.M.A.
Federal Aviati on Administration - F .A.A.
Futur e Professional Pilots Association - F.P.P.A.
Futur e Professional Women's Association - F.P.W.A.
International Society of Air Safety Inspectors - I.S.A.S.I.
Maintenance - Maint.
Management - Mgnt.
Mathematical Association of America - M.A.A.
Muslim Student Association - M.S.A.
National Association of Flight Instructors - N.A.F.I.
National Council for Women in Aviation - N.C.W.A.
National Women's Aviation Association - N.W.A.A.
Operations - Ops.
President - Pres.
Representative - Rep.
Riddle On-Kampus Klub for Musicians - R.0.K .K.M .
Secretary - Sec.
Society of Automotive Engineers - S.A.E.
Society of Collegiate Journalists - S.C.J.
Society of Physic Students - S.P.S.
Society of Wom en Engineers - S.W.E.
Stude nt Finance Board - S.F.B.
Student Gove rnme nt Association - S.G.A.
Student Representative Board - S.R.B.
Technology - Tech.
Unite d States Marine Corps - U.S.M.C.
Vice-President - V.P.
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Hesham Al-Binal i
Avionics E ngineeri ng
Technology

C harlie Baik
Aeronau tical Science
Dean 's Li st
Korean Club

Ilan E. Berko
Aeronau tical Science
ERAU Scholars hip
W.E.R.U .
Naval Av iation Club
A vion Newspa per

C harlene Bisiada
Aeros pace S tudies

Vanessa Harris

-

KAREN L. MAGNUS SEN

As the A.M.T.' s Facilitie s Manage r, Aviation
Technolo gy senior Vanessa H arris makes sure all
of the equpiment is in good conditio n. C hecking in
on the Propelle rs Lab, s he ensures the training
aids are ready for s tudents to use them.

C) / anessa Harris joins us from Blacksh ear,
V Georgia. She is a sen io r in Aviation
Techno logy, studyin g Aviatio n Maintenance
Techno logy a nd Avioni cs. She currently holds
both an FAA Airfram e and Powerplant
license.
Ms. Harris started her college educati on at
ERAU in 1984. She took a few years off and
will be comple ti ng her degree in Spring 1996.
Perhap s one of the more prestigious oncampus job a studen t can get, Vanessa is the
A.M.T . Depart ment's Faciliti es Manager. She
is in charge of the depart ment's budget,
ordering and purcha sing. She also checks that
all the depart ment's equipm ent is in working
order. The A.M.T . Depart ment offered her
this new positio n because she has the technical
backgr ound necessa ry to handle all of the tasks
involved.
When Vaness a is not working or studying
she spends time with her son and pursues
leisure activiti es such as horseba ck riding and
reading. Upon gradua ting Ms. Harris says she
would like to have a hands-on mainte nance or
avionics job here in the southeast or overseas.
- Karen L. Magnu ssen

Glenn A. Carter
Professional Aeronautics

Christoper J. Cenci
Aeronautical Science
Windsurfing/Sailing Club
F .P .P.A.
Honor Roll

Sang Woo C hung
.\eronautical Science
Dean's List
Korean Student Associauon

Gordon R. Frankenfield
Management Tech. Operations
Dean's List
Omicron D elata Kappa
D elta Mu Delta
Phi Beta La m bda
Who's Who in American
Colleges
Senior Class Council
Crew Team - V.P.

Gour Guna-Tha kurta
Aerospace Engineering
Touch-N-Go Productio ns

Stacy Hedrick
Aviation Maintenance
Management
Resident Advisor
C rew Team

Thomas M. Hollinger
Aerospace Studies
Lacrosse Club - V.P.

J ayeson Howell
Aerospace Engineering
A vion Newspaper
C heerleading
Student Alumni Association

Angel Rodrigo Imana
Aerospace Engineering
Society of Aerospace Engineers
Soccer Club

C had Johnson
Aerospace Engineering

Jonghoon Kim
Aeronautical Science
Dean's List
Korean Student A ssoc iation

Kim Kyu-Dong
Aeronautical Science

Joshua Leopold
Aeronautical Science

Karen Lynn
Management Tech. Opera.
tions
A vion Newspaper
Alpha Phi Omega
Youth Moti vato r

Sean Matheson
Engineering Physics

Michael J. Jr. McGagh
Aeronautical Science

Michael Nawrocki
Aeronautical Science

Dean Paonessa
Aeronautical Science

Marlon Payne
Aviation Business
Administration

Edmund Riley
Avionics Engineering
Technology

.John J. Robins on
.\ riation Mainte nance
I ech ./Fligh t

Dean's List
Honor Roll
'1 .G.A. Student Court

Sharon Santos
Aerosp ace Studie s

Aerospace Society - Treas.
M .A.A. - V.P.
N.C.W .A.
Newm an Club - Treas.

Brian L. Schult z
.\eronautical Science

[)ean ·s List
I lonor Roll
\ lpha Eta Rho
l agles Flight Team
I .P.P.A.
Peer Mentor
)oari ng Club
\.G.A .

Sung Mo Shin
Aviation Mainte nance
Tech ./Avionics

.\ riel Suarez
\eronautical Science

Dean's List
\;aval Aviation Club
Touch-N-Go Productions
- Chairm an

Craig Waite
.\eronautical Science

Christian Fellow ship Club
F. P.P.A.
Latinos Unido s

Sherry C. Thoma s
Aerona utical Scienc e

Phuriwat Anusonti-Inthra
Aerospace Engineering
Bret Bietila
Aeronautical Science

Bret Cabeca
Aeronautical Science
Walter Desrosier
Engineering Physics

,\

I~1 ' i
Jeffrey Ferner
Business Administration
Carrol Fuller
Aeronautical Science

I 02

raduates

Christian Huff
Business Administration
Fredrick Ingerson
Software Engineering

Valerie Jackson
Business Administration
Beth Levine
Software Engineering

Andrya McGarry
Aeronautical Science
Tomohivo Morisawa
Aerospace Engineering

Kyle Sticek
Aviation Business
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Designing the Future
There are not very many
organizations on campus
that offer membership to
only a small fraction of the
University population. Of
that group there are even
less yet that allow only females as members. From
this reasoning it is easy to
see that the Society of
Women Engineers is a unique group 1n many ways.
If anyone were to look
down their list of activities
from the past year, people
might be surprised to see
that the majority of happenings have been volunteer work. The women
have volunteered their
time to help raise funds
and work with children.
Outside of this volunteer
work the individuals in
SWE find the time to hold
unique fundraisers for
them se lves and get involved with campus life.
Early in the fall semester,
the members of the Society
already had a full schedule
planned. On September 23 ,
the group participated in
the Daytona Beach Sandcastle Festival. This was a
great opportunity for the
group to get acquainted
with new members while

CHRISTIAN SARNA

In the Engineering
field where women
are struggling to
compete, SWE offers
women opportunities
to network and the
chance to familiarize
themselves with their
profession. SWE prov ides strength and
support to break
through the male
domination in th e
field.

Karie Clearwater

building castles , fro gs,
cows, and helping a worthy
cause. The group then held
a candy fundraising for
" Sweetest's Day," and a
public car wash. One of the
brighter highlights of the
fall semester was the chance to help the Daytona
Beach JayCees put together
their annual Haunted
House. The girls were able
to both help build the area
and scare the visitors.
Along with other volunteer activities including
Into the Streets and serving
as science fair j udges, SWE
held a fundraiser for United Child Care, Inc. that
gave them recognition. For
Columbus Day, the group
drew an outline of the
United States on which
people could put money on
their home state . "Help
Our Children D iscover the
World" won the girls the
Unique Activity award at
the Student Leadership Reception. SWE is a great organization for females oncampus to get involved
with, and looks forward to
many more eventful years.

-
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Jessica Ross
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WE is one of the clubs
to take part in the
Daytona Sandcastle fes tival in late September.
Michelle Stercula takes
time out to engrave the
group's name in the sand.

WO.EN ENGINEERS
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ne of the activi ties this
year was "Help Out
Children Discover the
World" fundraiser. On Columbus Day people donated money onto the outline
of the ir home state.

V

A

fter much deliberation, the girls decided to go with a traditional
sandcastle design. The allotted area was molded into a three-level castle su rrounded by a wall.
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known as
The purpose of the Embry-Riddle Kar ate Club, form erly
through the
Yoshukai, is the dev elop men t of self-defense tech niqu es
bers are to
stud y of mar tial arts. The goals of Kar ate Clu b mem
ipline that
develop mentally as well as physically and to lear n the disc
comes with being a mar tial arts student.
k belt in
Karate Club inst ruct or, Hen ry Osu ba, is a fifth degree blac
al Japanese
a karate style called Yoshukai. He teaches a trad ition
iddl e camform of karate and has been instructing on the Emb ry-R
on campus
pus for 20 years. The Kar ate Club has had a long hist ory
and plans to con tinu e this trad ition into the next century.
~--L-- - Sha nno n Kies

~ mbers

of the Karate Club
hold weekly practice in the Student
Cen ter Annex to allow members to
keep in shape. Each individual is
schooled in all aspects of the art of
self defe nse. incl ud ing variou s punch
and kick for mations.
,.JA RON C-1TES
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CHRIS TIAN SARNA
hannon K ies makes an appearance at the Fall Activities Fair in her Ge, a white pant
outfit a nd colored belt wh ich is
used in practice a nd compe tition.
Shann on explai ns to onlookers
about the art of karate and shows
pictures from various occasions .

S

..A n impor tant pa rt of t he

~ club's practic e is when the

membe rs line up a nd go through a
series of different moves. The club
does this to help memb ers with
less experie nce learn each technique. The club membe rs a re given opport unity to attend competitions and upgrad e their belt.

Karat e Club

1 09

Taking the World By Storm

JESSICA ROSS

EmbryThe
Riddle Amateur
Radio Association "provides a
social climate for
promoting amateur radio while
at the same time
enhancing campus-wide communications capabilities."

According to the club charter
form, the purpose of the EmbryRiddle Amateur Radio
Association is to promote the
hobby of amateur radio among
persons on-campus, and ensure
the integrity of emergency
communications throughout the
community. This relatively new
organization, started in the fall of
1994, has managed to do just
that so far in its short existence.
The ERARA consists of
individuals from every level of
University life, including
underclassmen, graduate
students, faculty, and associate
members. This group has banded
together to organize some large
projects and activities in a short
period of time. Throughout this
last year the ERARA has
managed to put up a club
repeater and packet BBS. The
group reached out to the

community by offering its
services to the Multiple
Sclerosis Society. The
organization assembled its
members to act as the net
control and communications
for the local MS Walk.
The group also set up a
station on-campus in June
where community and campus
hams could participate in the
Field Day competition.The
organization did very well in
this event considering this was
their first year competing. An
ongoing project that the
ERARA is working on is giving
fifth graders at Osceola
Elementary School a chance to
talk to the space shuttle
through the SAREX project.
The ERARA is an ARRLaffiliated club, and welcomes
all members, licensed or not.
- Jessica Ross

-Stan
Strzelecki,

ERARA
Advisor

JESSICA ROSS

"1'11\ uring the mul t iple sclerosis walk two ERARA
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I,,/ members were assigned to ride on a bus. The
buses drove alo ng the walk rou te and picked up
perso ns who could not go an y further or needed to
sto p for any other reaso n . Dwayne Piuman rides
on a b us to report when anyone was picked up and
the s tatus of the walkers.

~

ne of the fun
aspects of amateur rad io is th e
emergency practice,
al so ca ll e d "fo x
hu nt" a nd "bunny
hun t." Membe rs
Tara Ribas, Shawn
Stokes a nd Marcus
Be ll take part by
searching the city of
Daytona wit h ha ndheld antennas fo r a
tra n s m itter that
gives off alternatin g
signals.

V

he assigned job of Shawn
Stokes during the MS Wa lk
was to act like a shadow to the
eve nt orga ni zer. W herever she
went Shawn had to follow her to
keep communication between her
and the rest of the voluntee rs
open.

7

JESSICA ROSS

JESSICA ROSS
lub President Tara Ribas acted as net controlle r for the
MS Walk. Tara's job was to see
that things were runn ing smoothly, monitor the commun ications
and help keep the event coordina tor in forme d through an othe r
ham rad io.

e

Amateu r Radio 111

in the
d1 etera11s Club memb ers were majo r partic ipants
Shah Ka-

1995 Into the Street s Volun tee r day. Here.
detail at the
vandi and C hanna Edirisinghe arc see n o n grill
cooko ut tha t foll owed the day's activities.

·V
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United, We Stand ...

The Vetera ns Club organizes the veteran member s of Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. It promote s the higher educatio n of veterans and
conduct s social affairs for its members and guests. The club also supports ,
promote s, and enhance s community events.
We were able to restart the Veterans Club. It was decided to take on the
challenge of reorganizing the Veterans Club because we could not imagine a
school with such a large populati on of veteran students without it. Twenty-five
years ago when the Veteran s Club was founded it became an instant shelter for
returnin g shell-shocked veterans of the Vietnam War. Many veterans back
then felt unwante d in society due to the social atmosph ere of the time. The
club was an instant success and grew larger as years went by.
Since I am a veteran, I could not see a historic club like the Veterans Club
dissolve due to the negligence of its officers. I felt that the club was still much
needed by the veterans and reorganizing was going to make a difference for the
existing as well as the new veteran students at our school. Once I got started,
many other veterans started
to get interested and the club
was back in business again. It
became a point of contact
and a philanth ropic organization. Veteran s that provided commun ity service became more visible . The
recognition they received encouraged them to voluntee r
for more projects.
- Shah Kavand i

"Veterans and ROTC cadets should know that some
of us veterans put in many hours to reorganize this
club for fellow veterans. Take initiative and be an
active participant of the Veterans Club."
- Shah
Kavand i

AARON CA TES
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SEMAC Takes.to th e Skies

AARON CATES

"I'm
really
amaze d with how
this club is doing.
It was nothin g
two semes ters
ago. A lot ofeffort
went into promo ting the club.
There were already a lot ofpeople at Riddle who
flew RIC planes.
It was just a 1natter of organizing
into a club. It's
really taken off
since then. "

The ritual is the same
every Saturd ay. At about ten
in the mornin g, a group of
studen ts will gather in front
of the library. After about
an hour of socializing and
waiting for the rest to arrive,
they pile the remote contro l
airplan es, tool boxes, and
cans of gas into the back of
a couple of trucks. From
there, they head out to a
grass airstrip in DeLan d for
a full day of flying.
The Scream ing Eagles
Model Airplan e Club is
compri sed of scaled-down
a viators of all levels of
experience from rookie to
veteran. The club membe rs
are highly receptive to new
membe rs, and from the first

day on the field with the
crew, one can expect to
learn about flying,
buildin g, and fixing model
aircraf t. In fact , some will
link two controllers
togethe r to allow a novice
to train withou t the fear of
totallin g the trainer 's
plane.
With such a sense of
openne ss, fellowship , and
accepta nce of new
membe rs, SEMAC has
experie nced incredible
growth in the past two
semest ers. This, combined
with strong leadership,
should ensure continu ed
growth for the club for
time to come.
- Aaron Cates

-Tod d
Witkoff,
preside nt

AAR01\· CITES
s Rahu l Kumar looks on. Darin
~ Brews ter tries nying Fred
Prcndergast 's airplane with Fred fast
at his linked controller. After taking
the snapshot. Fred even offered the
photograph er a shot at the controls.

A
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cff Sejfar ha ndlaunches Pe te
dreotti's plane.
Because of the grass
landing st rip at DeLand, smaller ai rcraft must be handlaunched. A smallwheeled plane will
nose over on takeoff a nd plow into
the ground if it encounters any major
bump on the runway. Th is plane was
la unched into the
ground, but it's not
the first time one of
the planes has taken
a beat ing.

£

,.L<IROf·; CATES
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MRONCATES
, ,-' nfortunately, not all Oights arc successful. It seems that even
vi,, on an absolutely perfect day, one plane must be plucked from
the peaceful sky. After driving to the crash site, Pete Andreotti,
Bryon Bradshaw, Bill Zink, and Jason Stovell walk back to the fi eld
carry ing the tattered remains ofa once-Oyable aircraft. Jason's highwing conveniently crashed by the side of the road with the fuselage
shattered and the engine buried four inches into the ground .

SEMAC
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of the Riddle
pants bring
partici
''"
their own high perfor mance guns to the field. But.
withou t the benefit of hi s
Autom ag at his side Duncan Woodb ury takes careful aim with a rental.

t!:! quippe d w ith hi s $ 700
~Mini Ma g. pre s ident

Matt Danne r closes in 0 11 an
o ppone nt prepar ing t o lay
down an unpara lleled s tream
of paint. Ha vi ng th e fas tes t
gu n on the field. Mat 1 goes
throug h abo ut 2500 paintba ll
round s p e r da y and o n e n
walks away with a bou t fi ve
"kills" per game . Th rough
working at Pa intball World in
Orl a ndo, Matt Danne r and
Dunca n Wooclbu rv arc ab le to
offer club me mbers a cliseou nted cost for a day's ga ming.
...,., aintbal lers will encoun ,_,, tcr several difTc ren1 scenarios throug hout the course
of the day. Ileh ind a barrier o f
sandba gs. they loo k sharp for
any targets of opport u nit y tha t
stray too far fro m the b rush.
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Ligh t 'em up!
With the Leadership of a Few Freshmen, the Paintball Club is Active Once Again
Early in their freshman
year Matt Danner a nd Duncan Woodbury, with a sn1all
group of friends , resolved to
have the Pa intball C lub rechartered. T hey have gone
from nothing at the beginning of the year to havi ng a
roster of fifteen m e mbe rs.
Out of the fifteen, there are
consisten tl y e n ough dedicated players for the club to
go to O rl ando eve ry other
week t o p lay for a d ay .
Paintball Club provides a n
opportunity to bond with
new friend s and to work with
others as a team. T he chance
to shoot paintballs at 280
feet per second at innocent
people is just a n added bene-

the first sem ester of the rechartered club, Matt Danner ~
saw a noticeab le difference in
the m e111bers' ability to work
together. He says th at the
tea 111 s have shown in1provem e nt and his next goal is
to start a fi ve-ma n amateur
tea m for tournaments. "They
may actua lly have a cha nce
in co mpetition ," Danner
stated. Among other a mbitions for the future is the possibility of using so me of E mbry-Riddle ' s 77 acres of
woodland for Paintball practice .
Paintball is a fast-paced
AARON CATI::S
game w here different scena r~ eforc battle. Chr is Andreychik a p pl ies camios are set up for the teams to D ouOage pa int to hi s face a nd neck. Members
the Pa in tball C lub will do everythi ng necessary
deal with. While a basic tea111 otof keep
from being see n o n the field. T hi s includes
wearing paint. camouflage gloves and fat ig ues.
plan is devised before the camo bandannas. and hats.
fit.
Throughout the course of battle begins, it is up to the
indi vidual to select the strategies necessary to overco111e
the immediate obstacles.
Playing is a rush if you can
take the sting of the game.
Danner is looking for a few
more d ed icated co mmandos
for his team. Will you join
him in the tourna me nt?
- Aaron Cates
I'} a so n ·· p,ycho ·· I
i( ·· Redneck·· J o ngel·
ing s its back between
ba11les and takes in the
' urrounding,. Along
with Matt ·· Milkman ..
Da n ner and D 11 ncan
.. J ester .. Woo ('l rnry.
most oft he membcrs o r
the club ha ve a call sign .
jason ·, errat ic act ions
o n and off the lield won
h im a ,.;com.I .

n t he few s ~are mo·
me n ts bcfo n: th e
battle b reaks out. Matt
Danner points out a
quick s t rategy for the
team. While the indiv idual team m e mbe r'
ha \'e to rely o n their
own decisiveness in the
rage or the crossfi re . a
general p lan helps unify
thc team·s effort' in dek a ting the opponents.

1
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Pa intball Club
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Quiet On The Seti
Imagine ... the lights are off, the room is filled with the dying sounds of a house
full of slowly quieting people. Men, women, boys, girls. some of you know, most of
you don't. You find your way to the center of the stage in the unforgiving dark.
You know where everything is, of course, and are careful to avoid every object in
your way. The lights come up and all eyes are upon you. While you are on stage,
under full lights, by yourself, you are in control.
You control not only the direction of the play, but the collective emotion will of
the audience. You control whether they care enough to cry, laugh, feel uneasy,
uncomfortable, happy or angry. All of these emotions are at your disposal.
The Riddle Players is an acting troupe dedicated to acting excellence. We
specialize in bringing the most entertaining comedies to Embry-Riddle to make you
laugh. We are not just actors. Every facet of the theatre is represented in the
Players: prop crews, directors, sound techs, makeup artists, promotions, public
relations, and finally the actors and actresses.
The Riddle Players are not centered only at Embry-Riddle. A few members got
out to DeLand to act in Dr. John Pope's romantic comedy, "Picnic." John
Cunningham was involved in this play while co-directing ERAU's spring show,
"Sly Fox" with former master set-builder Alan Demerow. The play "Picnic" was
slated as a comedy, but was an emotional challenge for both John and Randy
Sarver. The play encompassed the entire spectrum of emotions.
The Riddle Players are nearly the only group on campus dedicated to the
furthering of art on campus. And art can be a hell of an escape from the doldrums
of Engineering and Avionics.
- Jeff Troy

AARON CATES
he Judge played by Jeff Fryberger tries to call order
. to his saloon turned court room by reprimandi ng the
sbenff Da ve Swanson . Mrs. Truckle Rachel Rodman and
Cap~ian Crouch .Tony Del Giud ice s hy awa y fro m the
sben ff as the Bali ff Ra nd y Sarver takes careful. but slow.
record of the hap penings.

7

~ n 'The Mu_r?cr Room:" Joh n C unn ingham fill ed two
-/ roles. C.onstctble Howc1rd was ofte n seen duri ng the
play ponderi ng 111 th e midst of chaos. As an actor John
showed his abilit y to use facial express ions to ·create
humor.
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"It is important to our
campus to keep it wellrounded. This gives
students the chance to
express themselves artistically and escape
the rat-race of general
aviation. "

-

Jeff Troy

AA RON CATES

"Riddle Players let me
meet a lot of people
who were eccentric and
creative in a nontechnical way. The
club has taken off unbelievably in the last
semester. Look for us
to grow even more this
coming year. "
~ t takes a lot to create the perfect look fo r the

AARON CATES

-

Dave Swanson

-I character of Miss Merrilee Fancy played by
I 1sa Witt ing. Make up art ist Tricia Fantinato
r ut' a lot of time and effort into creating the
P~rfcct look on the even ing of the show.
Riddle Players
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Together In Faith
Today we are preparing for our professional
future, but some day our
active involvement in the
Aerospace industry will
come to an end as will
our lives. What then? All
of the major religions of
the world prepare their
followers for ( 1) dealing
with life's hazards, (2) explaining who we are ,
where we came from ,
where we are going, and
(3) giving meaning to
death and the afterlife.
The Christian Fellowship
Club (CFC) follows the
Christian tradition and
focuses its study in the
Bible and centers its faith
on Jes us Christ.
CFC is one of the oldest clubs on campus, and
is now in its twenty-first
year. During this time
more than a thousand
students have been members. CFC has always
been open to all Christians, those who have no
religious preference, and
those of all other religions who are interested
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"The Christian Fellowship Club gives
students an excellent opportunity to
learn more about
God, to learn more
about themselves,
and to learn more
about what the power of God can do
through them. "
-

Jeffrey L. Kisby
President, CFC
"The Kentucky Kid"

in what Christians believe and how they practice their faith.
We at the CFC understand that every individual is made up of more
than just the mind and
body, that there is a spiritual aspect to every one
of us which we must not
ignore. Embry-Riddle is
the world's leader as the
center of higher learning
committed to developing
the mind, especially in
the areas of aerospace
technology. Also at Embry-Riddle there are
many outlets for athletics
of all kind s providing
university students with
num erous activities to
develop their physical
bodies. However, there is
little opportunity at ERA U for the development
of our spiritual life. CFC
helps supply that need
through its emphasis on
Christian fellowship , Bible study, prayer, and
musical praise.
- Dr. Wheeler
Jeffrey Kisby

7

he group unites in a si ngle
effort to praise through music. A strong emphasis is placed
on gett ing everyone focused at the
beginning of th e m ee t ing.
Through singing, members take
their attention away from the
stresses of the University.
uitar in hand , Arthur McCollo ugh leads the group in
1c. Everyone in CFC is welcome to contribute their talents
whether it be through music, leadership roles. or through volunteer
services outside the bounds of
Embry-Riddle.
A

s catcher for a CFC softball
game. Uxmal Diaz's dogmatic determination ensures that
he would take more abuse du ring
the course of the game than all the
ot her players combined. Ux is
seen here after bei ng rushed by a
runner from the opposing team.

~
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Christian f ellowship Club
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Sharing The Journey

AARON CATES

"It's wha t we'r e
taught in the church
to welc ome new
mem bers with open
arms, no matte r who
they are. Because of
our open ness and
abil ity to shar e
thoug hts, New man
Club becomes like a
fami ly."
I

"It is so easy to say 'I

love you' to a frien d
or some one that you
like a lot. However,
true love only happens when we can
love everyone, even
our enemies. "

-

Char tered in the the sprin g of 1995 , the Newman
Club serve s all Cath oli cs on camp us. How ever, the
New man Club is more than an orga nizat ion that serves
the need s of the ERA U fami l y. The organization
reach es out to the com mun ity with servi ce projects and
othe r jobs as well.
The New man Club also spon sors a retre at of its own
every year. This retre at is open to all mem bers of the
Cath olic comm unity . Activ ities that prom ote fellowship, spiri tuali ty, and com mun ity are done in a quiet
park setting. Ever y mem ber who goes on these retreats
reco unts of how much fun they had and all the new
frien ds they made .
This year in the Cath olic com mun ity, we said goodbye to Fr. Kena n Morr is who was the prev ious camp us
mini ster. In his spot we welc omed Fr. Anth ony Leo
Hodg es, who is also Asso ciate Pasto r of Princ e of
Peac e paris h in Orm ond Beach. Alth ough he is not full
time like Fr. Morr is, Fr. Leo bring s a life full of
expe rienc es in the Cath olic Faith . Man y say that Fr.
Leo is a great perso n who repla ced anot her great person in Fr. Morr is.
In one year, the Cath olic com mun ity has grow n
physically, ment ally, and spiri tually. Each mem ber
feels like they are truly a part of this com mun ity.
Som etim es it is said that this is a " hom e away from
hom e."
- John Barto s

John Barto s
IARO.\" C I Tl:·s
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ather Leo Hodges listens intently as the group speaks about
t
exper iences over Christ mas
break. During the meetin g, a high
emphasis is placed on sharing with
each other and suppor ting each other.

Z

AARO N CATE S

AARON CATE S
ohn Bartos helps set up and clear
off the altar, arrang e chairs for
meeting, and organi ze activities.
There is room for all to be involved in
some aspect of the club.

f

he meetin gs are not held in the
form of one spokesperson and
an audien ce. All have equal opportunity to share the ir though ts. This
creates a true feeling of closeness.

7
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of ind i vid uals who
The Pho eni x Yearbook staf f is a div erse gro up
tion you are reading
wor k yea r-ro und to put togeth er the pub lica
rest s tha t help the m to
righ t now. The staf f me mb ers have ma ny inte
r's boo k uni que. The
col lab ora te on eac h page a nd ma ke eve ry yea
ign ing , pho tograp hy,
job s of tho se on the staf f inc lud e lay out des
, and ma nagem ent. All
prin ting pic ture s, fea ture wri ting , cop y edi ting
of the se job s.
of the me mb ers of the staf f do one or mo re
e the opp ortu nity to
Du ring eac h sem este r the staf f me mb ers hav
ivid ual s are sele cted to
do som e trav elin g and hav e fun . Som e ind
in a dif fere nt city eac h
atte nd nat ion al con ven tion s whi ch are held
se m este r. On oth er occas ion s, the me mb ers
gat her on a wee kend for a
bar bec ue, cam pin g trip ,
bas ket ball gam e, or an
out ing at Ple asu re Island
or Un ive rsal Stu dios. All
of the se act iv iti es are
see n as opp ort uni ty to
bon d and to stre ngt hen
the frie nds hip and sense
of a tea m bet wee n the
sta ff me mb ers.
The Pho eni x Yearbook
is a div isio n of the Un ive rs ity' s Stu de n t Go vern m ent Ass oc iat ion .
The boo k itse lf is a yearly
pub lica tion con sisting of
mo re tha n 200 pages of
uni ver sity life and acti vity. Sto p in and see us,
and ma ybe you , too , can
be a par t of an awa rd
win nin g pub lica tion .
c nRis riAi\ · s.-iRN.·i
l10e11ix Co-Ed itor J essica Ross
...,..,

,_, talks with Steve Torzo ne while
work ing d iligently d uring Fall Orien tatio n sel ling yearb ooks and con ni ving under classm en to get their Yearbook ph o t o ta ke n "F R EE OF
CHA RGE. "
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Jess ica Ross

CHRISTIAN SARNA
here is no room for
wimps on the Phoenix
staff. Mauhew "Choagie" Bielanski grimaces as he makes
his way th rough a haun ted
house at Universal Studios.
Jessica Ross val iantly scufnes
along clos e behind Adam
Yusuf, grasping his hand for
dear life.

7

...,., hoenix veteran Chris-

r-

tian Sarna looks on in
shock as Karen Magnussen
plants a giant kiss on a shark.
Chris and Jaws had words after thi s photo was taken. Universal Stud ios has become an
annual pi lgri m age for t he
Phoenix staff.

Phoenix Yearbool'
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"For Students, By Students"

~ ob Rei chenbach
,..,,,. peruses a copy of
the Avian and makes
sure to catch any errors
before they are sent of
to be printed. A veteran
of the Avi on, Rob has
served as the foremost
copy editor this year.

The Avian, a volunteer SGA organization and Embry-Riddle's
award-winning college newspaper, grows every year and gears up for
the twenty-first century and beyond. This collegiate publication
makes its way across campus every Wednesday morning, weekly
during the fall and spring semesters, and biweekly throughout the
summer semester.
Funded through the SGA and advertisements, the Avian is distributed free of charge to the student body, truly living up to the phrase
"An award-winning newspaper for students by students."
Although there are no journalism majors offered at Embry-Riddle,
staff members strive to be the
best college newspaper they can,
providing a quality publication
through desire and dedication to
be the best. To gain experience
and skill to produce the Avian
and to stay on the cutting edge of
technology, the staff sends a
group every semester to a journalism convention, which normally takes place in New York or
Washington D. C. This past fall
the Avian li ved up to its " awardwinning" title as it placed fourth
in the nation under the Best of
Show awards.
Although there are numerous
hours put into producing a weekly newspaper, the staff always
finds time to take a break and
AARON cr1TEs
have a good time. Between members visiting Bernkastles every
week, taking part in gruelling go-cart races, and throwing parties, the
sta~f keeps busy recreationally. The Avian continues to grow technologically as a newspaper with an Online edition, along with printing
capabil_ities, producing a multi-section colored newspaper on a regular basis. With the leadership abilities of Chad Trautvetter in the
sumi:ner a1:1d fall , and Melissa Nagurny in the spring, the A vian
cont~nu~d 1t~ never-ending aspirations of becoming a leading college
publication 1n the nation.
-
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Dave Gass

~ ave

Gass assimila tes how the

'-1/ di fferent sections of the paper

will manage their pages. Once an editor for the Avian, Dave still advises
and works as a staff reporter .

~ ho t o

MRON CATES

Editor Tashu elah
"Sunny " Nasah sifts through
piles of negatives during another hectic product ion night. The Avian utilizes electronic darkroo m technology.

r-

~~ pon visit ing the Avian office,

Vt- th ere would be about nine
chances in ten of catching a couple of
staffers lounging around. Here, Josh
"Pauly" Ash and James Evans kick
back and relax.
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Society for Collegiate Journalists
The Society for Collegiate Journalists is a na~i?nal honor soci~ty
for collegiate mass communication, recogn~z1ng and ~o~onng
those who have achieved honorable and ethical feats w1thm the
three forms of mass communication here at Embry-Riddle. Members are recruited by the Avian Newspaper, the Phoenix Yearbook,
and the WERU campus radio station . Candidates must have a
cumulative GPA of 2.5, must have worked on at least one of three
forms of mass communications for at least a year, and demonstrate responsible journalistic integrity and ethics.
Among the projects taken by the Society for Collegiate Journalists is the Creations magazine, which is released in the Spring. This
"literary magazine of the mind" is a collection of short stories,
poetry, and photographs from the student body. The SCJ also is
responsible for producing the Avian Orientation Issue, which is
released during Fall orientation for the incoming freshmen , as well
as returning upperclassmen. The Orientation issue welcomes the
students to the university and informs them of the most recent
changes within the campus.
The Society for Collegiate Journalists primarily consists of the
senior members of the three forms of mass communication, allowing for superior and creative media to be produced. The
members of SCJ do not work without play, however. Members

"I am excited to be in SCJ because I think the idea
behind it is very good. I am a member of the Phoenix
Yearbook and Td like to see 1nore people working
together. That is what the SCJ does for the three college
media groups.))
- Beat Jund
AARON CATES

acknowledge the fact that time for recreation must be taken so the
club acts accordingly. Camping and canoeing trips and cdokouts
are a~ong the favorite forms of recreation for the group. Last but
cert~1nly not . least, the Embry Riddle chapter attends the
National Society for Collegiate Journalists Convention which
?olds ~e~tings and seminars for members wishing to share their
JOurnahst1c experiences and to learn from others.
- Dave Gass,
President
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A

fter years of petitionin g, the
SCJ glass case is located to a
new more visible position in the Student Center. Tashuela h Nasah decides to rearrange the case.

~
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tf::! ach semester, a dedicated group

BEAT JUND

t:;;JI

of students are selected to join
SCJ. After an appl icat ion and interview process, the selected persons are
in it iated into the group. New spring
inductees Patrick Kokorian and J eremy Browner hold a candle while recit ing the Society's oath .
CJ in itiates various group functions in order to get the three
divisions of mass media together. In
early fall a BBQ was started, and after
a rain delay the gathering was moved
indoors. SCJ president Mike Hoppin
converses with members Mike Connelly and Dave Conz as well as non
SCJ members.

S

Society for Collegiate Journalists
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e tt i ng wild
seeme d to be
mood at hand as
the student body get
into the spirit of being "Hooked Up."
Some contestan ts
rece ived T-shirt s to
assist in remembering the occasion.

"~' ERU spiced up the li ves of

VV

a few s tudents d uring thei r
presentatio n of "I-looked- Up." a
spoof of MTV's •Si ngled Out. •
Carrie Czernikow ski reads aloud
a ' love note• written by o ne of the
fema le contestan ts t rying to win a
date wit h senior in Aeronaut ica l
Science Mason Tho mpson.

"~' hi le sitting at a table o n

VV the Fl ight Deck. WERU
me mbers Nick Fanelli and Mi ke
Connolly discove r that there are
many people interested in winning a mill ion dollars. WERU
ga ve away a copies of the C DRom adven ture •Treasure Qu est•
to 25 stu dents.
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Making the Campus ''Radio-A ctive''
One of the entertai ning
divisions of the Student
Government Association is
WERU, the campus rad io
station. Members of the staff that
run the station are student
volunteers. These people u se
their music interests a nd
knowledge to entertain those that
listen to them in the Student
Center and on 710 AM.
Throughout this year WER U
was not always on the air, but
they were on the move - literally.
The station was moved twice,
once from the Student Center to
McKay Hall, and then from
McKay Hall to its final place
back in the Student Center. The
main office and studi o for the
campus radio station is now
located with the other SGA
offices on the second floor of the
Student Center.
Last year WERU made its

presence known both on and
off campus. During th e fall,
station staff helped register
people for the Red Cross Walk
for Heart. For students at
ERAU , members gave away 25
copies of the CD-Rom game
" Treasu re Quest." This
distribution enabled those who
played the ga me to try and win
o ne million dollars through the
makers of the game.
The biggest event that
WER U sponsored this year
was " Hooked-Up," a spoof of
the MTV dating game "Singled
Out." Member Carrie
Czernikowski acted as host as
students competed for a
chance to be set-up on a date
with a nother student. WERU
is back in full force and always
looking for new faces. Stop by
the station to get involved!

-

Jessica Ross

CHRISTIAN SAR NA

"I D.J. serve
as the Zen
Spiritual
Master to the
station, and
make coffee!"
- Rich Ford
General Manager
WERU

""' uri ng the Red Cross walk for hea rt members
'-"' of WERU Kel'i Mart in. Car rie Cze rn 1kowski, John Harven, Mike Hoppin, Mike Connely, John Coello, Jim Ga rrison, Antonio Sevillano. Mike Oxenfeyer, Rich DeRezis and Alfred
Dawns assisted at the registration table.
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Entertaining the Masses
Touch-N-Go Productions is the division of the Student Government Association that brings you
campus entertainment. Each member of T-N-G is a student who volunteers his or her time to plan
and coordinate events for the student body, whether it be a movie, concert, or comedy show.
Throughout the fall and spring semesters, Touch-N-Go shows a box-office movie every
Thursday night. These shows, which take place in the Student Center, are fre e to all members of
the University community. Over the summer the movies take place every other Thursday. Also
featured during the fall and spring semesters are bi-weekly Attitude Adjustments. This is when the
talent of stand-up comedians and musicians shine in the spotlight. Attitude Adjustments take
place of Friday afternoons to help students unwind for the weekend.
The members of Touch-N-Go are also responsible for planning the Homecoming acts. This year
Homecoming week featured performances by Margaret Cho and Bobcat Goldthwait that both
drew a full house. During the rest of the year T-N-G brought in other comedians like John Pinette
Keith Robinson, and Rene Hicks. Musical shows were also provided by the group "Life In
General" and a candlelight performance by Teresa.
This was also a year of "firsts" for the members of Touch-N-Go and ERAU. It began in the fall
semester when "Virtual Night" was hosted in the Student Center. Students were treated to a night
of Virtual Reality games and Laser Tag. The second new feature from T-N-G was a concert in the
Fieldhouse. Tickets were kept to a minimal charge for this event with the band Rust opening for
featured guests Collective Soul. The last of the new events are "Coffee Houses." These summer
events allow members of the University to enjoy some java while listening to the musical talents
of singer Rich Smith.
Touch-N-Go is always looking for individuals who are interested in event coordination,
planning, production, security, stage crew, or promotions. Anyone who appreciates quality
entertainment and wants to help bring these memorable performances to ERAU are invited to
join Touch-N-Go Productions.
_ Jessica Ross
)

CHRISTIAN SARNA
he Adams Mark grand piano gave t he Touch and go
members a photo opportunity. Wade Hoagboon.
Matt De:'1tto, Robert Burtz, R yan Lebo, J enny H ilton.
Jack Chnst111e, Kath y Dea ner, Ariel Suarez. and Paul Bell
a ll enjoy working with each ot her.

7

S

ound is one of T ouch & Go's most valuable assets. In
the storage closet located next to Stu dent Act ivities
Wade Hoagboon examines the equipment prior to a show.
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~ rior to the Homecoming Comedian Bob, - cat Goldthwait Touch and Go div ision
head Ariel Suarez gets the crowd all revved up
wnh a big introduction. Ariel was instrumental
in arranging for the act to make an appearance
at ERAU.

Touch and Go Productions
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Leading the Campus Ahea d

995 -96 Presiden t
1 John
Fernando and
t Avril

Vice Presiden
Benson receive awards
during the Student
Governm ent Banquet
in the spring. Throughout the year they gave a
team effort to keep the
SGA running smoothly.
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Acco rding to their Cons tituti on, the main missi on of the Student
Gove rnme nt Asso ciatio n is ". .. to prom ote the intern al unity and
welfare of the stude nt comm unity . " This gove rning body also enables
stude nts to work withi n a demo cratic atmo spher e while on campus.
There is a small group of peopl e in the SGA who make up the
Execu tive Branc h. The mem bers of this branc h are the executive
officers of the organ izatio n, who overs ee the rest of the branches and
divisi ons while ensur ing all goals of the Cons tituti on are met.
The SGA mem bers who are part of the Exec utive branc h are the
Presi dent, Vice Presi dent, Treas urer, and Chie f Justic e of the Student
Cour t. Each of these peopl e have set dutie s that help them contribute
to the overall purpo se of the SGA. The stude nts serve a one year term
in which they comm unica te with other offici als and the SGA Coordinator, Ossie Palla. The Presi dent, who has one of the most demanding
posit ions, is respo nsibl e for jobs such
as expre ssing views and recommendatio ns of the SGA , chair ing monthly board meeti ngs, holdi ng an open
stude nt fon1m twice a year for input
and quest ions, servi ng as a member
of the Univ ersity Board of Trustees,
and beari ng the "ultim ate responsibility" for all actio ns taken by the
SGA and its divis ions. The Vice
Presi dent acts as the chair perso n of
the Stude nt Repr esent ative Board.
He or she is also to assist in appointing stude nts to the posit ions of
Trea surer , Asso ciate Justic e, and
mem bers of Univ ersity committees.
A stude nt who holds the position
of Treas urer is respo nsible for chairing the Stude nt Finan ce Board. This
perso n is to give a repor t on the SFB
KARt:N L. Mr1GNuss1::N
at mont hly meeti ngs and help in the appo intme nt of Associate Justices. The last mem ber of the Exec utive Bran ch is the Chief Justice.
This stude nt coord inate s the appo intme nt of Assoc iate Justices attends Stude nt Cour t and SGA meeti ngs, and assist s in appointin~ the
Treas urer. The Chie f Justic e is respo nsible for swea ring in the new
SGA officials.
~11 elected officials of the Exec utive Bran ch are in their position to
br~ng t~e sq-A toget her and repre sent the unde rgrad uate stude nts of
this U n1vers1ty. Altho ugh it may appe ar to most stude nts that the SGA
does not d? v~ry much , the truth is just the oppo site. Mem bers of the
~GA. are f1ght1ng to make the collective voice of stude nts heard and
fighting for the rights and freed oms of the stude nts at ERA lT.
-

Jessica Ross

~ ssie Palla has taken on the posi-

V

t ion ofSGA Coordinato r. In the
absence of the T reasurer and Vice
President du ring the summer she advised the newly elected Student Finance Boa rd. WER U div ision head
Joh n Coello subm its a proposa l to
members during a meet ing.

CH RI STIAN SA RNA
hief Justice Ta ng Chong Nam
hosts a meet ing of Student
Court in the new SGA office. Justices
Alvaro Delgado. Philip Stiehl, Lee
Faulkner and Joline T ardiff were appointed in Summer A 1996.

e
t

•

tudent Representa t ive Board
members Kris Hammer, Josh
W i lso n , Ka r ie C learwate r , and
Abdulbasit Al-Rashidi look over their
agendas during a problem solving
and strategy meeting.

S
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Due to the nature of this Univer sity, there is a large numbe r of
studen t organiz ations devote d to aviatio n and airplan e related interests. With this taken into consid eration , it is interes ting to know
that one of the largest campu s organiz ations is the Embry -Riddle
Future Space Explor ers and Develo pers Society. The purpos e of
ERFSE DS is to help promo te and educat e studen ts in matters
concer ning space explora tion and develo pment. The club does this
by offering several unique opport unities for the memb ers.
The organiz ation allows its membe rs to obtain up-close looks at
things only a small fraction of the nation 's people have the chance to
see. For example, studen ts were able to go on a Space Camp Action
Tour and a VIP tour of the K. S. C. Membe rs are also encour aged to
get involve d within the campu s and city commu nity. Individ uals
from the club have volunte ered their services for judgin g science
fairs , parkin g cars for races, and vendin g during
Skyfest.
During the fall semester, ERFSE DS had the
chance to host a group of
seven Russia n delegates
during their "An Evening
with the Russia ns" dinner. Those in attenda nce
at the recepti on were able
to h ear views on aerospace educat ion and the
.. Mir project , among other
topics.
Along with tours and
guest speak ers , ERFSEDS has two groups of
1J 3 -;,. .
studen ts dedica ted to ongoing project s. A satellite
'
ground station , for those
memb ers who hold an
amateu r radio license, is
the newest of the two.
CL UB PHOTO
ERFSEDS
all
.;\ ne o f the t rips that
The seco nd is "Projec t
V members look forwa rd to is the VIP
tour of K.enncd~ Space Center. Du ring
Prome theus." The latter
the exped1t1on officers J enni fer Q uimby.
projec t is to de sign a
Ca rlos Bellagamba . Eric Goss. Robyn
Ringuette. and J oseph Pascucci ill ust rat e
rocket that will launch
the size of a Space Sh uttle ma in engine
nozzle by stand ing inside of it.
from the Cape.
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Jessica Ross

AARON CATES
he Activi ties Fair day is
when the majority of a
club's new membersh ip is acquired. Joe Pascucci mans the
ERFSE DS booth to answer
questions. Student Activities
honored the club fo r thei r visually impressive d isplay.

7

11"/A ot

e veryo ne has the
' " chance to get this close
to a space shuttle, especially
when it is on the launch pad.
Some members including Dan
Cohen, Scott Sulli van, Joe
Pascucci, Dave Swanson, Carlos B cllagam ba, R ob
Ringuette, a nd o thers pose in
front of one of the complexes.

CLUB PHOTO
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in the fall se mester
~ Sigma Tau Delta put toget he r a n an exposi t ion to
s howca se the talent of fellow
ERAU studen ts. As adviso r
Steve G lassma n looks on ,
memb er Patrick Kokori an explains a pa inting to a curiou s
studen t.

he art s how drew a good
crowd of studen ts, including Sarah Sanlun d. Marco
Ni vell ini , Mike Dira imond o,
and Karen Lynn, to discov er
and admire the works of their
peers. The show featu red severa l differe nt form s of art
rangin g from photos and pa intings to comics and ink drawings.

7
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Sigma Tau Delta Intern ationa l English Hono r Society is an organizatio n dedica ted to the promo tion of literat ure, language, and the
arts on the college campu s. Memb ers have creative interests that go
beyon d the classroom. Sigma Tau Delta suppo rts and encourages
creativity in writin g, art, photo graph y, and all areas of the liberal
arts. Embry -Ridd le's Gamm a Rho chapte r provid es cultural and
intellectual enligh tenme nt in an otherwise techni cal enviro nment .
Sign1a Tau Delta 's first big projec t of the Fall '9 5 semester was the
Second Annua l Embry-Ridd le Art Show . Stude nts, faculty , and staff
displayed their original paintings, drawings, photo graph s, and sculptures. The fall also broug ht the arriva l of speakers sponsored by
Sigma Tau Delta, includ ing poet Andrew Dillon. The fall semester
ended with an open mike poetry readin g where studen ts, faculty , and
staff recited origin al pieces and works from their favorite poets.
The Spring '96 semester began with a speak er
on UFOs and alien abductions. A one-a ct play
night was then held, starring actors from that student body, faculty, and
staff. Sigma Tau Delta
then attem pted to bring
back the past with an
outdo or theatr e rivaling
th e Dr i v e- I n s of yesteryear. Wrap ping up the
spring semes ter was the
1996 Sigma Tau Delta
Intern ationa l conve ntion
held in Albu querq ue ,
New Mexi co and the
long -awa ited Dead
Poet's Society.
A goal of Sigma Tau
Delta is to encou rage
every memb er to be active in the promo tion of
JOE BERTHE LOT
~
oetry
read
ing
takes
a
bit
of
practithe huma nities . The ,,.- ce. Senio r Stephen Mendrzy
Gamm a Rho chapt er will chowski, who acted as the emce~ fo r the
event. rehearses the piece he will rec ite
contin ue in this endea vor for the crowd. The poetry reading
was a n
mike" style to allow anyone to
and attem pt to provid e a "open
read their favorite work.
creative outlet in a technological atmos phere .
- Shann on Kies
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a comm on intere st decide

In the fall of 199 3 a group of peopl e with
to form an organ izatio n. During Janua ry of 1994 that group formed into
Stude nt Space Action . Six month s afterw ard the organ izatio n changed
its name to Stude nt Space Awareness, and that is the name it went by as
it debut ed during the fall of 1995. This organ izatio n of studen ts has
branch es at several locati ons, and hopes to spread across the globe.
The ERAU divisi on, found ed by David Steare and Michael Hall,
becam e a full studen t organ izatio n in the spring of 199 5. Coincidentally,
SSA won their first Stude nt Leade rship award that same semester. The
memb ers of Stude nt Space Aware ness were recogn ized for their project
that sent studen ts to Wash ington DC.
The trip to Wash ington DC is a chanc e for stude nts to talk with their
congressmen, share opinio ns, and promo te the Intern ationa l Space
Station. This trip is an annua l event for both SSA and the Natio nal Keep
It Sold (NKIS) organ izatio n. Accor ding to Micha el Hall it is difficult to
bring the DC trip together. A
major player on the side of
SSA is the Coco a Beach
Cham ber of Comm erce. For
the past three years the Cocoa Cham ber has made it
possib le for these studen ts to
make a differ ence by funding
the trip. The yearly mission
to the nation 's capito l is open
to anyon e who is interested.
When the memb ers of SSA
are not in Wash ington DC,
they use other means to promote their cause . M ichael
Hall states that one way is
that the group "builds web
pages that are fully interactive and educa te anyone that
enters the page." Both the
trips and web pages are used
to make others aware that
there is a full-blown effort to
M ICHAEL HAL L show that the Intern ationa l
Washingto n DC trip.
Z, uring the from
Space Statio n can be fully
all over the nastudents
.
speak
to
nce
llon were given the cha
funde d and opera tional . Hall
with their. congressm en to help prostudents
ERAU
cause.
their
mote
says that when the Space Stawere especially a tten ti ve when Florida Congressm an Bob Graham adtion is a reality the group will
dressed the group.
then cont inue on with whatever cause next needs their
help.
- Jessica Ross
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~ ne of the highlights for the

V Studen t Space Awareness
organi zation was being recognized at the Studen t Leadership Award s Banqu et. T he
group was awarde d an honorable mentio n in the activity of
the year category for their trip
to Washin gton.

tf!!:! ach

govern mental figure

~ who partici pated in the

meetings took time out of their
schedules to seriously consid er
every issue presen ted to them.
Anothe r congre ssman had the
chance to pose with a group
that include s two ERAU students, Robyn Ringue tte and
Michael Hall.

CLUB PHOT O

Student Spac e Awar eness 1 4 1

Delta Kappa is one of
the many honor societies at ERA U . Ha ving an informa tio n booth at
the Act ivities Fa ir is o ne of the many
thi ngs ODK has done to reach "Gold
Wi ng" status. Membe rs also helped
during " Into the Streets " and participate d the local MS Walk.
~ micron

V

AARON CA TES
embers of the Anime Club
' ' " use the Activit ies Fair to
show potent ial membe rs that they are
more than j ust kid's stuff. A cl ub
membe r is flanked by posters, videos,
draw ings, and models to illust rate the
d ifferent reaches of the club's interests.

"'2114

~ ne of the biggest and most noticeable d isplays at the Activit ies
Fa ir is that of the sai li ng club. Members of the club bring one of their
vessels for student s to inspect and ask
questio ns about.

V
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A TIME TO BECOME PART
OF SOM ETHI NG SPECIAL
Lights, balloons, and lots of information. Activities Fairs
are the best time for new and continuing students to find out
about over 90 student organizations . The fairs , sponsored by
the Department of Student Activities bring a bold visual
display in the J. Paul Riddle Student Center.
This year they were held September 13, 1995 and January
17, 1996. Balloons, massive table displays, music and conversation make this carnival atmosphere a "must see" for the
person thinking about becoming involved in a student organization. From A to W , there is something for everyone.
There are sports clubs and professional organizations , gender based and ethnic based groups, general interest organizations range from music clubs to national space organizations.
Hundreds of student leaders represent their respective
groups during a day full of demonstratio n, drawings and
special events. Over a thousand students sign up as
new/interested organizationa l members each time the fairs
are held. Creative displays decorate the Student Center.
Student Activities recognizes those organizations who are
best represented at the Fairs by adding their names to a
perpetual plaque displayed in the Student Activities office.
Theta Phi Alpha Sorority and Eagles Student Athletic Association were given this award for Fall and Spring.
- Jean Snyder

.

~
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HOCK['(

L"} nline skat ing has become a very
popu lar sport. Na tu rally, with
that popularity came a widespread
growth of roller hockey. Nick Fanelli,
a mem ber of the ERA U Roller H ockey Club, takes time to explai n the
eq uipment to Michael Ego lf.

-1
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Ad di ng Leadership to Knowledge
Every club and organ izatio n that exists on camp us today had to get
their start some where . That some where was in the mind s of the students
wanti ng the club and the hands of the Stud ent Activ it ies staff. The men
and wom en who work in the Stude nt Activ ities office are there to make
sure that clubs and organ izatio ns have every thing they need to get started
and keep thrivi ng throu ghout the years.
The staff memb ers in Stude nt Activ ities each have a few specific areas
on which they conce ntrate . Direc tor Kath y D eaner overse es club adr
visors , mailin g, solici tation , and Home comin g. She also acts as an adviso
s
for Touch -N-G o Produ ctions. Paul Bell, the Assis tant Direc tor, focuse
his energ y on the Touch n Go Advis ory Coun cil, works hops, G reek life,
a nd Home comin g.
1
Stude nt Activities Coord inator
·_
Becky Coop er is the perso n to see to
_
get an organ izatio n starte d, put in
~"'
,.
an alcohol reque st for an event, acti vities fair reserv ations , a nd fundraisin g. Ms . Coop er is the advisor
of the Senio r Class . Last, but cer·.
tainly not least, of the core staff is
Publi cation s a nd Volun teer Coordinator J ean Snyde r. J ean is the organiz ation a l publi city consu ltant
and perso n to see about monthly
repor ts, banne rs, newsletters, and
glass cases . She is the super visor for
I
the Volun teer Outre ach team and
,)
ad visor to the Phoen ix Yearbook
staff.
:\,• '
~
Stude nt Activ ities offers a wide
~-•·'\
variet y of free services to campus
c 11R1s n.-1N SA RNA
clubs. Some of these are the availa bility of banne rs, easels, glass cases,
sandw ich board s, meeti ng room s, and audio/ visual equi p ment. Through
the office the club m em bers can obtain leade rship traini ng for new
officers and works hops for th e whole organ izatio n. C lubs and organ
izatio ns are also offere d printi ng and fax services, tax exem ption for
purch asing, access to organ izatio n history fil es, a nd club banki ng.
The staff of Stude nt Activ ities wants to help all cl ubs be the best that
they possib ly can. For more inform ation on joinin g any of the over 100
clubs,. or . starting a new one, stop by the office . Getti ng involv ed in
orgam zat1on s can bring skills and friend ships that will last a lifet ime.

I

~ ub lica tion s a nd
,,_, Voluntee r Coordinator Jean Snyder is
responsible for the creation of newsle tters and
informati ve b roch ures.
Her newest project is to
expa n d h er fa ll
"Mission: Poss ible" orientation informat ion
campaign.

,

'

-
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Jessica Ross

A a urie Zidek is a senior in Aero..-.; nautical Science and has been
wo rking as a secretary in Studen t Activities si nce fall. Heavily involved
wi th various clubs a nd o rganizations,
Laurie can be found the office even
when she isn't working.

-

- --

--

CHRISTIAN SARNA
~ aul Bell cheers as E RAU stu-

, . - dent Darrell Doremus runs in
the Olympic Torch Relay. Pa ul coord inated a van to drive members of
the University to witness this h istoric
event. O lympic spirit ran h igh
throughout the city as the run continued down Internat ional Speedway
Boulevard.
tudent Act ivities had a long,
gruelling task in front o f them
when they were planni ng the Student
Leadership Receptio n. During the recept io n, organizers Becky Cooper
and Kathy Deaner had the honor of
presen t i n g SCAT w i th t he
"Organizat ion of the Year" award.

S
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he Eagles
Basketball team
took this year's
season to the
very top by taking first
place and winning the
Florida Sun Conference
Championship. Never
before have the Eagles
been so determined to
become one of the best
teams the Conference
has ever seen.
Coach Steve Ridder
gave his comment to
winning this year's
Conference
Championship - "Our
team matured this year
and with self-esteem as
high as it was, there
was no way we were
going to lose." Coach
Ridder, along with some
of the team's best Robby Padgett, with an
insurmountable sum of
points, and Andrew
Brook, with his
adrenaline-pumping
dunks, - gave the rest
of the team the
confidence they needed
to go for the gold. This
would be the final
season for senior Brook
with the Eagles.
Players such as Matt
Bailey and Austin
Brownlee took the court
at the beginning of the
season as rookies. By
the end they had proven
to themselves and their
coach that they have
what it takes to start

Breezing past a Lou.
isiana State Univer.
sity player, senior
Anthony Burroughs
moves in for a bas.
ket. He averaged six
points a game this
season, and his
game high was 19
points.

T
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With seven years of
coaching under his
belt, Steven Ridder
guided his team to
the NAIA National
Tournament. Watching his Eagles closely from the bench,
he plans his next
move.

and stay strong.
The Florida Sun
Conference Championship
game against Webber
College was a tormenting
game for the Eagles and
their fans. Fouls and
turnovers came
frequently. With only 2:22
left in the game and the
Eagles winning by a score
of 59-57, the turnovers
ceased, giving Riddle the
win they deserved. The
game was broadcast
on the Sunshine
Network.
The Eagles finished
their season with a 24-10
overall record and a 11 -3
Conference record. "We
will not be defeated next
season! " exclaimed Coach
Ridder, "The conference
will be ours again."
Adam ltt/acaulay

~

Senior center Jason
H u rsey
tries for
two against
St. Tho mas. Hursey
t otal l ed
521 points
and 250 rebounds this
year , a nd
maintai ned
a 59% field
goal average.

Oppon ent

Score

121·35( W)
Amer. Ind.
Arizona Coll. 110·68( W)
73·55 (L)
I.SU
79-71 {L)
Caldwell
78·98(1..)
Coll.
Barton
Maryville Coll. 78·82(1..)
83·85(L)
Tuscul um
76· 60(W)
Otterbe in
74·93(L)
UTam pa
53·76(L)
Stetson
)
91·81(W
Hobart
Thoma s More 89·80(W)
98·74(W )
Merrimac
74·89(L )
Rollins
85·77(W )
Carroll
UW-Eau Claire 75·83(L)
107·84(W)
Green Mtn.
91·78(W )
Palm Beach
83·78(W)
Nova-SE
Warne r South 88·67(W}
86-81(W}
St. Thomas
W)
108·88(
Florida Mem.
)
63·62(W
Flagler
}
94·65(W
Webbe r
Florida Mem. 92-100(L)
76·77(L)
St. Thoma s
93-78(1..}
Coll.
Flagler
)
82·71(W
Nova-SE
.)
88-90(1.
Palm Beach
Warne r South. 84·71(W}
70·66(W )
Webber
76·64(W )
Webber
Florida Mem. 87-76(W)
71-67 (W)
St. Thomas
88-84(W)
Bluefield
William Jewell 82-89(1..)

-
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Defender Mike Campbell wows the
crowd with his impressive inbounding technique. A junior, Campbell
will return next season.
Coach David Gregson lectures his Eagles before a game. Michael Doves,
Ryan Hebert and Jose Garcia listen
closely.
Shawn Olanyk blocks a pass. Such
excellent defensive play was one of
the reasons the Eagles allowed only
34 goals the entire season.

BEAT J UND
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en's soccer saw its best
season ever in its history of
the program in 1995 With a
12-4-1 record. Not only did
the soccer team shine on the field, but
also the team boasts a collective team
GPA of 3.1 this year. Among the
highlights were wins over perennial
Division II teams West Florida and
Florida Southern. The Eagles were
very close to securing a #2 seed for
the Conference tournament. but a late
season loss to St. Thomas meant the
Eagles had to meet Webber College
for the first round of the playoffs. The
Eagles wound up on the wrong side ol
a 2-0 result.
Nevertheless, the 1995 season will
be looked on as a turning point for the
soccer team, proving that they belong
in th e company of the historically
strong soccer schools in Florida.
Honors and awards abounded this
year . Alastair Merry broke the single
season scoring record. Stewart Craig
earned an Honorable Mention AllAmerican title, and Stefan Oresten
was selected for the All-South and
All-Conference teams. Yasser Said
finished his career as the leading goal
scorer and point getter, while Team
Captain Roberto Ruales also earned a
deserved spot on the All-Conference
team. Coach Gregson was voted
Conference Coach of the Year.
In the off-season. the players
continued to improve, winning the
Central Florida Soccer League. This
bodes well for next season especially
with new recruits adding to an already
strong squad. The new on-campus
soccer field should prove to be a great
showcase for the ever improving
soccer team and a great way to attract
more fans and student to the soccer
matches.
Coacll David Gregson

BEAT.JUND

Senior Shawn Olanyk rushes past the
St. Thomas defensemen in hopes of
scoring a goal. Olanyk achieved an
individual record this season with
eight assists.
Senior international student and midfielder Michael Doves fights off a St.
Thomas player, contributing to the
Eagle's best season finish of 12-4-1,
and 71 % winning percentage .

•
CURTIS YOUDE
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Alistar Merry
return s the
volley to his
comp etitor .
Merry balances his time
betw een
sc h o ol and
two varsit y
sports, soccer
and tennis.

K ·IRt..'.\" L. .\1.-IGSCSS/;'\

T

he Eagles Tennis Team
hoped to return Lo the
nation al Championships this
season . Return ing player s
this year are senior s Khalil Sekka L
and Yu Min Pang, and junior Je ff
Ouprez.
Duprez, who was last year 's Most
Va luable Player . return ed as th e
Eagle 's # I player. The team retain s
its international flavor . with playe rs
from Sweden, Morocco, Malaysia,
and Mexico.
This year the Eagles faced their
toughest seaso n yet , with more Lhan

152 Sports

twent y-six matches in the tough est
confe rence in Lhc 1/\ 1/\ (naLio nlll
/\ssoc iaLion of l nLcrco llcgia Lc
1\Lhl etics). In Lile N/\I/\. six single s
and three doubl es represent a Learn
mat ch. with the t eam having won CIL
leas t llve of Lile nine mCI LC'hcs for a
Learn victory.
The Lennis Lea rn raises
money throug h T-shir t sales.
donat ions. ancl holclin g Le nnis
ca rniva ls.
This seaso n. l•:aglcs Tennis
managed Lo achiev e a prr sraso n
rnnkin g, lower ing Lile numb er· or

Learn s LhaL l1ml to be pushed ouL of
Lile way in orcl er to ach ancr Lo Lile
national champ ionshi ps.
Coach Rudy Knabe dedica ted a
consid erable effort into Lile
f'orrna Lion o f' junior \ arsity Lennis
Learn. trying Lo make iL possib le for
lrss able player s Lo compe te
along sidr Lil e more exper ienced
ones.
In adclili on. the tennis tram has
puL iniLia li\'c towa rd Llw l'ormaLion
or a women·s Lennis Lernn wi L11in a
rew years.
>111 lHin Pang and noria n Ha/'11cr

KA REN L. MAGNUSSEN

An important principle in tennis, Ivan Lopez keeps his eye on
the ball while warming up before a match against Webber
College.

SCORE!
Senior Yu-Min Pang s hows good
s ports mans hip by co n gratulating his doubles o pponents.
Pang wrote the tennis team articles for the A /lion newspaper.

Florida Sun Conference
Final Team Standings
1. Webber College
2. Flagler College

3. EMBRY-RIDDLE
4. St. Thomas University
5. Palm Beach Atlantic

6. Northwood University
Aerospace Engineer Khalil Sekkat, about the sm as h a retur n,
assisted the Eagles Tennis team
in finis hing third in the Florida
Sun Conference.
KA REN L. J\IAGNUSSEN

KA REN L. MAGNUSSEN
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D e m o ns tr at in g
p erfec t
f o r m ,
fres hm a n
rec ru i t
Da n ie l le
Ke nn e d y
t akes h e r
tur n s erving against
Flagler College.

II

1

SCORE!

.

012ponent
Score
F.l.T.
0-3lL)
Flagler
1-3(L}
Nova-SE
0-3 lL)
Northwood
0-3lL)
Palm Beach Atl.
0-3(L)
Clearwater Christ. 0-3(L)
Southeastern
3-l(W)
St. Thomas
0-3(L)
Florida Mem.
0-3(L)
Trinity Baptist
3-0(W}
Palm Beach Atl. 0-2(L}
Huntingdon
0-2(L)
Bellevue
0-3 (L)
Northwood
0-2 (L)
Nova
0-2lL)
Florida Tech
0-3lL)
Warner Southern 3-2lL)
Webber
2-3(L)
Flagler
0-3(L)
Nova
0-3lL)
PBA

Northwood
St. Thomas
Florida Mem.
Warner Southern
Webber
Trinity College

0-3lL)
1-3(L}
0-3(L) .
0-3lL)
1-3(L)
1-3lL)
3-0 (W)

CLRTIS rocDI
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T

he newERAU
Fieldhouse was
showcased by the
introduction of
Embry-Riddle's newest
intercollegiate sport,
Women's Volleyball. After
a preseason of two
practices a day, six days a
week, twelve female
athletes were chosen
to represent EmbryRiddle's first women's
sport.
Three women were
recruited to play volleyball
for ERAU. Daruelle
Kennedy, a middle hitter
from New Smyrna Beach,
was the first recruit.
Danielle Stout is an
outside hitter from
Chiefland, Florida. Stout
was the Swanee
Conference's "Player of
the Year " and Chiefland's
Head Coach Ellen Bihie talks defense
and strategy while
playe rs Danielle
Kennedy, Beth Yager. Michelle KenHeather
ner ,
Brunett and Celeste
Rharath concentrate
during a time-out.

feamwork is the
name of the game,
as was demonstrated many times durin g the season.
\I a r j or i e Qu an t
keeps the play goin g while Patty
Brymer and Lori
Paris back her up.

"Female Athlete of the
Year." Patty Brymer's
previous college
experience as a setter
made her an obvious
choice for captain. The
entire female student
body was invited to try out
for the remaining positions
on the team. Coach Ellen
Bible is a former team
captain from the
University of Alabama.
Assistant Coach Nina
Turchon has been at
ERAU for seven years and
is estatic about the start
of women's athletics at
ERAU.
The home opener on
September 12, 1995 saw
800 screaming fans
welcome the Eagles for its
first taste of women's
volleyball. Brymer was
named to the alltournament team at the
Palm Beach Atlantic
Tournament which took
place at the end of
September. This first year
of women's volleyball was
successful.It might not be
indicative by the team's
record but it did
accomplish its main
objective; to encourage
more academically and
athletically talented
women to attend EmbryRiddle. The support was
incredible throughout the
27 game season. It was a
learning experience for all
involved.

Nina Turcllon
CURTIS YOUD£
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SCORE!
Qg12Qmmt

Brewton-Parker
Brewton-Parker
North Florida
Palm Beach Atl.
Palm Beach Atl.
Palm Beach Atl.

Scg[~

8-1(W)
6-0(W}
0-2(L)
3-0(W)
5-8(L)
4-0(W)
St. Leo
1-9{1..)
4-14(L)
Webber
Webber
6-1(W)
Webber
2-S(L)
North Florida
3-11 (L)
Edward Waters 11-l(W)
Florida Mem.
5-4(W)
Florida Mem.
1-0(W)
7-6(W}
Florida Mem.
9-1(W)
Florida Tech
12-7(W)
York
St. Thomas
1-3(L)
St. Thomas
6-1(W)
St. Thomas
1-4(L)
Thomas More
14-4(W)
Allentown
10-21(L)
3-0(W)
St. Xavier
Edward Waters 14-4(W)
Limestone
9-6(W)
Bluefield
4-1(W)
Huntington
13-l{W)
Mount Mercy
11-3(W)
S. Conn. State
11-S(W)
23-S{W)
Lakeland
Lakeland
6-7(L)
Flagler
6-3{W)

FERRAN VERDL

Aviation Business major and
outfielder Trent Trusley belts a
double into center field. A fielding percentage of 1.000 made
Trusley a valuable asset.

Catcher Jared Mathis tags the
runner out at home. Mathis is
among the few players in the
Florida Sun Conference to hit
above a .400 batting average.

Outfielder Aaron Franklin takes
time to stretch with the help of
J ade Brown before defeating
Palm Beach Atla ntic. Pitcher
Tim Buckley waits his turn.

\
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he rainy baseball season
turned out to be successful for
the Eagles Baseball team. With
the beginning as prosperous as
was. there was noLhing to stand in
11
tlie way of the Eagles while they
reached the top.
Head Coach Greg Guilliams
.tHnmented that "the team has a
1
,tandard to uphold and that standard
:- to win, win win. " Words like that
1
an only express the Eagles'
1
determination to win another season.
Players Dan Breznicki, B.J . Calapa,
\aron Franklin, Johnny Goodrich,
lason Lamando, Jered Mathis and

T

TrcnL Trusley noL only contributed Lo
Eagles when faced with schools such
the Leam's winning streaks but also
as Limestone College and Flagler
appeared in this year's Florida Sun
College, who gave the team a run for
Conference All-SLar game with their
their money. The Eagles still came out
NorLhern Florida team defea ting the
on top, even under pressure, to keep
SouLhern Florida team.
their standing in the Conference.
Spring Break gave the Eagles a five
Their usefulness was extremely
game winning streak with unbelievable
prominent as Lhe season carried on in
winning
scores like 11-3, 11-5, 13-1, and 14Eagles
iLs usual fashion , Lhe
game afLer game. Halfway through the 1against various teams. Such great
season. the Eagles atLained a standing scores keep Lhe Eagle's momentum
going to remain one of the best. Next
of 20-9, proving themselves to many
year's team will be just as impressive
thaL they were the only consistently
and Riddle's name will once again be
vicLorious team in the Sun
at the top.
Conference.
Adam Macaulay
The season proved difficult for the

\

Hurl e r Lui s
Lasso throws
his signature
two - sea m
fastball to fan
ye t another
batter. Lasso
ended the seaso n w ith a
2.41 ERA and
51 strikeouts.

Baseball 15 7

rebuilding year
for the Eagles
Cheerleaders,
the 1995-1996
season saw some
changes. With a whole
new cheerleacting squad
(with the exception of
veterans Erik Smith and
Jaye Howell), they had
their work cut out for
them.
The cheerleaders
practiced three days a
week for two and half
hours each time. Along
with their regular
practice schedule, they
also did endurance
exercises. This included
running bleacher steps,
wind sprints, suicide
drills, push-ups, and
150 crouches each
practice.
The cheerleaders got
to travel to Tennessee
in addition to their
travel schedule with the
Eagles Basketball team.
They had great routines
for the Homecoming
Pep Rally and
basketball halftime
shows. Even Coach
Wells participated in
their last home game
performance, the Sun
Conference
Championship game.
The shows, put
together by Coach Wells
and Michelle Pagano,
took three days to get
the routines down. The

A

stunts were put together
first, then the music and
dance moves were
completed. It then took
another two or three days
to perfect.
With the help of team
captajn Erik Smith, the
cheerleaders had a very
smooth season. A special
thanks goes to Michelle
Pagano for all of her help
and support she gave the
cheerleaders this season.
The highlight of the
cheerleacting season came
in March, with the
basketball team's Sun
Conference victory. The
cheerleading squad
traveled to the NAIA
National Tournament in
Nampa, Idaho to bring
some hometown support
to the Eagles.
Coach AnnaMaric Wells
KAREN L. MA GNUSSES

Cheerleader jacyln
Callahan displays
her energizing talent during a home
basketb a ll ga me.
The crowd does not
often realize how
much work is involved in cheerleading.

At the cheerleader's
last show Coach AnnaMarie Wells takes
the floor with some
of her squad - Shannon Moore, Janet
Rottner, and Mea
Felps - for a special
performance.
IG-IREN L. .\1.-l GNl.; SSEN
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With the
help of a
megaphone
cheerleadJaye
er
Howe 11
suggests

s o m e
cheers for
the crowd
during a
game
again s t
Ro 11 in s
College.

Jeremy Green .
Green, an aviation computer science major from
Houston, Texas, showed his
support for ERAU sports by
performin g as this year's
mascot. He volunteered without hesitation after he found
out the position was available. "I was the mascot in
high school, but they kicked
me out after I beat up the
other team's mascot."
When asked why he wants
to be the Eagle, he says, 'Tm
crazy. I especially like the little kid's response. I like being
a nut. I get to make everything up and be spontaneous.
What I do is totally up to me. "
Jeremy wanted to travel ~th
the basketball team to the
NAIA Tournament in Idaho,
but there were not enough
tickets available. Next season
he wants to be able to travel
to the away games with the
team.
Jeremy does not care with
whom he gets a job with after graduation, but would
prefer the job be in Alaska.

Kare11 L. Mag1111sse11

KAREN L. M AGNUSSEN
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T h is s eas on saw
S h a nn o n
Martin ' s
best scores
to date fo r
the Eagles.
He s hot a
79 at the
ERAU/ Palm
Coast Golf
T o u r n ament.

SCORE!
Team Results
ERAU /Palm Beach
Tournam ent
School

Score (3rndsl

1. Miami Ohio
899
2. Methodist
903
10. Tennessee State 947
15. Marquett e
969
19. EMBRY-RIDDLE 979
20.Webber College 981
25. Savannah A&:D 1028
Spartan Invitational
School
Score {3rndsl
1. Brevard C.C.
895
2. Lynn Universit y 940
10. Nova. University 978
13. EMBRY-RIDDLE1007
15. Webber College 1036
Florida Sun Conference
Tournam ent
School
Score {2rnds)
1. Nova S.E.
306
2. Northwo od U.
317
5. EMBRY-RIDDLE 339
7. Palm Beach Atl. 357

16 Sports
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The concentration
showing in his face,
Gavin Treanor mentally prepares himself for a critical
putt. Treanor ,
named to several
all -star teams at
various
tournamcnts.

considering the caliber
of the 150 golfers who
played.
The "Caddyshack"
Intercollegiate
tournament, sponsored
by Nova-Southeast ern,
was one of the most
successfu l road trips for
the team. They finished
sixth in a field of 16
NCAA II and NAIA
teams. The weekend of
October 27-29, 1995
saw the Eagles at their
best. They finished firs.t
in the annual BethuneCookman Collegiate
Invitational and brought
home a trophy. Gavin
Treanor won medalist
honors after shooting
rounds of 72 and 73.
Treanor, Paul Novak,
and Andy Stewart were
named to the alltournament team. The
team hosted a
tournament the
weekend before Spring
Break. Although not the
victors, Embry-Riddle
finished a respectable
19th of the 3 1 college
and university teams
took part. Shannon
Martin shot a 79, his
best score to date for the
Eagles. In addition to
those players already
mentioned, members of
this year's Eagles Golf
Team included Sean
Gear, Mike Epps, and
Joey Golinski.
Dr. Jolz11 Williams

Engineering Physics
student and star
golfer Paul Novak
wishes he had his
own personal caddy
as he lugs his clubs
around at the ERAU/ Palm Coast Golf
To urn ament in
March.
CHRISTIA N SARNA

he Embry-Riddle
Eagles Varsity
Golf team
enjoyed several
successes this season
with coach Dr.
Williams.
At a major
intercollegiate golf
tournament at Palm
Coast, the Eagles played
agai nst such NCAA I
golf powers such as
Notre Dame, Princeton,
and Iowa State and
found that they could
compete favorably with
them. The Eagles
finished in the top half
of the 24 teams that
participated. Team
captain Gavin Treanor
was one of the five
golfers named to the alltournament team, a
distinct honor when

T

CHRISTIAN SARNA

•
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The Sailing
Team i s
half of the
\Vin ds u rfing / Sa iling club .
Planning a
trip to the
ocean, club
presid ent
David Whit e confers
with Colin
Lindburg
while ri gging one of
the club's
boats.
KAREN L. MAGNUSSEN

COLIN
LINDB ERG
According to Colin Lindberg,
his interest in sailing is all his
father's fault. At the young
age of three, his dad starting
teaching him to sail, and he's
been sailing ever since. A
senior in Aeronautical Science, Colin has been on the
sailing team since his sophomore year. He has been team '
captain since Spring 1995.
He foresees himself as captain until he graduates in December 1996.
Lindberg would Like to see
the t eam get at least one 1
more boat, and some travel
money. " We qualify for regattas all over the country,
Yale to mention one, but we
are restricted to going to local regattas in our own cars."
He stated that it would be
neat to see the ERAU Sailing
Team show up at the Naval
Academy, another regatta
where they are eligible to
compete.
Colin wants to flight instruct, possibly at ERAU, after graduation so he can stay
in touch. "But," he says, "I
have to remember that flying
is my career.''
Karen L. Magnussen
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or the first time in
six years the
Embry-Riddle
Sailing Team has
attracted attention to
itself in the world of
collegiate sailing.
The 1995 team,
composed of Alex Adams,
Leah Bluestein, Rafael
Castro, Jorge Guevara,
Colin Lindberg, Jason
Tobin, and Steve Vincent,
showed that their team
would no longer be
overlooked. Their success
is largely attributed to the
dedication of its members
and the strong support of
their advisor, Dr. Jim
Cunningham.
Because the University
is unable to adequately
fund the team, the
aspects of a fully
competitive sailing

F
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The Sailing Team
practices on th e
Halifax River every
weekend when they
are not competing
at a regatta. The
team would like to
acquire more boats
so they could host
their own regattas.

I

A local boat dealer

offered to help the
team buy new boats,
hut they did not
have enough money. Team members
relax on a loaner
hoat that almost became one of ERAU's
fleet.

i--'- - - "

program had to be
compromised in favor of a
more affordable approach.
This lack of financial
support posed many
problems to the team. To
raise money. the team
hosted parties and
charged admission. They
are currently trying to
purchase a fleet of eight
to ten boats so ERAU
could host future
regattas.
The team members are
self-taught, and most
have previous racing
background to learn from
and build upon. Since the
one practice boat the
Sailing Team has was only
acquired this year, they
had to scramble to gain
comparable experience.
Experience, that is, that
could measure up to some
of the best schools in the
region.
However difficult the
endeavor, the team did
measure up to these
schools, placing fourth.
This was enough to qualify
for and compete in the
SAISA Divisional
Championships in the
Single-handed, Doublehanded, and Sloop
divisions. The success of
the Embry-Riddle Sailing
Team this year is only a
stepping stone that will be
used to guide new
members to much greater
levels.
Alex Adams
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ugby is a popular sport playeu
by men and women of every
age, race, and creed in well
over 100 countries. In some
of those countries it is the national
sport. Statistics show that there are
several million participants- more than
any other sport after soccer.
The game is broken down into two
40 minute halves.The object of the
game is to score as many points and
possible by carrying, passing, kicking,
and grounding an oval ball in the
scoring zone. The scoring zone is also
called the try zone or in-goal area.
Grounding the ball, which must be
done in a downward direction, results
in a try worth five points. After a try, a
conversion may be attempted by a
place kick or drop kick. If the ball
passes over the bar between the goal
posts, the conversion results in
another two points. Points can also be
scored from a drop kick during general
play for three points, or a penalty plaj
also worth three points. The ball may
not be passed forward, but it may be
kicked forward. Rule infringements
result in a penalty, a free kick, or a
scrum. In a scrum, the opposing
" forwards " bind together in a unit
push against each other to gain
possession of the ball. Substitutions
are allowed only in the case of injury,
and there are no separate offensive
and defensive units.
During the past five years, the Iron
Eagles Rugby Team has seen three
Division II state championships and
numerous tournament titles. The team
went undefeated for five games in the
1995 Ft. Lauderdale Rugby
Invitational Tournament. The team was
awarded the " Best Sportsmanship"
award for that tournament.
Counesy of the Iron Eagles

R
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In a scrum, players try to move the
ball out of the center of the huddle
using only their feet. The first team
to grab the ball gains possession.
Jump ing up, Jon Garvey gets his
hands on the ball before the other
team. Tony Gregory backs Garvey up
and coach Jim Chereskin binds in.
Constantly moving, rugby requires its
players to be alert at all times. Gary
Wolosyzn tries to fool the defense as
J eff Pager and Perry Lasky supports.
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Since the ball can only be passed backwards in
rugby, all players behind the carrier have to
be on their toes. Bill Raymond is in good
position to make this pass, which was successful in helping ERAU defeat Space Coast.
Unlike their football counterparts, rugby players wear no protective equipment. Not even a
helmet, as Tony Gregory found out after being
tackled by a Space Coast player. Jeff Pager
moves in to help Gregory if he needs it.
BEAT JUND
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SCORE!
012ponent
Florida Southern
Flagler
Florida Southern
Jacksonville C.C.
U of Gainseville
Brevard
Rollins College
U of Gainseville
Intramurals
D.E.A.

Score
0-2(1..)
1-4(1..)
0-l(L)

Even during pick-up games Kasi
Krick pl ays tough offense,
keeping the ball away from an
opponent. Kim Salem lends
Krick her assistance.

3-0(W)

0-2(1..)
0-5(1..)
0-3 (L)
1-4(1..)

A.H.P.
Tuna
Team #15

(L)
(L)
(L)
(L)

K.J.

(L)

Team #15
African Lions

(L)

(W)
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Alison Smalling, Ayesha Green,
Susan Garcia,Devon Everett, and
Roberta Porco and Dana Wright
watch their teammates du ring
an intramural game.

Do ubl e- teamed , thi s s o ccer
team member still manages to
kick her way through the defe nse. The team proved to be a
formidable opponent this year.

13 1:·.~ T .I L'SD

Gina Buhl maneu ve r s
arnund an opponent. In this
game, Buhl injured her knee
rewhich
quired surgery. The socteam
ce r
hopes s he can
r e turn next
season.

BEAT.JUND

s the Women's Soccer club
grows tremendously since
its inception in the Fall of
1994, so does its potential.
l'hf' club has over 25 members who
pracLicr from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. three
r ~ays a week at the Embry- Riddle
">ports Field on Richard Petty
Koulevard or at Phoenix East's
liPld.
\!Jost of the team's intercollegiate
~a rnes were held on Sa turdays. To
"Llpplement their practice schedule,
lhPy participated in ERAU's
111
Lramural soccer league in Lhe
">Pri ng. The team travelled in
'-<'hools vans, sometim es their own

A

cars. to such cities as Orlando,
Gainesville. and Cocoa Beach
Lo play the local Learns. While
Lhe club's record does not reflec t
the team's talent, there is a lot
or support and interes t for
this aspiring young
group.
When President Sylvie Brealey
resigned in the Fall , Dana WrighL
and Devyn Everett stepped in Lo join
Vice President Maria Lulich and
Secretary Alison Smallin g. Studen t
coaches assisted th e orncers to
help and improve Lhe team. The
goalies Lhis year were Roberta
Porco and Maria Lulich. Jill Grady

was the team's leading scorer, and
SLacy Sklarczyk did an awesome job
even though this year was her first
time playing soccer.
This year, the team raised enough
money Lo buy new jerseys. Members
purchased their own warm-up suits
to promote team spirit and unity.
Many of the athletes are excited
about the possibility of women's
soccer becomin g a varsity sport at
Embry-Riddle in Lhe near future.
They hope to schedul e more games,
have more intense practices,
and recruit a full-tim e coach next
year.

Devyn Everett
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Going back to the fundamentals of the game,
sophomore Robi Fordice keeps her eye on the
ball during a game against Malloy College.
This one was too low for her liking, resulting
in ball four and a walk.

CHRISTIAN SAR.\

Team members take a well-deserved break
between doubleheader games. Even with the
small number of female students the softball
team has enough members to travel to away
games.

CHR!STf..L\' SAR.\
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omen's sports at EmbryRiddle continued Lo
expand with the addition
of the women's fastpitch
:-;o~ball club. Formed in the beginning
of the Spring semester, the softball
team showed early promise in all
areas of play.
The motivation to start the club lay
with Assistant Volleyball Coach Nina
Turchon and Aerospace Engineering
-.:tudent Denise Powell. Turchon felt
that " it was necessary to start
cmother club sport, and of course
there was no other choice but softball
in our eyes. '' Practices were organized
\\ith the help of staff member Robbin
Imve. Finding enough women Lo form
tile club turned out to be surprisingly
t•asy, with 30 women attending the
lirst practices. The group narrowed
rlown to roughly 20 as the semester
progressed.
Finding teams to play was not a
problem. Coach Turchon posted an
Internet message inviting teams who
\\ere in the Daytona Beach area to
"top by and play tl1 e new ERAU team.
\ot only clid teams stop by, but
Embry-Riddle was invited to play in
vliami and Boca Raton. The Learn
played Lynn University, Miami
International niversity, and a team of
18-year olds also from Miami.
The local crowd got to see what th e
team was all about when Malloy
Lniversity's softball team, visiting
Daytona for Spring Break, played a
rlouble header against the ERAU
\Vomen in April. Lisa Spencer starred
at second base and pitchers Denise
Powell and Erin Eunson took turns on
thr mound. Coach Turchon looks
lorward to playing more games in the
111'Xt year.
" We will play games at the
' lub level forever, or until women's
lcl8tpitch becomes an intercollegiate

W
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haren L. Magnussen
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Aerospace Engineering senior Denise
Powell delivers her numbing fastball.
Denise was instrumental in starting
the softball team.

Coach Nina Turchon congratulates
senior Karen Magnussen on a double
to right field and returns her helmet
that fell off while she was running.

Giving ERAU their third out, Heather
Jansen catches a pop-up in the infield
while Lisa Spencer provides a backup at second base.

"" ..
C HRISTIA N SAR NA
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The men 's
novi ce t ea m
dig in and give
their all during a race
against Stetson University
in Deland, FL.

en's and Women's Crew
faced many changes this
past year. After a
f-rustrating fall season of
tough weather and early morning
practice. the program has come a
long way. Head Coach Paul Quinn
and Novice Coach Warren Morgan
searched and hunted for young men
and women with desire, dedication ,
and the heart to go after it all. The
year starts out with a large number
of rowers, but the challenge of crew
weeds out those who really love it
and can put in the time to perfect
their strnke and form. Practices

M
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consisted of a land workout,
including push-ups, sit-ups, and a
weight program . Most or the time
was spent on the water. rowing
down the Halifax for a long stamina
row , or quick hard strokes to
improve strength. The crew must
learn to work efficienLly since they
must find a way to time all of their
strokes Logether. The Learn
becomes close over th e year,
practicing every day for two hours.
This year 's novice Leam
progressed a great deal. The men's
varsity team practiced in the Fall
and competed in the ERA sprints.

Due to scheduling conflicts they
decided noL to rO\ in the Spring.
Th e women's four continued to
improve on Lheir teamwork. Senior
rowers Karen Reed. Godown
Frankheartedly, and Ryan Meere
face the tough realization that their
rowing careers at Embry-Riddl e will
come to an end al'Ler graduation
this Spring. An exciLing addition to
the crew team is Lhe new
boathouse. built on City Island. This
sLructure will house ERAU's boa ts
and finally crea te a place for
Embry-Riddle Crew Lo call home.

Melissa 1Vagur11y
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Not only do they do the rowing,
they have to do the setting up
too. The novice men' s crew
team puts the oars on their boat
before warming up.

Crew Team Officers
1995-96 Season

President
Ryan Meere
Karen Reed, and J ennifer Scott
prepare their boat for competition after unloading it from the
trailer. The women's team finished well this season.

Vice Presidents
Gordon Frankenfield
Karen Reed

Secretary
Christopher Cenci

Treasurer
Richard Clapp
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As the race progresses, men's
novice crew members yell instructions to each other to keep
in rhythm . One person out of
step could spell disaster.

ntramural sporLs
enjoyed productive
seasons during the
Fall and Spring.
Intramural sporLs are
refereed by fellow
students. These
students are
responsible for setting
up the playing fields
and safety.
At the beginning of
each semester.
students are invited to
form the various teams
and attend a captain's
meeting which informs
them of the game rules.
Often, official game
rules are al tered as to
reduce the number of
injuries that could occur
during play.
Over 1,000 students
participated in sports
such as soccer,
volleyball, basketball.
floor hockey, and
softball. Over 500 more
competed in badminton.
raquetball, flag football,
and table tennis. The
sport with the greatest
participation, softball,
saw over 400 players
take the field each
weekend. In the
Spring alone, 1,400
students took part in
intramurals.
The new Fieldhouse
provided the
intramurals program an
arena for two new
sports, 6-on-6 indoor
volleyball and

I

badminton.
A popular evenL is
" Quad Sports" , where
teams play four sporLs in
one week and accumulaLe
points. The Housing
Hurricanes. with 110
points, took first place
again after defeating
Sigma Chi in softball. The
Pack Sauns took home the
"All-Sports" award for
having the highest poinLs
total, 412, in the entire
intramurals program.
Points are awarded Lo
teams according to their
win/ loss/ tie records and
for their finishing position
in six designated sporLs.
In the Greek All-Sports
Division. Delta Chi
came out ahead of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon with 261
points.
Karen L. il1agnussen
Cl 'R TIS YOL'Dl

Softball enjoyed the
title of ·'Most Popu1a r Intramur al
Sport" this year. A
player puts one over
the plate, hoping
his fielders will
help him if he does
not strike the batter
out.

Student refere e
Mark Koons oversees a face-off between teams the
i\lilfers and Chainsaw Justice. Floor
hockey saw seven
teams and over 100
athletes participate
this year.
BE.-lT JL'.\D
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Sometimes
co nt ac t
does occur
f l ag
in
foot b a ll ,
one of the
intramural
p r ogram 's
most popular sports.
A p l ayer
fro m th e
Air Force
team, tackled by a n
o pp o n ent ,
ho ld onto
the ball.

SCORE!
All-Sports Award
Final Points Standing
1. Pack Sauns
2. Housing
Hurricanes
Chi
Delta
3.
4. S.A.E.
5. Air Force
6. Sigma Chi
7. Lambda Chi
8. A.H.P.
9. Fubars
10. D's Nutz
11. Top Guns
12. ERLIBirds
13. Capullos
14. Masters
of Disasters
15. Outsiders

412
366
261
259
218
175
167
160
145
137
127
119
112
91
83

Greek Division
1. Delta Chi
2. S.A.E.
3. Sigm Chi
4. Lambda Chi
5. A.H.P.
6. Alpha Xi

261
259
175
167
160
37

THE PRESIDENCY:
No t a General's Plan
Nine teen ninet y-six is an
electi on year for t h e Unite d
Stat ed Pres iden t. Man y
(most ly Repu blica n or independ ent) cand idate s have
throw n t h eir hats in the ring
to vie for this high office. Most
were left by the politi cal wayside. For the Presi dent, this
was not a major unde rtakin g.
Th ere was not a battle brewing to topp le th i s incum bent.
But on the natio nal scene
were nume rous Repu blica ns
on t h e prima ry t icket. And,
there h as and conti nues to be
discu ssion on the need for a
third politi cal party . In this regard, Gene ral Colin Powe ll's
name came up early in the
camp aign. Powe ll, 58 years
old, is the forme r chairman of
the Joint Chief s of Staff, t h e
first Afric an-Am erican perso n
to hold that positi on. He rose
to fame throu gh his leade rship

Would General
Powell seek the
United States
presiden cy in
1996? During a
Sep tember L995
book tour the
retired general was
considering this
idea, expecting co
run as a third
parry candidate.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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in the Persi an Gulf War. For '.
many , he was a light in a rather bleak politi cal rally. For
now, Powe ll is not seekin g this ·
office .
This leave d Robe rt Dole as ,
t h e front runne r, and main
Repu blica n party candi date.
He has exper ience , integrity,
but age may be his weak spot. .
T his Nove mber , the results
will be know n.
Jean Snyd er

Senaror Bob Dole's
third presidential
campaign attempt
has made him the
main Republican
candidate for the
1996 general
eleaions. Age is a
big facror against
him.

ASSOCIA TED PRESS

On April 14,
1995, President
Clinton filed the
necessary
documents with
the Federal
Election
Commission and
made formal his
candidate for reelection.

ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Baltimore Orioles' shortstop Cal Ripken Jr. broke '39 Yankees first baseman
Lou Gherig's record on September 6,
1995. Cal player 2 , 121 consecutive
games, and befitting a "hero", Ripken
hit a home run in the game, helping the
orioles win 4-2.
Hundreds of thousands of AfricanAmerican men converged upon the nation's capital on October 16, 1995, to
rally for unity and brotherhood. The Million Man March was the fourth largest
demonstration in Washington's history,
and the largest predominantly AfricanAmerican gathering.
But people were brought together under tragic circumstances when Hurricane Opal hit Florida's gulf coast, packing winds of 125 miles per hour, killing
at least 20 people in four states and
causing close to $2 billion in damage.
Tragedy hit the rock world when musician Jerry Garcia, the leader of the
Grateful Dead, died of a heart attack on
August 9th, 1995.
Jean Snyder

Baltimore Oriole shorrsrop Cal
Ripken waves tO a crowd of his fans
during a parry in his record-breaking
honor. Ripken played in more
consecutive games than anybody else
in the history of the major leagues.

1
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Perhaps the "Rock"
\'V'orld's most loved
musician, Jerry Garcia
died of a heart attack in
August 1995. Grateful
Dead fans everywhere
were shocked and
saddened by his sudden
passing.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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BRINGING PEOPLE
TOGETHER
In Triumph and Tragedy

Despite the disagreement
on the attendance
numbers, the Million
Man March was one of
the largest
demonstrations in
Washington's history,
and the largest AfricanAmerican gathering ever.

Hurricane Opal hit the
gulf coast of Florida in
October 1995, leaving in
her wake millions of
dollars in damage. Aid
poured in from all over
the country to help those
in need .

Celebrations and Devastations
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H uman righrs leader Harry Wu
was released fro m a Chinese prison
in August 1995. The media
followed W u 's story for LS Years.

The Media...

The American media pushed
strong messages this year with its
reports of human rights activist Harry Wu, a naturalized U.S. citizen
who was held by the Chinese government for 66 days and charged with
stealing state secrets. He was sentenced to 15 years in jail, and his
release and welcome were a high
point in August 1995.
In January 1996, Newt Gingrich
became the first Republican Speaker
of the House in 40 years. His life and
political positions have been news
all year.
A long-running, real-life soap opera was played out as 0.J. Simpson
was acquitted of the June 1994 double murder. Thank goodness for the
remote control!
The good news was that Hootie
and the Blowfish received a lot of air
t ime on radio and MTV. Lead singer
Darius Rucker won an MTV award
for Best New Artist for their video,
"Hold My Hand" .
Jean Snyder

Always in the
headlines, outspoken and
usually controversial Newt
G ingrich rook
over as Speaker
of rhc House in
J anuary.

ASSOCIATED PRESS
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••• Gave Strong Messages

Perhaps the mostcovered event in
media hisrory, O.].
Simpson graced
the contents of
magazines and
television shows
worldwide.

Popular on the
music scene in
1995-96 was
Hootie and the
Blowfish. Their
music was
played on
alternative as
well as classic
rock srations.

The Media
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Baseball fans were treated to exciting
series between the Atlanta Braves and
Cleveland Indians. The Braves won
the Series 4 games co 2. Atlanca has a
chance of repeating in 1996.

The Thrill of
Victo ry
Sports 1995-96
The Cleveland Indians and the Atlanta Braves squared off in the first
World Series in two years. The hardhitting Indians compiled a team batting average of .291 for the season.
The Braves came out on top. Their
pitching staff, lead by Greg Maddux
(19-2), was widely acknowledged to be
the gam e's best.
"Nothing can ever com e close to this
one. I h ad a lot of obstacles to climb
over," said Steffi Graf, who won her
fourth U .S. Open title against Monica
Seles in New York on September 9,
1995.
The Dallas Cowboys won their third
Super Bowl in four seasons on January 18, 1996, despite playing nowhere near their best, They beat the
Pittsburgh Steelers 27-17. " We did it !
We did it!' ' exulted Da llas coach Barry
Switzer.
On the ice, the New Jersey Devils
won the Stanley Cup, crushing the
hopes of New York Rangers fans for a
repeat.
Jean Snyder

18 4 Magazine

Sreffi G raf rhanks the
crowd in New York
for their support. She
ourplayed her
opponent, Monica
Seles, co win her
fourrh U.S. Open .

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cowboys
quarterback
Troy Aikman
raises his arms
in victory afrer
rhe Sreelers are
unable ro srop
anorher
rouchdown.

Sports
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After leading hisroric
peace talks in the Middle
Easr, Prime Minister
Yiczhak Rabin was shot
to death following a rally
where he declared that
people really wanr peace.

Rhyme or Reason

The news was terrible: On October 9, 1995, an Amtrak train derailed while crossing a trestle in a
remote region or Arizona, 55 miles
southwest of Phoenix. Sabotage
was suspected. Letters found at
the scene made references to the
Federal siege at Waco, and Ruby
Ridge. It was signed, ' 'Sons of Gestapo. ' '
After all the joy that came after
the Middle East Peace Accord two
months earlier, Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated
on November 4 , 1995. He was shot
moments after telling thousands
of cheering supporters that,
"people really w a nt peace ." Despite this event, the peace process
continues.
Timothy McVeigh, one of t h e
Okla homa bombing suspects
awaits trial in Colorado. The bombing of the Alfred P. Murray Federal Building on April 19, 1995 ,
killed and injured hundreds, tore

ASSOCIATED PRESS
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the building apart, and has caused
an untold number of Oklahoma
residents pain and anguish. In addition, safety at government buildings became a major issue after
the bombing, with airports and
post offices tightening their security .
Jean Snyder

-- ---

Ok lah om a bo mb ing
suspecc Ti mo thy
McVeigh is protected
by
policemen. His trial
is to
be held in Colorado,
in
an att em pt to get a
fai.r
trial.

Sabotage victims cry
to
figure ou t wh y anyo
ne
would want to de rai
l
their train. A grou p
calling themselves "S
ons
of Gesrapo.. claimed
responsibility.

Tragedies
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Peace, Controversy, and
Conflict

Greenpeace volunteers
line the streets,
impersonating France's
President, Jaques Chirac.
They are protesting
France's continuing
nuclear device testing.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

United States troops wait
out the cold, wet winter
in warring Bosnia. They
arrived on the front lines
on Christmas Eve 1995
on an anti-genocide
mission.

188 Magazine

Pope John Paul II visited
the United States in
Ocrober 1995. He also
spoke \Virh the United
Nations about \Vorldwide
peace efforrs.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Fall 1995 saw a few days of
peace in the news as Pope
John Paul II visited in United
States in early October. He addressed the United Nations
General Assembly.
A month earlier, shades of
our nuclear past were felt.
France renewed underground
nuclear testing by detonating
a nuclear device under remote
atoll.
In that same month, First
Lady Hillary Clinton spoke out
on human rights and freedom
of expression, rebuking the
United Nation's 4th World
Conference for Women host,
China.
The conflict in Bosnia took
on new meaning as United
States troops arrived on December 24, 1995. They took
control of the front line positions in this war- torn region.
Jean Snyder

/ f:';I

Supporting freedo m of
expression, First Lady
Hillary Clinton
admonished the United
Nation's choice of hosts
for the Conference on
Women: China.

' .:.
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Peace and Conflict
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A newly named Daytona
Beach Breaker battles a
defenseman from tht
Lakeland Prowlers. Tut
Breakers qualified for tht
Sunshine l eague playoffs.

ERAU Keeps
Building;
Turtles Still a
Concern
Both the Embry -Ridd le and local
comm unitie s contin ued to grow this
year, with many new additi ons, proposals and issues
ERAU broke groun d on two new construct ion projec ts. The first is a new
flight simula tor buildi ng, which will
house new simula tors donate d to the
schoo l by Flight Safety . It is being built
on campu s where the softba ll and volleybal l courts were. To take the place
of these sports fields, a new softba ll
field and new volley ball courts were
starte d next to the Field House .
In the local comm unity, the turtle
nestin g situati on is still a hotbed of
debate . The issue seems to be evenly
split betwe en those who want drivin g
on the beach to be banne d and those
who want beach drivin g restric ted to
protec t the turtle nests.
Reme mber the Dayto na Beach Sundevils, our very own profes sional ice
hocke y team? They are now known as
the Dayto na Beach Break ers, and were
succes sful in makin g it to the Sun shine Leagu e playof fs this season .
Karen L. Magn ussen
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The only protect ion
rurrle nests have
against cars and
vandal s are plastic
ribbon s.
Environmentalists
want beach driving
banned to protect the
turtle harchlings.

..
KAREN L. MAGN USSE N

What looks like
a dirt field will
soon be anothe r
new Universicy
asset. The new
flight si mulato r
building rakes
rhe place of the
softball field.
K.

-!REN l. MAGNUSSEN

KARE N L. MAGN USSE N
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From Your Family

- Sempetz
194

Y.L -

Kevin:
Prottd-Prottder-Prottdest
(All of the above)

All our love\
Mom. Dael
K(\ tlh and

Cory

ecan' se s-ccess wi ou

Support YOUR Campus Radio Station!
Volunteer your time and talent.
Call ext. 7056 for details.
http://avio n.db.erau. edu/weru/
195

WHERE HAS THE TIME GONE? We remember our bright and energetic
little boy and how proud we are of the successful man you have become.
You are everything we could have hoped for in a son. Keep reaching
for your goals. All things are possible if you believe them to be. We know you
can make the world a better place because of your knowledge, skills, and
will to succeed and make a difference. Never stop believing in yourself.
A new chapter in your life begins for you now. Whatever your dreams, may re
all come true. Whatever your plans, may they all work out for you. Remembe
whatever you do, wherever you go, our love and hearts go with you . You've
blessed our lives, bringing a lifetime of pleasure and pride to our family.
You've worked long and hard developing your God-given talents and obi ·
that were necessary to pursue your dream. We believe in you and that VOL'
dream will become a reality for you. May God hold you in His hands and
guide you along the way. We wish you a future filled with endless love,
happiness, and dreams come true. You've become our dream come truei
Love ALWAYS and FOREVER,
Mom and Dad

11

It seems just the othe-r day I was sc-reaming , 8-rothe-r Fo-r sale,

11
,

o-r t-rying to F1nd so me >-ay to get 40 -..

t-rouble, cu-rious why I e ven had a b-rothe-r anyway. But as the yea-rs went on ou-r Fight s d1m1n1shed arc•
Found something in you - A

~Rl~N D.

You a-re t-ru ly the best b-rothe-r anyone cou ld ha ve x 1th the Cl L"

and inte ll igence to take you anywhe-re you want to go.

Scott

Phelan
1
You ha ve shown a g-reat dete-rmination to complete what you ve sta-rted , beyo nd ,xha t crnyone co u1d e \t?'
measu-re. I am ve-ry p-roud

oF you and the
11

pe-rson you have become . I ho pe yo u kn o\V t hci t no mcitte''
11

you-r little mte-r will alway s be on you-r si d e

~ve

Al way s,

f<-ri sty
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lhanK you for t
lobster, as well as our
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The Society for Collegiate
Journalists congratulates
its graduating members:

l

michael C9onnely
m ichael Hoppin .
@had Trautvetter "
:Alix Vuech
<David @on:z
1

Best wishes for continlilled
SlillCCeSS ID all JOlill do.

JFrom three generatioID.s
and ''Mom''
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To Our Lovely Aurore ~
You always W(]Jlledlo see whal was beyond!he horizon. Bel
!he wings lafre you !here andmay :Jleo!us be ahindcomp(]J110n
on your lraoeh.
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(ongratulations (narlie!
we are veru 11roua ofJJOtt anlt
your accQ11111tislunents.
we ivisll JJOtt 111uttz success ana
lzappiness
in t/J,e
J]ears to
COJJl(~

Ofl4at

o!/t!tcvnk 16/)( t!t0 '}Jl()/)')i&J?,l.'?

C(Ml

PJ3k<J t/;1;9',o, co/J71 e to n z,r/Ji<:J; lr/v.e
foe tockvyj

ana attvaJJS lteep your s1nitt~!
We tove JJOtt.
naa Mo1n. ana Brian

ac/nz, ktlfh foe

1

OYCCVJJ,, t 6 e

'JJZO;Jr-e

h»tO/MCOW. . ..

jwcoud o/l)ou.

'Wtv;c ~e_,
~fo/Jnj ~aa{ and ~kcca

CONGRATULATIONS GORDI
SIAJl'e l y

w e al"e p1"01Ad of }'.'DIAi" ed1Acatio1t1a l a 1t1d

athl e tic accomp lis h m e 1t1ts at

ERA LA.

BIA+ e v ev\ mo l"e;

w e aJl'e p1"01Ad of }'.'DIA as a p e lt"SO V\ - w e have watched yo1.,\ 9Jl'ow i1t1+0
a ma lt\
}!ovw
}'.'DIA

of hi 9 h s +a1t1dal"ds a1t1d va liAeSi alt\ aclv\ I+ with impeccable c h al"actel".

d e9 l"ee w ill IAshe l" yoV\ i1t1+0 yov\ 11' chos e V\ f ie ld whe lt"e w e al"e co 1/°\fide1f\t

w ill b e S1Accessf1AI. A1t1d b ecat-\Se o f vv h o }'.'OV\ al"e; \V e k1t10 \V }_JOl-\ \ v iii

f i 1t1d li f e to b e f1A lf illi 1t19; a dve 1/\tv\l"OtAS 1 e 1t1j oyab lc 1 cha l lc n 9i119; a1t1d
w it h d ee p l"e l a t i o1t1s hi ps .

1t1l"iched

Co 1t1t i1t1vte to see k a1t1d to sel"ve C\ od .
Wi t h l ove1
'}!ov\ lt"

P cn•ev,+s
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Embry-Riddle Aeronuatical University

Daytona Beach, Florida

TOUCH-N-GO PRODUCTIONS

"Your SGA Entertainment Division''
Touch-N-Go Productions is the division of Embry-Riddle's Student
Government that selects and produces a majority of the entertainment events for the student body. Formerly known as "BRAU
Ent ertai nment" , or simply as "The Entertainment Committee", the
division adopted the "Touch-N-Go Productions " name and logo in
the Fall of 1992.
Campus events such as weekly box office movies, bi- weekly "Attitude
Adjustments", Ho m ecoming shows, concerts, and many other
performances are planned and coordinated by the division. Student
volunteers of Touch-N-Go assist in planning and producing the events
in the areas of security, stage crew, promotions, hospitality, and other
necessary personnel.
Touch-N -Go Productions has bee n responsible for providing first
class performances at Embry-Riddle over the years . Bands like
Collective S o ul, Bru ce Hornsby and the Range, Cheap Trick,
Howard Jones, Starship, The Soup Dragons, REO Speedwagon,
and Foreigner have all performed here. Top comedians like Bobcat
Goldthwait, Anthony Clark, Margaret Cho, and Dan Horn
have also g iven performances, and many have returned for repeat
visits.
Touch-N-Go Productions meetings a r e h e ld Thursday evenings
at 7:00PM in the Endeavor Conferen ce Roorn next to the SGA Office.
New members are a lways welcome, a nd no experience is necessary.
If you have a sense of humor and an appreciation for qua lity
entertainment , join Touch-N-Go Productions .
You'll be r ight at home !
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Jason D. Simpson
From drummer boy to cowooy to flyboy.
you've always been uniquely you and
entertained us thoroughly. Your
accomplishments are not just noteworthy
they are REMARKABLE. and we are so ·
proud of you! All good things come from
God. and He has blessed you in so many
ways. (Eccelsiastes 12: 1)
Love You Forever: Mom. Dad, Gary,
Matt, Rachel. Seth, Luke, Kasey

fOR

conGRftlUlftllOnS! !!
Wf ftRf fill YfRY PROUD Of YOU!
lOYt
MOM, DftD, ~fRmt ftnD ftnn MftRlf
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'IJJe a'J'e so p'roudofyou/
-¥010' family a'll.dfrle'll.ds
t7l <Jazaaa a'll.dJ(ey Z/Jest

THE PHOENIX YEARBOOK THANKS

I

rJ~@ 1;~&-d@JA~!J @fJ~~0rifijrllJ1@ ~AwJ d]@,@£0 )@@'o
~fj,~#tj,o Mr/,

l@M @f ~&-J@Jfl~ UJ@~lrfl~l@j
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from a small child
through the hurt and pain
through bad times and
good times.
You would smile and say:
"b_verything's O.~., tv1amal"

\Ve Love you for being youl
~od

bless always,
~ama and Daddy

Proverbs 1-5 (Amp. Version)
The wise also will hear and increase in
learning, and the person of understanding
will acquire skill and attain to sound
counsel so that he may be able to steer ·
his course rightly.

By: B.M. Constru ction
Owned and operate d by
Bobby & Michael Tuylor
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Ihank you Daddy!
You came through for me!
I love You,
Kaylee

CONGRATULATIONS, SON. We ARe so
PROUD OF YOU. YOU BROUGHT SO
MUCH HAPPINeSS AND JOY TO US.
We WISH YOU ALL THe BeST AND
success IN Life. AIM HIGH AND
ALWAYS ReMeMBeR. GOD IS YOUR
CO-PILOT.
OUR LOVe,
MOM AND DAD

MATT,
REMEMBER ALL THOSE
WONDERFUL TIMES YOU SPENT
"IN THE AIR" BEFORE EMBRY·
RIDDLE. YOU'VE
CARRIED THAT
A STEP FURTHER.
CONGRATUALTIONS
ON YOUR
GRADUATION. YOUR ~~
FAMILY AND
FRIENDS ARE PROUD OF ALL YOUR
ACHIEVEMENTS.
LOVE,

£~//f:Me~~{r,
@dt!od6ieM pa/ WO{V Me(// ~ fo t£uu.
/!.:-.7V ~P}aJ, f!J~Jta?v0 ~., J~J~
I

~~~wf,L.
Go Raoul! We love tJOU!
F.W.C. Decision Youth Group
Thanks for all tJOU've done_
Phil. 3:13-14

I am so proud of all you have accomplished. You
have grown up to be a very special man. I know
you have all it takes inside to succeed in whatever
you choose to do. Your dream has always been to
fly. I've always believed you should do what you
love to do and then you'll be giving to others and
you will find life satisfying. My greatest hope for
you is good health and happiness always. As a
mom I'm sure I'll worry from time to time, but
deep in my heart I know that no matter where life
takes you, you will be fine - for you know the secret you know all that really matters is "within you".

, ~.._,.._

FLY!

MOM
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John Robinson,
Witn all our love,
Mom and Dad Rice

eonetMTUALTIOn s
TH OmAS!

We ure ult so very prou~ o/ you_
muy tnis uccomplisnment ue tne
first of muny in your future cureer_
Jdou nuve now un~ ulwuys will nave
ult our love un~ support
mom, 1'u~, .Arleen, 'Yluncy, ~enny,
~ury, tiunna, un~ ~isette
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We are prou d of you and
wha t you have achieved.
Wish ing you happiness and
success for your future.
Hals & Bein bruc h!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Birg it, Susanne & Don,
Cath rin & Paul

.......
0

An award winning newspaper by students for students

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University• Daytona Beach, Florida

vion staff has adventurous year
Suzanne Writer
Staff Positi Q!!_____

_ . ___

TbeAvion

-

remember all the long

all students to get

nights, finishing at sun- involved. There are

Newspaper would like

rise; the layout dinners, many opportunities

to thank all students,

the rubberband fights

faculty and staff who

and all the other mem- ulty, reviewing con-

including meeting fac-

helped and contributed orable (and not so

certs, movies, video

to the publication.

memorable) moments.

games, and it is a great

The year was long,
yet exciting. Always

The A vion would
also like to encourage

experience.
Thanks again! ! !

.
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PERSONAL

ATTORNEYS

No fee or costs unless we win your case
Free consultation in your home, office or at the hospital
Available 24 hours, 7 days a week
On staff doctor and registered nurse
Serving motorcyclists and other injured persons
for over21 years

... to meet tomorrow's challenge

DISC

Ell

For over te n years, supporting the FAA withAi r Traffic Services • Information Technology Services
Engineering and Technical Services • Systems Sales and
Integration • Training Services

DIVERSIFIED INTERNATIONAL SCIENCES CORPORATION

990 1·RBus1nessParkway, Lanham. MO 20 701>· 1840

(301) 731 ·9070

Equal Opportunity Employer
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FAX 130117 3 1.90 74

D DICKENS &ASSOCIATES, INC.
ENGINEERING • ARCHITECTURE • PLANNING
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS • INTERIOR DESIGN

Con gra tula tes
the Cla ss of '96
DAYTONA BEACH, FL
(904) 253-1511
EB 0002396

•
•
•

Newly Remodeled Rooms
Free Local Calls
Transportation to ERAU

OVEIDO, FL
( 407) 365-1766
AA 0002712

•
•
•

73 W. GRANADA BOULEVARD
ORMOND BEACH. FL 32 174

JAMES G. HULL, D.O.
FAMILY M EDICINE
CERTIFIED IN
FAMILY PRACTICE

904-673-8333
HOURS BY
APPOINTMENT

&
FAA MEDICAL EXAMS

Cable TV & HBO
Outdoor Pool
Uno's Restaurant

9041255-2422 or 8001352-2722
1798 W . International Speedway Blvd. Daytona Beach FL 32114

Aviatole Apartrnevits
Resort Style Living
•Microwave s/Fireplaces Optional• Screened Private Patios
·Washer/Dryer Connection s• Indoor & Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Z Swimming Pools• Exercise Facility

iiiiir

231 N. Hoagland Blvd.
Kissimmee, FL 34741
Phone: 407-847-7477
Fax: 407-933-7843

Congraulations to the
1996 Senior Class!

Peoples Gas

ERAU Friendly Leases

257-3301
1690 Dunn Avenue

"Florid.a's leading natural gas utility"

Daytona Beach

Working with fine authors such as Professors
Chadbourne, Neese, and Richey, we will continue
to supply technical titles to enrich your careers ...

Krieger Publishing Compa ny
Congratulates the Class of '96!
Krieger Publishing Company
P.O. Box 9542 • Melbourne, FL 32902-9542
(407) 724-9542• FAX (407) 951-3671
Direct Order Line (407) 727-7270

604 MAIN STREET, DAYTONA BEAC H
(9o4 l 252--0577

I (8001874·2115

CONGR ATULAT IONS ! ! !
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS
Y'ALL COME BACK, YOU HEAR !
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puts you
in the pilot's
seat... for just
$1.58 an issue.
"l"l ]he lher yo u 're a studen t. private or

VV profes sional pilot, no other public a-

Intro duct ory offe r vali dfor
new subs cribe rs only !

ti on brings you as mu ch of the beauty .
lhe fascina tion a n d the excitem ent of flyonly $18.9 7- that's just $1.58 an issue.
ing as FLYIN G.
You'll save 55% off lh e annua l n ewsstand
Filled wilh thr illing, full-c olor pho- cost of $42 .00 and enjoy conven ient home
tograp h s from lop aviatio n photog rapher s, deliver y!
FLYIN G fli es everything from prolol ypes
To start your money -savin g s ubscri ption.
you can 't ye t buy to yesterd ay"s a ircraft .
simply fill out a nd r eturn l h e FLYIN G
Every month , you'll h ear from the world's co upon. Your
satisfa ction is guaran teed
best aviatio n writers on lhe latest in a ir- or your mone
y w ill be r e f uncled on a ll
craft, avioni cs and access ories ... you' ll unmailed copies
.
find guid elin es on how you
can Dy safer... a nalysis or oth er
pilols' mislak es (and what to
d o to avo id them) ...
p lu s
Senda wholey earof RY'IN G a uthori ta live inform ation you
I 12 big issues -for only $18.97.
need wh en s hoppin g for ai r planes , avionics financ ing or
NAME
4203
pilot trainin g. All this a nd
-::"°:-::
0RE=s s=--- ------- - - - -- - - -- - - h u n d r ed s of other facts a nd
ins ights to make every h our
CITY
you spend in lhe a ir safer and
;;STA;;;TE:--- - - -- - - - - -- - -Zl-P- - - - m ore satis fying.
0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME

rD
- -YE
- -S'- - - - - - - - - ,

Twelv e m onth s a year yo u ' ll
enjoy the thrill of FLYIN G for

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

<;:onodion order.; odd $7 per yeOI (incl. 7% GSl); foreign orders odd $6 per year;
payment
in U.S. funds must accompany order. Please allow 30 to 60 days
for delivery of first Issue.

Sendto:

FLYING, P.O. BOX 51377, BOULDER, C08032 2-1377

WOUid you like to receive special offer.; from qualified users of our
moiling rost? 0 Yes 0 No

L -- -- -- -- ,
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FlightSafety's
New-Hire program
matche s the latest
advances in typespecific simulator
technology with the
requirements of your
airline e mployer.

Now living out their
ambitions, Robert
Goldman and
colle ague David
Erstfeld accelerated
their airline careers
through FSI's NewHire Program.

First Officer Robert Goldman landed at ASA by being at
the right place at the right time. But he didn't rely on
luck. After earning his commercial pilot certificate and
his instrument and multiengine ratings, the time was
right to shape his own career path. So he turned to
FlightSafety's Regional Airline New-Hire Program - the
right place to be if you've got the qualifications, but
need our airline connections.
The process was as simple for Robert
as it has been for over 1750 other pilots
we've placed in the right seats of
airliners. After a two-day evaluation, we
arranged Robert's interview with ASA,
one of some 20 cooperating airlines in
our New Hire Program. ASA and Robert
both liked what they saw, so he walked
away with a job offer contingent on completion of typespecific training, which we provided on an Embraer
simulator at our Atlanta center.
As Robert says, "The great thing is, you don't spend
your money for training until you have the job and know
the aircraft you need to train for."
If you like the career path we've helped over 1750
pilots follow, give us a call. We'll help you write your
own story.

FlightSafety . ... . ..

Over a thousand pilots
have landed in the right
seats of airliners
tluough the benefit of
FSI's type-specific
simulator training and
our New-Hire program
affiliations with some
twenty airlin'e s.

For more information
on how to take control
of your career, please
call us in Orlando,
Florida:
(800) 829-4992.
Te1(407)657-6100
Fax (407) 657-0207

11m1 lllltional
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G enlraf 7/onda Press

he heavens by day

or night inspire everyone.

specializes in printing fine

A beautiful sunny day

quality multicolor printing.

encourages outdoor

Whether the sky in a

activities, a day at

photograph or illustration

the beach, or awalk in

is a dreamy blue or a

the park. The allure of

stormy violet, we are

a clear night sky inspirits

inspired to achieve perfect

romance and adventure.

color in printing.

Any sky emboldens

+-

the students of Embry
Riddle University. Central

CENTRAL FLORIDA PRESS

Florida Press congratulates

4560 L.B. Mcleod Road
Orlando, Florida 32811
407-843-5811
800-683-0693

the graduates of this
exceptional university.
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FAMILY CARE
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Affilintcd with Mc111orinl Hcnlt/J Systems

Byron Faudie Is Teaching
Rock 'n' Rollers To
\\hat arc ' tllil<'11f\ ill

1111c

l

1' 1tlrfll

I lurida

111uldlc ,<ltwif /i,tc11i11:!, 111 i/w,c•dm,; \ :!1\C'ar-uld P11/1/j, ,f11ch pcT\U1/
H111 N'll

1t1t\

/1nc1i/ 011

lnll"ll<'t' wul !.,!l"i1t l1wtc•1l n li11dcr,.

H1

""'""''""'"· ' ''"' /ib·11l1111 '""'!tear... , ,,,
(1/111111 (I ll ti\ J,, tl1cir c'll!,!t'flH'"· thc•ir th int
./~;r hwm lcc(!!C' ... ''"' H1nm tf wu• da".

Walk-In Medical Treatment Center
No appointment necessary

"I ltl'\

,.,.,,11, ;,,,,,;,." 11/ l' .

I fer(' ht• ;,, p 1111i11,i.: lii11N ·~{ tfnougli
nillt'gc ll'flr/i.i11g ol 1111/di\ ~uper \lorlwh.

Jerry Waikins, M.D. Honorio Sia, M.D.
Johnna Mantineo, 0.0.

lt1hillJ.! \IJllll'

te11c'1i11~

tf I /it' ftJll,i!/,<',f Cfllll"\('\, 1tlld

111icldlc ,cJiru1I ,,·i1•11n• 11 ith

111101

li11lc ti111c ;, ft:Ji. 1 /1um~ft te11d1111g c'\}'<'ri-

• Acute illness
• Minor injuries
• School & camp physicals
• Immunizations
• Pre-employment physicals
•On-site Lab and X-rays

Monday- Friday:
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday:
I 0 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday:
Noon to 6 p.m.

FAA, 2nd & 3rd class- by appointment only
1130 Beville Road (Just West of Nova Road)
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

904/253-6051
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Congratulations Seniors
from y our

Student Government Association

•
...44

•ASSOCIATED
,.. .,... AVIATION
~ 9' UNDERWRITERS

and from

HERFFJONES
The Official Class Ring Co . of E.R.A.U .

SA L UTES
THE

EMBRY-RIDDLE
AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY
For Class Ring infonnation call Ossie Palla
E.R.A. U. Student Govern ment Association
Daytona Beach, Florida

904-226-6045
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ou've m.a de
a commitment to aviation.
Now, it's time to
take your place in
one of aviation's
largest, most
respected organizations: the
Get the official
Aircraft Ow ners A OPA Pilot's Cap FREE
w hen you join.
and Pilots
Association. Here's just a sample of what
membership means to you.
AOPA protects your future - the future
of general aviation. A healthy aviation

Call the AOPA Pilot Assistance Hotline
to talk to an experienced pilot or CFI and
get the answers you need, w hether it's
assistance with flight planning, career
guidance, or any other aviation-related
question.
Safety programs: seminars and clinics,
plus free and low-cost educational
materials, all sponsored by the AOPA Air
Safety Foundation. The ASF has been
recognized for over four decades for its
groundbreak ing work promoting "safe
pilots, safe skies."
Plus, you'll receive automatic FlightPlus

All These Benefits Can Be Yours Right Now, When
You Join The World's Premier Pilots' Association.
environment is critical to your fu ture. And
no one works harder than AOPA to protect
the interests of pilots at every level of government. AOPA is your voice on airspace
restrictions, fu el taxes, airport closings and
any issu e that affec ts your rights.
Get 12 issues of AOPA Pilot, aviation's
most popular and respected magazine,
with up-to-the-mi nute news, aircraft and
equipment reviews, technology updates,
regulations, analyses of piloting techniques, and more.

Aviation AD&D insurance; access to the
AOPA Legal Services Plan; FlightFunds
loans for flight h·aining; discounts on NOS
charts and Jeppesen manuals, and much,
much more.
We invite Embry-Ridd le's graduating
seniors and underclassm en alike to share
in the prestige, benefits
and respect that
only AOPA
membership
AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOlS ASSOCIATION
provides.

Call 1-800-USA-AOPA To Join.
Congratulations To The Embry-Riddle Class Of '96.

Comm ercial Advertising
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Mooney, the best value in a high perlonnance single.
MOON EY
Expanding the envelope'.M

Contact your local Mooney Direct Sales Representative. 1 -800-456-.)03.~.
Mooney Direcl Sales and Service Center. Louis Schreiner Field. Kerrville. Tx 7802R
~ General Av1a1ton Manulacrure1s Assooation

t

l'J9{ \lllmtr"l

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
salutes the Embry-Riddle graduates who
represent the future of aviation.

_""'9 •

Gulfstream
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Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Telephone: (9 12) 965-3000

Busine~

Home
Health
Life
and Auto
Insurance.
Our Strengths are Yours.
AFFORDABLE

~

INSURANCE

Hilb, Rogal and Hamilton Company
of Daytona Beach Inc.

®

11 5 North Ridgewood Ave.
Daytona Beach. FL 32 11 4
904-252-3701

When heading to your favorite place in the sun .••

FROM $34Q

310 So. Nova Road
253-1 644

Gleim Publi catio ns
of Gainesville, Florida

Thanks the students,
alumni, faculty,
and staff
for their use of the

GLEIM PILOT
TRAINING BOOKS
and SOFTWARE
•for FAA Written Tests
•for FAA Practical Tests

''The Books With The Red Covers"

(800) 87-GLEIM
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The Beech King Air C90B provides
ample proof that comfort and efficiency
can, indeed, mutually coexist.
Thr C90B is the most direct route to
twin-turbine efficiency and reliab ility.
o jct comes close to saving you the
kind of money on fuel costs you'll save
with this airplanr.
And yet, sm·ing on fuel is just one
business adrnntage to owning a C90 B.
Thcrr is al so the reassu rance of a
serdce and support network larger than
any othrr in the world.
Another advantage is the comfortable working conditions. The cabin is
designed for effi ciency, with spacious
room for five kry executives to conduct
businrss. Thr appointments arc considPrahk. The sound lcvrls arc not.

This kind of environment lends itself
to a more productive use of you r time.
The proven Pratt & Whitney jetprop
engines make more productive use of
your fuel.
Together, they offer you a more productive use of your money. If that
is something that is still popular at
your corporation, call 1-800-866-1000,
for more information about the Beech
King Air C90B.

Raytheon Aircraft
Beech
Hawker

"This world is but a canvas to our imaginations. "
-Henry David Thoreau

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE

1996 GRADUATES

OF

·E ·M aRY - R-100.L E ,
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-

Copiers

-

Facsimile

-

Formula for Lower Cost
Guarantees

-

The Copytronics Duplicator
Pion, featuring 2-hour
emergency service

-

Florida's largest independent
copier dealer

~
~

MINOlJA
AUTHORIZED OE.ALER

788-5500

Palm Harbor Orthopedics, P.A.

RONALD BATHAW, M.D., FAAOS

Y-e~ ~"'~ ~"""'
~-w'-1
.~
~.

The American Institute of ·
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
with more than 32,000 professional members
and 6,000 student members, is the largest
professional technical society devoted

'p

to the progress of engineering
and science in aviation and space.

Diplomate. America n Soard ol Orthopedic Surgery
Serves on Medical Stalls ol Memorial Hospitol-flagler &. O rmond Beach

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY &SPORTS MEDICINE
ESTABllSHED 1987

X-RAYS TAKEN ON PREMISES

Our mission is to advance the arts,
sciences, and technology of aerospace,
and to nurture and promote
the professionalism of those
engaged in these pursuits.

• Joint Replac-

• Arthroscopy
• Hand Surpry
• Arthritis
For Appointments. Please Call

· 446-BONE

672-BONE

(4.i6-2663)

FAX 904-445-8111

(672-2663)

- - - - - · 3 Loc.it1ons for Your Q:mvenic>ncc' - - - - Palm Harbor Oll1ce Park
26 Ollice Park Or Palm Coast

-

S70 Memoual Carcle
Ormond Beach fl

Medical Aris Bu1ldmq
700 E Moodv Blvd Bunnell

School's out Start youf engines!
Textron Lycoming congratulates
all of you in the Embry-Riddle class of '96.
'---- - - - -- - -- - - -- --

ii :f:i i 1.t•J: I Lycoming _ __ __ _ _ __ __

____.

652 Oliver Street. Williamsport, PA 17701
717/327-7278 Fax 717/327- 7022
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES Comair Aviation
Academy, in conjunction with several regional airlines,
has developed a Technical Evaluation program to
help prescreen qualified appl icants for First Officer
positions. Upon the successful completion of the
Technical Evaluation , records are forwarded to the
participating airlines. Contact Comair Aviation
Academy now to see if you are eligible to participate
in the First Officer training evaluation process. It's the
first step in build ing a career as a
professional pilot.

ADDITIONAL TIME BUILDING Comair has
planes available for rental by the hour, day, week or
longer. Come fly with us. When flying the ultimate
off-road vehicle , there are no barriers, no borders,
no limits. Flying an airplane is an experience most
people only dream about. In minutes, you can be in
the Keys or the Bahamas. For business or pleasure,
you have the edge when you have a pilot's license.
ADVANCED TRAINING Whether you are
planning an aviation career, or just need one rating,
Comair can help you realize your goal. Our instructors provide individual instruction for both ground and
flight school. You'll receive one-on-one personalized
instruction designed by Airline personnel with safety
as the primary consideration .

•(
-AVIATION ACADEMY·As of March 1, 1995
Approved for V.A. Benefits FAA 14 1 Certified

2700 Flight Line Avenue
Sanford, Florida 32773

Call for more information: 1-800-U-CAN-FLV
(407)330-7020 or (407)323-3817
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BEST OF LUCK TO THE
1996

GRADUATING CLASS
from.

ZEV COHEN

& ASSOCI ATES, INC.

WHEN YOU HEAR
THE SIZZLE OF
W-D BRAND BEEF,
EXPE CT COMPANY!
THE LOW PRICE LEADE R

Winn-Dixie Helps You Get the Lowest Total Food Biii Every Day!
Compare Our Prices. You'll Like The Savings.

55 SETON TRAIL (904) 677-2482
ORMOND BEACH , FL 32176

ENGINEERS

WINN~DIXIE
America's Supennarket"

PLANNE RS SURVEY ORS
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fach week, 10,000 driuers switch
their car insurance to Gf ICO. But there's

always room for one more.

If peo ple sudd enly
fl ock to a new mo vie or a

\VI

() ffe r

th our pol 1L·yht1ldL" r" " ,

:renewalto ouer g83

l

ii

i llt' 111

restaura nt . it 's probab ly
worth checki ng out. We ll
C\'Cr\'' wee k ' 10 ' 000 drive rs

an)' in sura!lCL'

Ctllllj).lll\ , ,!I I

do more than chec k out th e rates and
2-+-h our ser\'ice offered by GE ICO Auto
I n sLI ran ce. These

·:1 .1;~~.~.1~.' ~fa~ii~:~:mfm~I!

you r poli cy. ho\\' ma ny ca n d, 1 rt

<1/lt"1

So you have to wonder what you 're
You can conduct any business
In man r oses, your
to GEICO cou ld save

Jll\ 111111.:

cl.11 111 1...111 h l·

~§~l1~:; ~J!~J~::1~::~-~jl of rqx

1

rt1 n

details of an inci dent. So call L~EI L
ca r insurance . You'll even get a

:1;~~~1~:~~I:·Im~,:J:2:m.Rllilll with your current
poli cy so you can see the savings. In

1·~J~§~.~:::.~1J;:.~~.~~~i/ We 'll always mJkc

~ th

l'

Li .ll

I\ l\1111

for sensibl e dm·ers. PanicuLirk d rwa ...
who are se nsible \v1th thei r

ll1LlllL'\

fa ct, we reward new customers with

-- }l!~!~~~l:n:d

GEICO
Th e sensible

term relationships we build

1-800-841-3000 an y time .

w~

'

a/ U.T1Jtll1 1·l'

t 0 \'l'fnmc111 Employees lnsur~nl"c Co • GEICO General Insurance Co • GEICO Jndcmnu ' Co • GE CO
.
. .
1he U ':> Gcwcrnmcnt GE ICO :iuto insurance 1s not available 111 MA or NJ GE ICO \V-.c)" , 1 > DC , 1 C.1suahy Co ThcS(: sh:trl'holdcr· Ll\\Til'<l u11np,1rnl'-; .ul· lhlt .1ffili.ueJ \qth
007 6
· ·~ -ngon.
'
© IY9)l.E IL''
1
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Congratulations Class of '96
.:: SNil.ING

GLOBAL
ELEVATOR
COMPANY

•

ELEVATOR SALES & SERVICE
910 Carswell Avenue • Holly Hill, FL 32117
525 Ca rsw ell Avenue, H o lly Hill FL 32117 • 904 255-6733

Store~'s Flower sbop
701 Int. Spee~wa;g Blv~.

Da;gtona Beacb, FL 32rr4
253-0588

(904) 255-3477
24 Hr. Emergency Service

Locally Owned

_Th_
HALIFAX
CWB

Top Aoor • First Union Bank Building
444 Seabreeze Blvd.
Daytona Beach, FL 32118

DAVID F. VEDDER
IMMIGRATION

O FFICE 9CMt 2 53·42 1 2
H OM E 9041700.1848

FREE E STIMATES
FAX 904 t 2S3·2878

LAWYER

• Permanent Residency
• Investor Vis as
• Work Authorization
• Criniinal Dofonao
Of Aliens

• Deportation
• Employer 1-9
Compliance Proceodinoa
• Na turalization
• All Immigration Matters

24 HR ANSWERING SERVICE

253-3676
648 SO. RIDGEWOOD AV.

W e lls. Revis, Vedder&. Ella n

~

fll
AAA FENCE & PORTABLE BUILDINGS
RESIDENTI A L · COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIA L FENCES W OO D &CHAIN LINK
M E MBER

B ILL M O RRISON
801 O RAN GE A VE.
0 AVTO N A BEA CH. F L 3 2 114

DAYTONA BEACH

Four Complete Departments
PAINT
WALLPAPER
ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
PICTURE FRAMING

239 S. Seagrave

730 Airport Road
Ormond Beach, FL 32174

Daytona Beach

253-8107

Volusia Construction Company, Inc.
UNDERGROUN D UTILITIES

FOR TEE TIME CALL
(904)673-6000

952 Big Tree Rd., P.O. Box 4578, South Daytona, FL 32121

{904) 761-6111 •Fax (904) 756-2204
11J 2.A Beville Rood
Novo Village Market
Dovtono Beach. FL 32 114

W.R. RUNDLES, M.D., P.A.

(904) 255-1711

Sweet Water Medical Surgery Clinic
Oiplomate, American Board ol Surgery
5795 Taylor Branch Rd.

Port OrMge, FL 32127

904· 756-0064
Day or Night

Serving South Dovtono &
€mbr1,1·A1ddl.~ IJn1versit1,1

Nestor Soldano
Franchisee

Commerclal Advertising
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][ Daytona Beach

We Salute
the
1996
Graduates

of

Congratulates
the
Class of 1996

Embry Riddle
Aeronautical Universio/

Barfield, Inc.
Miami • Atlanta • Los Angeles

S

CHO LAS TIC
ADVERTISING, INC.

Yearbook Advertisin g Specialists

MEMORIAL
HEALT H

SYSTEM S

A co111 111u11ity -ow11cd

rcgio11n / l1cn ltlzcnrc system
Memori a l Hos pital-O rmond Beach
875 Stcrihaus /\ven ue
Ormo nd Beach, FL ]2 17.+
904/6 7 6-6000

Memori al Hospita l-Flagler
East M oouy Bouleva rd
Bunnell , FL 32 110

In the East
1 ·800-96 4-0777

904/437-22 11

In the West
1-800-9 64-0776

70 I West Ply mouth Ave nue
Deland, FL 32720
904/734-332 0

Memorial Hospital-West Volusia
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CONGRA TULATIO NS
CLASS OF

'96

Four years of calculus, aerodynamic s,
meteorology , aircraft performance...
Don't you wish you could do it all again?!

AEROSPATIAL E
G EN E RAL AVIATION

(800) 999-1110

Commercial Advertising
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TO P TE N SCARIEST
PEOPLE O N EA RT H
I0. Prune-eating Sumo wrestler.
9. High-rise window cleaner
with bladder problem.
8. Near sighted knife juggler.
7. Megalomaniac Third
World Dictators.
6. Grown men named "Biff'
5. Heavily armed hot dog
vendors.
4. Carsick brother in the seat
next to you.
3. Brain surgeon with hiccups.
2. Anyone with acranky
disposition and achainsaw.
I . People who offer you drugs.
PART NERS HIP FOR A DRUG -FREE AMER ICA
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C ON G R AT U L A T I 0 N S

.Congratulations To

to the

Class of 1996

The Class of '96!

from

SuMMERLAKE APARTMENTS
1600 Big Tree Road
Daytona Beach, FL 32119

Greater Orlando
Aviation Authority

(904) 788-6998

DAYTONA BEACH
YOUR CENTRAL FLORIDA Fl)LL-SERVICE FBO
Prou!d.lng 24-Hour-A-Day Fuel Ground
Support, At.ritne Operations. Pilot Supplies.
On-Site Autonlcs, Mat.ntena nce. And
More.. .

111!1

QualityThat Stands Alone.
0-n IOO '" " 'ID· "h<n AJcilphu1iBwch <n:.c«I BuJ..U.r. h< h1J unlyon< rule: ~'"'
,ompromlSC on 4u;iLtv.

(904) 255-0471

ARING 130.1

..............
,,,....,..,.

'~ aerospatiale
......
~
111uo1po~:.~

Th.c" " h" "' mil hmv oor be-er 111ich unlych< Ane>< hups •nd i"iru. And 1h>1's why

11c·rC' now rhconk bm\tr who \'.'ominun tO WC' Bcc<h~ ;iiini to ;iiJ the n;itunl c;;irbon:iuon of

uurlxu.

So uc h<r b«"<r h:u wch • cr.>Jicion ul qu•licy co u,. up co. Bue chm, no a<h« br.,..1
m•ln ch<Kina oi Bttn.

~~~~-:--:--:--::-~~----,::---:-1~

Somebody StiU Cares About Quality.~
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Service. We Guarante e It.

OUR SERVICE ~tni~~~t
MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE ~~nc:~~~~~rs
nothing gives us
greater pleasure

grow financially. And our people have a commitment to service that can make a big difference to
your future banking needs.
We can be your resource for financial growth .
With faster. streamlined procedures. Personal
attention you won·t get from any other bank. And
service so good we guarantee it in writing.
Come in soon and talk to us. You·11 discover that
at First Union. our service makes the difference .

GREAT GAM ES
Great gamec, t•'<e S1oew1noer • make money
tor you S1dcw 1ndcr is lhe pertec1 adC11t1on 10

any family tun eerie r ;Hea de or m1n1 midway
II is an 1dea1 supp1cmen1 10 video games One
al lhe nice 1h1ngs aoout 11 is 1h a1 11 w 111 s1111 oe
a per at1ng and rna11.1ng you money 1ong after
all lhe video g rtmes. have oeen replaceo
Do you sell cl lavor cind ch eck. into S ide·
winder and our tutl line o f amu seMenl games
and se rvices W1rn ove r 1w en1y years 1n the

1ndus1ry we can help you with every asoect c..
you r game opeu:u.on We nave oeen doing
redemption to r 1wen1y

yea 1~

ano we

wt tl

oe

happy to he1p you ennance your opera11on
w11h redemo1ion cen rers !> IOC k. a,,a ooeral!ng
1echmques

Ca tt us 1oaay ,.uu oe g1,to you d10
Bob·s Space Racers. Inc.
o r989

4 27 I 5th S1ree1

f,,,, union Coroora1t0n

M~moer

Oayrona Beach F •or1cJ c1 J21' •
Telephone 90.l 6--·076'
FAX 90.l 67- 0'9·1

FDIC

1 t' "•l' 1• ... I

'

I

II •

U· t .. '>:..1 "·•, ,,
... I",.,

Congratul ations Graduates
from

w/~;tr~ @iUll)@
Apartme nts!!

•Waterfront Living·
·Pools, Tennis, Fitness Center·
•Fishing Dock, Boat Launch & More•
We Cater to ERAU Students!
1225 S. Beach Street
Daytona Beach, FL
255--0919

~ r · .1 I 1' •

"

o•

'

•I

t o

• •.
·

,

,

' •• I

a-~
AVTHOA IZ[O

ANSUL .

• Sales • Installation •Certificatio n • Recharging
-COMMERIC AL•INDUST RIAL•RESID ENTIAL•
PA IN T B OOTH SYSTEMS
•MARINE•A UTO•

H llLO N SYSTEMS
GAS STATION S YS TEMS
RESTAURAN T F IR E S Y ~ TE M S
},

,.

...

... ...
I '
.,.

,.,. ·..
..........
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252-3186

~~:~~:~~ 1 7~~9~N1EsR~~;BINE TS
FIHS I AID KllS • StlPLIE S . St>MCE
lHAFFt CCO N ES • V ES TS • FLA.\j:i

179 CARSWE LL AVE
f M (RGE NCY LIGHllNG
HOLLY HILL. Fl 32117 F L AMMAH LE SIUHALoE C ABINETS
I BLK WEST OF US1 SAF L I Y GAS CAN S • v ll Y WAS1E C•N S
1 BL K NORTH OF M AS ON

. ~ .

IN S TA.llA.T ION S • C ERTIF IC A TIONS
REVISION S • HEl ' H A~h...~ ING

..---===:

S I A IE llSCf NSE D • I NSURED
L .\ R~Y !'\ I N G Pres icJenr 00 1 C ~q11 F=1EO t1'10RO TES TING

SERVING CENTRAL FLO RIDA SI NCE 1963

REG ENCY
INN

NEWLY REMODE LED
QUIET SETTING

CLOSE TO
SPEEDW AY• DOG TRACK
RESTAU RANTS• BEACH
619 N. RIDGEWOO D AVE.
DAYTONA BEACH, FL

JACUZZI SUITE
NON-SMOKING ROOMS
TV•DIRECT DIAL PHONES
NEW AIR CONDITIONERS

253- 5336

VISA, MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS & DISCOVER ACCEPTED
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-~~

INTE RNAT IONA L
AVIA TION
H PN • PS I • SAF • TES

Uuild ing 15(Xl. Pe rime te r Road
Palm Beac h lntcmaLiona l Ai rport
We st Palm Beach. FU ~·:Hl6

Tl· kphonc: -1 07 --1 78-8700
Opnalions rax : -107 -2Y\-85 .'i6
t\bm te nance Fax : -107-2 .) J -85-lll

"Daytona Beach is fast
becoming the most sought
after golf destination in
Florida. With the opening of
the LPGA International, its
variety of golf courses has
earned Daytona Beach golf
the right to be called

outstanh4-

~0<'0
o~"' Ge\\~"O

~

~

AWARD WINNING LEADER
IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
OF EDGE WELDED BELLOWS ASSEMBLIES

Danny Caverly
PGA Pro and Director of Golf for Oceans Eleven Resorts

Six Quality Daytona Beach Oceanfront ~~sorts
• 900 rooms & suites. many with kitchens
Restaurants and Lounges
• Golf Packages • Value Packages
• Oceanfront Pools. Sun Decks, Whirlpools
• Local coupons worth $ 1,200 at check-in!

e

'
, · ()c~

1

C£J~
~

\ · '·

8 0 0 -8 7 4 - 7 4 2 0

.~

•ESOArs.oHC

'--rr·
-11 -

Aca pulco Inn• Bahama House
Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn• Best Western Mayan Inn
Casa del Mar Beach Resort •Treas ure Island Inn

Golfers, f amilies, couples - you'll discover
Oceans Eleven Resorts is the VALUE of the beach!

f!Rmcran~7

2025 S. Atlantic Ave .. Daytona Beach Shores. FL 321 18

John Crane BeHab

305 Fentress Blvd.
Daytona Beach
Florida 32114
904-253-0628

America's Most
Popular Airport
Congratulates
the graduating
class of 1996
How TO LOOK AT LIGHTNING

WITHOUT GETTING BURNED.

~
~

Tampa International Airport

Tht la.!>l lhing any pilol wanls lo do
is share' air SP3l'r ..,..;lh lightning and
turbulence. But. v.ilh somt' l.800elt'l1tic
storms lighting up somt whC'r C' f.'VC'r y
minute'. )·our palh s art bound lo cross.

For lhOS<' lim~. )'Ou need a
Slurm5';0pt.. lightning dtiection systtm.
Solution: Srorrmcope- \.\X-1000

Unlikt ndar. Lighllling dt iection
systtms rt.ad tht t lertrica! diS('hatg<'S
associated wilh c."Umulus. maturt, and

dissipating thundt't"SIOrms.
The SlornlSlvpc' \\'X-10001.'llll alen you
C'vi)' and dt"ariy to ron\'t'l"li\'t" stonns
)'OU"'O"' Sitt on ndaruntil i!'stoo I.alt'

Otsignod for th• d•mands of hi.l!h·
prrformance- ainnfl. tht StormStvpt'
WX-1000 works in tandtm with your
l'llm~nl r.1dar. Ufsl ur all. l)rkrs for lht'
Slorms.:o~ wx. 1000 syslrm :ilatl at

aboul $9,000.

For mort' infor1t1.1tion ur tht> l~·ation
or )'our nruh! Storms..:op: dtalt'r. nll
us" 616-949·6600.
ll"slht' bt-st wayyrl lolllttrdt'iU
4.1ftht'~lorm.
'Jrt t~ln Mld Ttth-'oo". hw.

tffl-..:lrich tlich~~"'·· hw.

•.r.1•._..... ..,,,"1

,.

1.1 ..... k.o&-d• MI l"°'t,,.._...,71
1.. ~111 IW'l-4"'' '11

BFGoodrlch
Aerospace

Avionics ¥tams
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SERVING THE WORLD'S

/~

llEECH l900C
250 Houre I $20,500
135 Regional Airline
12,500 IL1.• I Hou1ing
All F.O.'•Payed For
line Flighll in Program

l\"IU(N.\ ll1 1NAl .. I M .

AIRCRAFT,

SHOR1S 360
500 ICoure I $39,500
121 Regional Airline
12,500 IL1.+ I Hou1lng
All F.O.'a Payed For
line Flight1 In Program

AIRLINE PROGRAMS
.....~.,._ , . .. - ·
WSNA402
150 Houre I $8, 900
FIRST OFFICER • PIC/ SIC
lnclude1 Houoing

A~USTRIAL MARKET.0

Coa6lAne !Jnfernaliona / :J:>i6l . JlJ.

~
SEAN J. O'ROURKE
PRESIDENT
TEL: (516)226-0500
FAX: (516)226-5190

274 BANGOR STREET
LIN DENHURST, NY 11757

,,.
i

,:;

llOEIHG 727-200
F.E. I 150 Houre I $29,500
F.O. I 150 Houre / $34, 500
FAR Part 121 I lndudH Housing

CALL. FAX OR WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE :

AVTAR INTERNATIONAL, INC.
PO. BOX 526628 • M IAM I. FL 33 J 52-6628
1-800-AVTAR-55 • 305-593-8808
FAX 305-593-8552 U.S.A.

SUPPORTING
THE HOME TEAM~
GO EAGLES!

L
0

1
We value the Friendsh ip
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University. So much so we
offer a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee or you don't pay for that
night's stay. With a Free Continental Breakfast. Free Local Calls,
Free In-room Movie Channel and Free Lodging for Kids 18 and under.
you'll become a fan of Hampton Inn Daytona Beach - Airport.

904-257 -4030
1/4 MILE FROM CAMPUS
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1995-1996
COLE·PALMER
INSTRUMENT
CATALOG

qi

TH E
GOOD
LIFE AT
A GREAT
PRICE!
· Studio & 1-2 · 3 br:drv',rw ,
• Luxury appliance s
· All corner apartme n1s

The free 1995-1196 Cole-Palmer instrument catalog
contains over 1700 full-color pages and features more
than 40,000 products coveing scientific instruments,
equipment, and supplies. The catalog includes a detailed
40 page product index and table of contents, informative
introductory pages for many of the catalog sections,
"Hot Tips", and an 8-page section of late-breaking prod ucts.
For your free copy of the 1995-1996 Cole-Palmer catalog ,
Contact:

Cole-Palmer Instrument Company
625 East Bunker Court • Vernon Hills, IL 60061
1-800-323-4340

· 2 Sparkling pools

· Tenr11s courts
· ShorVLong term leases
• Only 2-1/2 miles to Embry -Riddle
• Furnished apartmen ls ava1labie
• Cable TV ava ilable
• Laundry facil1t1es
• Special summer storage rates
• Con veni ent lo shopping

~ Ask about our two and three bedroom specials

lR AU

.. . I

---- · - - 2690 Cumberland Parkway, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

875 Derby shire Road
Daytona Beach , Florida 32 11 7

252-6406

Commerclal Advertising
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SYLVIA STOVER

OFFICE: 445·9363

OWNER/OPERATOR

PALM COAST, FL

BUG GUARD SERVICES
Lawn Spray

·~

Fertilizing

Termite and Complete Pest Control Service
25 Utlllty Drive, Suite A
Palm Coast, FL 32137

&AVIATOR WAY · ORMOND BEACH, FLORIDA 32 174-2983
(904)677-5302 ·FAX (904) 672-75 76 · 800-377-6006
c.;( 'rvll H} til r · N r ; fir 1n w ith

TABLES

•

TENTS

•

CHAIRS

Fo r Sr;i::.:c.10 1F "':~n t s

~GREENWICH

\:1)
Display Systems for Training and Research
•Flight• Air Traffic Control•
•Maritime • Driver•
•Precision Gunnery•
Merchants Way, Burgess Hill
West Sussex RH1 5 SQY, England
(44) 1444-870-888

MARA THON

~~;ght

JET CENTER
Congratulations & Happy Landings

rEFoNl

ARINC 131.45

Radiation Oncology Assoc.
Herbert D. Kerman Regional Oncology Center
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
904-254-4210
Terry S. Bloom, MD.
Ann E . Spangler, MD .
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GREENWICH AIR SERVICES IS A WORLD LEADER
IN THE REPAIR AND OVERHAUL OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES

Ted Yaeger, MD.
Russell Hinerman, MD.

33 152

Spruce C reek Aviation, Inc.
Spruce C reek Airport
1 Beech Boukvard Daytona Beach. FL 321 H
(90 ~ )

~~partment
~

T ea111 Crt·e11wich
sah11es 1he
Craclua1c s or f.1111>1)'-Hiddlc Uni ve rsity
as
flll111-e leaders i11 1he avia 1io11 i11clusl1)'.

P.O. fiox 522 187 Miami FL
(305) 521>-7000

Daytona Beach, Florida, USA
904-672-0202

305-743-4222

AIR SERVICES

761- 17 11

Spruce Creek Aviation would like to
invite you to fly the
cleanest and best equipped
airplanes around.
Tomahawlc
Warrior
Cessna 172
Arrow
Seminole

I.F .R.
Full I.F R./D.M .E.
Full I.F.R./D .M..E.
Full l.F.R./D.M.E . & Loran
Full I.F.R./D.ME. & Loran

eongrat11/atio1ts
from
UNITED ENGINEERS
DAYTONA BEACH, FL

CONGRATULA TIONS
SENIORS

SGA PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING SERVICES
To ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avian Student Newspaper
Touch-N-Go Productions
Phoenix Yearbook
WERU Campus Radio
Discounted Fax Service
Free Coffee and Tea
Locker and Typewriter Rental
Class Ring Sales
Student Lifeline

Student Government Association

Students Serving Students

237

IND EX
Abdel, Somer
Abdel-Missih, Nader
Abdellatif, Amed "Eddie"
Abdulla, Al-Noaimi
Abrams, Howard
Absher, David
Acaron, Antonio
Acevedo, Francisco
Adams, Alex
Adams, Brian
Adams, Corey
Adams, Kiia
Adams, Renee
Aftab, Noman
Al-Binali, Hesham
Al-Noubi, Al-Naimi S.
Al-Rashidi, Abdulbasit
Albacete, Christina E.
Albert, Denzil
Ali, Amer
Allen, James F.
Alley, Stephen
Allgayer, Alexander
Anderson, Dawn
Andreotti, Pete
Andreus II, William J
Andreychik, Chris
Anusonti-lnthra, Phuriwat

238 Index

37
16H
16H
68
68
68
37
37
37, 165
37
37
37
68
68
98
68,69
135
68
68
68
68
16C
69
16E
115
69
117
102

Ardito, Tom
Arguello, Andre
Armstrong, Dan
Armstrong, Dean
Arnold, Robert
Arroyo, Erica
Ash, Joshua " Pauly"
Assad, Judy
Atta, Jawaid
Augustus, Scott
Austin, Steven

Badillo , Charlie
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~enior Clas s Pres iden t Jack Christm e spea ks to the 530 Gra duat es in
atte nda n ce. The Spri ng grad uati on
cere mon y of 1996 in the Oce an Cen ter is fille d to capa city.

25 4 Clos ing

As this academic year drew to a close it
was evident that many changes have occurred or have just gotten underway. Each
and every one of these changes created
some sort of impact on the members of
this University. The one thing that is difficult to judge now is how the changes will
affect people in the future.
Throughout this year we have seen
both the positive and negative sides of the
X Factor. As a whole, the University has
mourned the loss of several of its members. We also went through a rough period
with thefts in the Lehman Center. On the
flip side, students and faculty played host
to an African ambassador and a group of
Russian cosmonauts. Also, construction
on both the flight simulator center and
student village is underway. These events
have changed the way people live and
work on campus.
As children we were always told to live
in the present and not the past. However,
by living in the present we are also building for the future. Everything that happens in our lives in some way alters what
will happen in the future. We need to
work with what we are given and surge
forth into whatever may lie ahead of us.
By closing this book, each of us is closing
another chapter in our lives. Now we must

(
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ask ourselves - what is next?
- Jessica Ross

Closing255

Printing: Taylor Publishing Company,
based in Dallas, printed thi s 29th
Volume of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University's Phoenix Yearbook. This
year's book, whose cheme is "The X
Factor", was a fall de livery book. The
550 book copies were pri nted on I 00
weight paper. Questions and comments
can be directed to the Phoenix office at
(904) 226-6048. The office is located
on the second fl oor of the John Paul
Riddle Student Center al 600 S. Clyde
Morris Bl vd., Daytona Beach, Florida
32 114-3900.
Cover: The cover idea was a joint
effort between Jessica Ross and
Matthew Bielanski . A quarter binding
of Black Lexitone was uti lized along
with an brass embossed top mylar stamp.
Typography: The foll owing fonts were
used thro ughout the body copy of the
book: Fenice Regukar, Garamond, Mali bu,
Nouveau, Opus, and Times Roman. Headlines used Amazoni an, Freehand Script,
Kabel Bold, Nouveau Gothic Bold Italic,
Souvenir, Times Ro man , Palletle, Captions
used Garamond, Garamond Condesned
Bold, and Nouveau Bold . All photo credits
were in Times Roman Italic.
Graphics: All graphics were created inhouse by individual section coordinators.
IBM computers were used with Adobe
Photoshop and CorelDRA W!6.0.
Expenses : As a division of the Student
Government Association the Phoenix is
primarily funded by SGA fees. About
$45,000 was bud;:;;: ~e·.:I for "The X Factor".
All revenue was ec..;1:ed through adve:-tisir.:R
and book sales. The cost of each book '" ,.s~
$30.00.
Companies: Underclass portraits were
taken by Beat Jund. Senior portraits were
taken by J.B. Bassett. All commercial ads
were submitted by Scholastic Advertising.
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